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ABSTRACT
The Emerging Female Hero in the Fiction of Alice Walker, Ntozake Shange,
Ursula Le Guin, and Barbara Kingsolver
Rebecca S. Phillips
Novels written by Alice Walker, Ntozake Shange, Ursula Le Guin, and Barbara
Kingsolver between 1971 and 1993 demonstrate a pattern of female heroism that both
continues and revises the male monomyth as described by Joseph Campbell. The motifs
these women’s novels share with the traditional monomyth include:
■ the quest itself
■ mysterious parentage
■ the magical guide
■ the slaying of the monster
■ the boon
■ (sometimes) the sacred marriage and the return.
The elements either unique to the female quest or containing a different emphasis
from the monomyth are:
■ enclosure in a patriarchal system
■ naming of one’s own reality
■ the discovery or creation of community
■ the possibility of marriage.
In the novels examined—The Color Purple. Sassafrass. Cypress and Indigo. The
Tombs of Atuan. Tehanu, The Bean Trees, and Pigs in Heaven—the hero’s enclosure is
gender-related. She is entrapped by the conditions of female life in her society.
Conventional marriage and gender-role expectations function as enclosures.She often
escapes by learning to trust her own perceptions and to name the world for herself. The
discovery or creation of a community of equals is the female quest narrative’s most
significant departure from the monomyth; the hero is not set apart from others in a
hierarchy of value. Another departure is the frequent communal nature of the heroism
itself, in contrast to the monomyth's emphasis on individualism. Moreover, the female
hero seeks alternatives to violence; no monsters are literally slain by the hero. The hero’s
marriage, when it occurs in Tehanu and Pigs in Heaven, both novels of the 1990’s, differs
from the marriage of the monomyth, from the romance plot, and from the negative or
compromised marriages presented in earlier women’s fiction. These marriages represent
not merely heterosexual union but movement beyond duality; they constitute a feminist
re-imagining of relationships between men and women that will continue reshaping the
traditional story of the hero.
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Introduction
Personal and Theoretical Reflections

In Getting Personal (1991), critic Nancy K. Miller writes of the necessity and
frustration of always writing and speaking "as a"—as a feminist, as a woman, as an
academic, and on and on. The inevitability (if such it is) of positioning oneself as a
reader and speaker is both an annoyance and an opportunity, an annoyance because being
obsessively conscious about one’s position is so often tiring, an opportunity because, in
the West, self-knowledge has long been understood to be the most important kind of
knowledge. My own speaking "as a" list is, like most, a litany of often-divided identities
and loyalties: white, female, Appalachian by birth and current residence, working-class,
academic, feminist, archetypalist, heterosexual, baby-boomer, recovering fundame.ntalisttumed-universalist. I speak and write, then, from a position on the margins of
various identities, yet the most significant aspect of my past as it pertains to the Fiction I
read and about which I write is my life as a book lover and bookseller.
For two years in the mid-1980’s, I owned and operated a tiny general bookstore in
Marietta, Ohio, a small town on the fringes of Appalachia. Prior to that, I had spent three
years working in a large B. Dalton store in a Florida city. In both locations, I found that
bookstores attract (in addition to many other types of people) seekers, people who go to
books for confirmation of their own sense of reality, in the face of what they perceive as
the unreality of the reality defined by the dominant culture.
For such readers, bookstores are surprisingly intimate places that afford alternate
visions of the world. In my years of professional association with them, and particularly
the years in Marietta, a town with no chain stores, I witnessed the birth of friendships,
romances, enmities, business partnerships, and marriages over coffee and in conversation.
I learned more secrets than I'd perhaps wanted to; many people seem compelled to share
secrets with the person who sold them their favorite book. Multiple urchins (as the
store’s adults fondly called the junior high school students who often stopped by in the
afternoons) made the shop their second home and reminded me of the struggles of
childhood and adolescence, sharing stories with me that they probably would not have
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shared with their biological mothers. A forty-something furniture salesman with no
formal education beyond high school announced that Joseph Campbell’s The Hero With a
Thousand Faces was "a gift from the universe." Women returned for multiple copies
O f books that had moved them, copies which were then shared with friends in other parts
o f the country. One woman credits her daughter’s 1983 encounter with Sassafrass.
Cypress, and Indigo with the daughter's eventual academic career in women's and
American studies. (We expect to hear great things from this gifted young woman,
currently finishing a doctorate at Brown.) Always, there was engaged discussion of what
books had meant to those who had read them. These readers, many of whom were
women, were not interested in the standard romance plot or in the usual "self-help" books
which then (and now) proliferated on the best-seller lists; instead, they sought narratives
which "told lives," allowing their readers to envision possibilities outside the traditional
narratives of patriarchal culture.1 These passionate readers sought literature as, in critic
Barbara Christian’s words from “The Race for Theory,” “necessary nourishment
. . . and one way. . . to understand their lives better" (69). Though few of these
readers were academics, and some had never attended college, they and I, like many
feminist academics, wrestled with questions of politics, spirituality, and social change.
To define our concerns in this way is to enter a debate, which has engaged the
energies of many people over the last thirty years. Certain political conservatives seem to
have fixated on the American 1950’s as a kind of Golden Age destroyed by the fall of the
1960's, for which they hold feminists largely responsible. Radical cultural feminists have
elevated women's ways o f being and knowing over the male-centered ways privileged in
Western culture; many have called for a specifically women's spirituality.2 At the same
time, certain socialist and constructionist feminists have argued against the "distraction”
of spirituality and have warned against assuming the existence of a specifically female
essence.3 Liberal and reformist feminists have called for political activism within
existing systems; others have called for an abandonment of tradition and of what Anne
Wilson Schaeff called the "white male system.” In an age that has been called "post
feminist," the definition of feminism and the question of its usefulness are currently being
debated.

2
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This dissertation is a particular kind of feminist undertaking. In it I undertake an
examination o f the ways in which selected contemporary women have revised the
traditional image o f the hero. I define such an undertaking as feminist because it
validates women’s claiming of certain aspects of culture for ourselves. Woman as hero is
not Other, outside the dominant monomyth; instead, she becomes the subject of the story
and, by so doing, changes the heroic quest in important ways. By defining this revision of
tradition as a feminist undertaking, I attempt to show that neither culture nor language is
innately or necessarily male. Thus I add my voice to the voices of feminists as far apart
on the theoretical spectrum as French feminist critic Luce Irigaray and American feminist
critic Sandra Gilbert, who, using radically different theoretical methodologies, establish
and indict the phallogocentrism of language and literary culture.
It seems to me that a feminist criticism must have at its center the lives of women,
and from my political perspective I find I must object to certain aspects of contemporary
feminist theory, at least in terms of its use of language. As a feminist from a working
class background, whose students are also primarily working class, I find the opaque
language o f much of what is called cultural criticism unnecessary if not offensive. On
this issue, I agree with Barbara Christian, who has declared “the new emphasis on literary
critical theory as hegemonic as the world it attacks” and critiques its language as “one
that mystifies rather than clarifies our condition.” Such language, she notes, “surfaced,
interestingly enough, just when the literature of peoples of color, black women, Latin
Americans, and Africans began to move to ‘the center’” (“Race” 71). Such language
also, I would argue, serves to alienate those marginalized people for whom it often
purports to speak. Again, let me cite Christian:
I am frankly astonished that scholars who call themselves
Marxists or post-Marxists could seriously use such
metaphysical language even as they attempt to deconstruct the
philosophical tradition from which their language comes. And
as a student of literature, I am appalled by the sheer ugliness of
the language, its lack o f clarity,. . . its lack of pleasurableness,
its alienating quality. It is the kind o f writing for which
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composition teachers would give first-year students a
resounding F. (“Race” 72)
Having untangled many knotted sentences and paragraphs in the essays o f first-year
students, I wish to second Christian’s plea for clarity. There are also political reasons for
clarity. In this anti-feminist era, feminism cannot afford a practice that excludes most
women from its debate.
In making this statement, I am not taking an anti-intellectual stand or attempting
to write an “anti-dissertation.” Instead, I am aligning myself with those Anglo-American
feminists who stress the political implications of feminist ideas and practices and who
privilege the lives and perceived needs o f women. Even Judith Butler, who has called
attention to the ways in which gender is constructed, has observed that “disappearing” the
category of woman poses a problem for feminist politics (4). Stating a concern that I
share, Rita Felski, in Beyond Feminist Aesthetics, critiques the French feminist emphasis
on language; in particular, she finds the idea that language is “always already”
phallocentric oppressive to women. Such an idea serves, she says,” to reinscribe women
in a position of speechlessness outside language, theory, and the symbolic order, denying
any potential power and effectivity to female discourse” (42). I find particularly useful
Felski’s idea of a feminist “counter-public sphere,” which she defines as “an oppositional
discursive arena within the society of late capitalism, structured around an ideal of a
communal, gendered identity perceived to unite all its participants” (9). In Felski’s
formulation, feminism must be a political opposition within society, accepting human
perceptions of reality and of experience as a basis both for discourse and for political
action. While some scholars have problematized the idea of experience by questioning
whether anything as constructed as a narrative of a remembered event may be trusted as
“truth,” accepting the authority of women’s stories has an honorable history within
feminism.
My political and personal commitment to feminism necessitates a plainer style
than is currently fashionable in much academic writing. I recognize that most of the
theories which have influenced the larger world have been initially discussed and
developed by an elite, and that all disciplines have a specialized jargon often
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unintelligible to outsiders, but I see myself as writing for people who may not read novels
professionally. Other academic writers, part of the feminist tradition that privileges the
practical, have also chosen to write in an accessible style for a more general audience than
that for much academic prose. The critics whose work I most admire and who have
meant the most to me personally and professionally are those who have in some way
continued what I see as a major feminist project of the 1970’s: making feminist ideas
about gender, history, politics, literature, and spirituality available to women and men for
whom much academic language may be off-putting. The world, I believe, is still in need
of such critics, and in the chapters that follow I hope to extend the work of those scholars
I admire.
Perhaps the first critic important to me was Carolyn Heilbrun, whose Toward a
Recognition of Androgyny gave a name to a certain lack of “fit” between a bookish
teenager and her culture, and whose Writing a Woman’s Life takes the importance of
stories as a given for women. Adrienne Rich I first encountered through her poetry, but I
appreciate the way in which her work combines a radical political consciousness with
utter respect for women whose facility with words is less than hers. Sandra Gilbert and
Susan Gubar combine critical rigor with raucous humor and are accessible not only to
women of professorial rank but to their undergraduate students. Carol Christ, whose
work is a precursor to the project of this dissertation, has repeatedly demonstrated the
spiritual relevance of women’s literature, in language accessible to any literate person.
After I encountered Judith Plaskow's essay, "The Coming of Lilith," in Christ and
Plaskow’s Womanspirit Rising. I came to see story as one way of doing theology, almost
as a kind of myth, and as I reflected over the years on why particular texts "work" as they
do, I found myself being drawn to the feminist revisions of earlier archetypal criticism
which surfaced in the 1980’s. The work of Carol Christ and Annis Pratt in particular
seemed to me especially rich. These scholars were seeking patterns in women’s writing
that Northrop Frye and others had long sought in the writings of men; discovering female
archetypes seemed an exciting project.
The term "feminist archetypalist," however, is fraught with contradictions, given
the hostility o f many feminists to Jung’s tendency to prescribe rather than describe the
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supposed contents o f the female psyche and to relegate to women or anima the entire
affective realm. "Meta-ethicist" Mary Daly, who in her early work sought archetypes
expressive of human wholeness, in her New Intergalactic Wickedarv (1987) defined
archetype as
"n[derived fr. Gk. arche-original + typtein to strike, beat;
akin to L stuprum defilement, dishonor, Skt tupatl, tumpati
he hurts—Webster's]: model/pattern designed to beat, defile,
dishonor, and hurt Original Elemental Female Powers.” 62)
Yet despite such disapproval from one of academia’s most incisive feminists, many other
women, feminist and otherwise, and feminists, academic and otherwise, continue to use
the term "archetype" without such negative judgment. In 1979 Carolyn Heilbrun wrote
that "the reinterpretation of history and myth is one of the most powerful means women
have o f demonstrating their historic fitness to play all the roles in the human drama"
(Reinventing 98). Since that time other feminists have continued that reinterpretation.
Having published an updated version of her 1980 Diving Deep and Surfacing: Women
Writers and Spiritual Quest, thealogian Carol Christ now leads groups of women on
Goddess quests in the Greek islands.4 Madonna Kolbenschlag expounds on the
contemporary archetype of the orphan in her 1988 Lost in the Land of Oz: Clarissa
Pinkola Estes uses the term in the subtitle to her 1992 best-seller Women Who Run With
the W olves.
Heilbrun's idea of the power of reinterpreted myth is my own point of entry into
archetypalism. As a white Southern working class female raised in a fundamentalist
Christian tradition, I very early became alienated from the shaping myths of the culture in
which I was reared. My family experience called into question the American myth of
classlessness; the lack o f any significant female figures or major roles for women in my
childhood religion led me to an early and painful break with that faith tradition. After so
much rejection of norms, however, I still felt a need for stories which would be more
aligned with my experience, and as has often been noted, I was not alone in that need. As
Carol Christ has pointed out,

“symbol systems cannot simply be rejected; they must be

replaced” ("Goddess” 275). Karl Marx long ago described religion as “the opiate of the
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people," and Christian and other fundamentalisms have certainly functioned in ways that I
and many others find pernicious. At this writing in the summer of 1998, the Southern
Baptists have written the subordination of women to men into their official statement of
belief. One wonders how many women may feel alienated from such an assertion but
cling to it for lack of an alternative story or system of symbols. Many women writers are
providing such stories and structures, and while it is difficult to determine which comes
first— changes in society or changes in stories—it is my belief that new stories and
structures are a necessary part of social transformation. These alternate symbol systems,
which became the study of several years of my life, are the business of the investigation
that follows.
In 1990,1 was a student in Professor Frank Scafella's seminar on the American
hero, which used Campbell's The Hero With a Thousand Faces as a tool for
understanding mythic or archetypal elements in certain American fictions. My original
research in the course was to have focused on Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Blithedale
Romance, but a few weeks into the semester I woke early with the thought that Alice
Walker's The Color Purple reflected the mythic journey of a new (but also old) kind of
hero. The semester's project changed and eventually became the germ of this work.
In his introduction to the Fall 1991 edition of the WVACET Bulletin, which he edited
and which contained several of the papers from the hero seminar, Scafella refers to the
archetypal criticism practiced in that seminar as "dancing an old-time boogie joyfully and
without apology." During the writing of my particular paper, I had not been conscious of
myself as dancing an old-time (or any other sort of) boogie, joyfully or in any other way.
In my own mind, I was following an intuition, what the late Joseph Campbell in his
televised interviews with Bill Moyers would have called my “bliss.” My interest at that
time was in how Walker seemed to be playing with the conventions of the "classic" hero
tale to create a hero-myth for our times. In that sense, and continuing Scafella's
metaphor; my intention was to base an improvisational dance on the updating of oldtimey choreography, an undertaking not unusual but also problematic for feminists such
as Daly, who urge women to remove themselves as much as possible from male traditions
and institutions and to create culture anew for themselves.5

7
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Certainly, my sympathies are with those who would like to create a new culture,
one less geared toward violence and exploitation than Western culture has been and is. I
often find myself agreeing with Daly’s portrayal of the contemporary world and the
history of at least Western culture as hostile to female self-realization. If one accepts the
idea o f the non-utility for women of most of culture, however, one is left with what
literary critic Richard Poirier in a different context refers to as "bareness," a condition in
which literature can be made. I realize that both Daly and the (in literary terms)
conservative Poirier would probably be horrified by this pairing of them, but they do
share a sense (not unique to them) that the world, as given, is a drag on the creation or
realization of self. Both also share a sense that this bareness is an opportunity—for the
creation of literature, according to Poirier, and for the creation of female Wildness (her
term for living outside the boundaries of a patriarchal system) and community, according
to Daly.
That so much of this Wild community is being created through the written word is
a source of unending ironic delight to me. Book discussion groups, formal and informal,
have led to bonding among women and helped to create women's communities which are,
at least in some places, beginning to transform culture. Despite the possibility that
language as we know it is a phallic construct, language is still perhaps the most accessible
medium women have found for sharing their stories and insights. In my own experience,
books by women have provoked delight, rage, and (sometimes) change.
When I returned to graduate school, I soon realized that the literary experiences of my
customers and friends, experiences of both alienation and empowerment, were reflected
in the work of a number of literary critics. As early as 1975, poet Adrienne Rich had
advised us that "re-vision," the ability to "see with fresh eyes" both literature and life, was
"an act of survival" ("When We Dead" 35). In 1978, feminist critic Judith Fetterley had
advised women to become "resisting readers" in order to survive the experience o f an
American literature which was, in her view, almost universally hostile to women. Since
then, many women have been able once more to become assenting readers, through the
intervention o f writers who have created a literature more reflective of women's lives and
concerns, literature which may reflect an emerging female mythology and genuine
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archetypes o f the female.6 This dissertation, like Fetterley’s ground-breaking revision of
American literature, is based on the premise that the traditional images and plots of
Western literature have often been bad for women, an idea almost universal in feminist
literary criticism o f the Anglo-American variety. A further premise is that for many
contemporary women writers the lack of "fit" between women’s lives and much of
literature is an opportunity for the creation of a new literature which will provide the
stories which have not previously been told.
The stories currently being created by some women writers have provoked
controversy in some circles. Ishmael Reed has complained that black women writers who
criticize in their work the behavior of (some) black men are doing the work of the white
power structure; by foregrounding problems of gender, he implies, they are traitors to
their race.7 I cannot address an argument which holds that gender oppression and sexism
are less significant in the lives of women of color than racial oppression or racism and
will leave that battle to other critics. However, Reed is not alone in his assertion that to
address gender issues in literature is to perpetrate an act of disloyalty to something or
someone. Harold Bloom, in his crabby recent book The Western Canon, describes the
work o f Alice W alker as "stirring denunciation of all men" (31) and not art because not
universal.8 At the same time that he excludes all women of color save Toni Morrison,
Gloria Naylor, Rita Dove, and Zora Neale Hurston from his future canon (and I would
certainly agree that these writers are important), Bloom includes that unrepentant
misogynist Norman Mailer on his list of those whose work is universal and has lasting
value, at least for other writers, who are always (for Bloom) the canon-formers.
I have opted not to deal with the much-debated notion of "the canon." If such a
thing as a list o f books, which speak to all persons in all times and places, exists, it surely
will continue to do so without my input. If it does not exist, stories surely do, and they
and their relationship to readers and to other stories are what interest me. The works in
which I find myself interested may or may not speak to the readers of a future century. (I
do not presume to know what humanity’s far-distant descendants may find significant; my
hope is that our species survives long enough to have them.)

9
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The books I have chosen to examine in this dissertation may seem at first to
constitute an idiosyncratic list, consisting as it does of the following works:
Alice Walker, The Color Purple. 1982;
Ntozake Shange. Sassafrass. Cypress, and Indigo. 1982;
Barbara Kingsolver, The Bean Trees. 1988; Pies in Heaven. 1993;
Ursula Le Guin, The Tombs of Atuan. 1971; Tehanu. 1990.
Many other texts could have been chosen for discussion— Louise Erdrich’s Love
Medicine. Marilynne Robinson’s Housekeeping. Toni Morrison’s Sula and Maxine Hong
Kingston’s The Woman Warrior being only a few of the more obvious examples—but
studying a larger number of works would have required the encyclopedic approach taken
by Annis Pratt and Carol Pearson and Katherine Pope in their feminist archetypal studies.
This list is therefore inescapably personal, but not only so. The six novels chosen have
clear mythic overtones and demonstrate the pattern of the female hero’s story. With two
exceptions, the books were published between 1980 and 1990 and thus represent more
current fiction than the works studied by the feminist archetypal critics of the early
1980’s; the exceptions are parts of series begun or continued in the relevant period. All
were written after the second wave of feminism began and (with the exception of The
Tombs of Atuan) during the Reagan-Bush backlash years. All are by North American
women resident in the United States. All have been extensively reviewed, and the
writers, with the possible exception of Barbara Kingsolver, have received major critical
attention, though none has been endorsed by Bloom. All have proven to be accessible to
a variety o f readers and have been successful in terms of sales, not only in places where I
have worked but nationally, thus fulfilling the English teacher’s hope that a market for
good writing still exists. The Color Purple, for example, had print runs of more than a
million copies in its first two years of publication; it was also made into an Oscarnominated film. The Bean Trees has been optioned for a film three times but never
produced, and its author has been nominated three times for the ABBY award, a prize
booksellers award to the author they most love to recommend to customers-not
necessarily the same as the authors on most bestseller lists (Epstein 33). In the summer of
1997,1 was pleased by the enthusiastic response the (mostly nontraditional adult) students

10
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in my American literature survey had to The Bean Trees: after the class ended, several
students reported seeking out Kingsolver’s other works. Finally, these books and authors
have had an impact on me and on the women around and among whom I have spent the
last fifteen years. Although this particular group of female readers has read perhaps
thousands o f novels in that time, these titles keep surfacing on lists of favorite books. At
different times and for reasons ranging from personal identification to escape to spiritual
enrichment, we reread and recommend these texts to friends, family members, and
students who (we hope) will be nourished by them as we have been and continue to be.
These books share two other important commonalities: the political activism of
the authors and an emphasis on marginality. All four writers have been involved in
political causes that our culture defines as left-wing, and all are in some sense dwellers on
the margins. Alice Walker has written of her own racially mixed ancestry in her essay "In
the Closet of the Soul" (1986). She has written as well of her sense of herself as a kind of
conduit for the voices of what she calls the spirits, as when she ends The Color Purple
with the words, "I thank everybody in this book for coming. A. W., author and medium."
Ntozake Shange, who took her deeply racially conscious for colored girls who have
considered suicide to Broadway, bridges African-American, Latin, Caribbean, and EuroAmerican cultures in her work. Barbara Kingsolver is an Appalachian woman, self
defined as working-class, who has lived most of her adult life in the desert Southwest and
who in her work deals with the literal boundaries between the United States and Latin
America, the cultural boundaries between mainstream Americans and indigenous Native
Americans, and the often-unarticulated boundaries between social classes. Ursula Le
Guin, the daughter of anthropologist A. L. Kroeber and writer Theodora Kroeber, may
not at first seem to belong on this list of the marginal, coming as she does from a
background o f relative privilege. Yet her anthropological perspective allows her to
bridge cultures, and the genres in which she often works—science fiction, fantasy, and
children’s literature—have been regarded as outside the mainstream of literary culture.
Moreover, Le Guin reminds her readers that when she began writing seriously, male
writers, male plots, and a male worldview dominated the science-fiction field. Despite
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her status as a privileged "princess," she says, she has always lived outside the centers of
cultural power.11
Yet it is outside the centers of power that radical change is possible. Long ago,
Virginia W oolf in Three Guineas recognized that society’s major institutions were
unlikely as sites o f significant change. Mary Daly has for many years urged women to
marginalize themselves, to take off the “mind-bindings” of patriarchal culture. In her
view, it is a mistake for women to invest their energies in a system she sees as ultimately
hostile to female well-being. Ursula Le Guin commented ir. 1988 that she now believes
herself to have deliberately chosen to work in marginal genres because of the freedom
such a choice gives the artist (Dancing 233). If the world is to be turned upside down (or
as Sojourner suggested, turned right side up), the shift will have to begins on the margins,
where change, growth, and freedom are possible.
This idea o f margins as places of relative freedom seems related to what
anthropologist Victor Turner has called liminality, following fellow anthropologist
Arnold van Gennep's 1908 work on rites of passage. Liminality as defined by Turner and
van Gennep involves separation (either individual or group) from the social order and
passage through a "period and area of ambiguity" which shares little with the previously
defined social status of the liminal person, or liminar (24). During this period of
separation the liminar or liminars "are pushed as far toward . . . structural invisibility and
anonymity as possible" (26). This period of invisibility and namelessness frees the
liminar from social obligations and sometimes allows him or her to engage in previously
forbidden behavior.
In traditional cultures, however, liminality is not a permanent state; instead, it is a
threshold between two recognized stages of life. A person loses his or her original status
and role in order to be reintegrated into the society in a new, higher-status role. The
purpose o f the disruption was the facilitating of this reintegration. The concept of
liminality, as seen by Turner, is ultimately conservative, containing disruptive energies
until they can be redirected in a socially approved way. The rise of modem and
postmodern societies, however, has allowed for the development of a condition that
Turner calls the "liminoid," in which periods of separation from the society are entered
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into voluntarily. The liminoid develops along the margins and in the interstices of a
society and its institutions. More importantly, while the liminal state may involve a
temporary inversion of social norms (as in carnival), the liminoid state allows for their
subversion, for a serious questioning of their worth. For Turner, the liminoid therefore
has revolutionary potential (54-55).
In the novels used for this dissertation, all the protagonists are involved in the sort
o f separation and invisibility that could be defined as liminal; they have little or no status
and are often in transition. Yet there is no inevitable social position awaiting any of these
characters: the margins on which they dwell may be permanent. This role-less and-goalless state is both frightening and potentially liberating; learning to live on the margins,
with no secure "there” as the goal of the transitional state in which she finds herself, the
protagonist is free to call into question everything she learned while in a socially defined
role.
This transitional state often finds women at their most creative. With few or no
guides for their ideas and behavior, liminoid women must devise their own rules and
rituals. This situation contrasts with that in more traditional cultures, in which initiates
and other participants in ritual hear, tell, or otherwise participate in those stories which
serve to ground them in their society and its relationship to the larger world. It is my
contention in this work that for many women, the stories being told by women today
function as myths, as stories that help to structure reality, replacements for stories that no
longer have mythic resonance, or have at best negative significance. These new myths
are not reactionary tales of a Golden Age or of a perfect afterlife which devalues life in
this world; instead, they are tales of female, of human, possibilities. Many of those
possibilities require societal change for their full realization; until more change occurs,
many female characters and female readers will continue to find themselves on the
margins o f the culture, experiencing the divided identities that come from living in times
o f transition.
The chapters that follow examine the characteristics of the evolving hero and her
quest in fiction by selected contemporary women. Chapter One explores definitions of
myth and archetype and asserts the relevance o f archetypal theory in feminist literary
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study. Chapter Two examines the hero myth, its feminist revisions, and one serious
critique o f the idea of heroism itself. Chapter Three contains a review of those elements
of the monomyth that appear in the story of the female hero and outlines the stages of the
quest of the new female hero. Chapter Four features a reading o f The Color Purple that
explores in detail the elements and revisions of the monomyth used by Walker in that
text. Each succeeding chapter explores one element of the evolving hero-story as
illuminated by a particular novel or pair of novels: enclosure in Sassafrass.
Cypress and Indigo: naming in The Tombs of Atuan and Tehanu: community in The Bean
Trees and Pies in Heaven: and the possibility of marriage in Pies in Heaven and Tehanu.
the most recent o f the novels.
I end this introduction with a note on my decision to retain the term "hero": like
feminist critics Rachel Brownstein and Lee Edwards, I see the heroine as a derivative
figure, one who presupposes the existence of a figure called the hero who helps to define
her reality. I empathize with other feminists who have rejected "hero" but find "heroine"
equally loaded with undesirable cultural baggage. In addition, while I applaud the earlier
feminist reclaiming of the term "hera" as older than "hero," I fear that the word, which has
failed to gain general academic acceptance, would also be too alienating for the average
reader. In the end, the word "hero," occasionally modified by the adjective "female,"
seems the only choice.
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Endnotes for Introduction
1Joanna Frye uses this phrase in Living Stories. Telling Lives (Ann Arbor: U of
Michigan, 1986). Critic Timothy Dow Adams has played with the term in Telling Lies
in Modem American Autobiography (Chapel Hill: UNC, 1990).
2 See, among others, Carol Gilligan’s In a Different Voice (Cambridge: Harvard,
1982) and Charlene Spretnak’s The Politics of Women’s Spirituality (New York:
Doubleday, 1982).
3 Some of these criticisms are discussed in Spretnak, 362-415. See also Diana
Fuss, Essentially Speaking, for a discussion of issues surrounding the
essentialist/constructionist debate.
4 “Thealogian” is a neologism referring to those who study the female, as
opposed to the male, divine.
5 From Gvn/Ecology on, Daly has called for at least an intellectual separatism
for women.
6 I am assuming that the word “genuine” can still be used after Naomi
Goldenberg’s eloquent against it in Changing of the Gods (Boston: Beacon, 1979).
7 In his essay, “Stephen Spielberg Plays Howard Beach” (1987), Reed goes so
far as to accuse certain black women, particularly Alice Walker, of working with white
feminists to endanger the lives of black men.
8 One wonders if Bloom has in fact read Walker, despite his having edited the
Chelsea House collection of essays on her work. Certainly, the version of her work
presented so dismissively in The Western Canon bears little resemblance to the stories,
poems, and essays I have read.
9 Bloom’s 1971 publication The Anxiety of Influence argues that literary
inheritance is an ongoing Oedipal struggle between successive generations of males.
10 Kingsolver herself has speculated that one reason for the relative lack of critical
attention to her work may be its explicit agenda. See the interview with her in the
February 1996 issue o f The Progressive.
11 Le Guin semi-facetiously describes herself as a princess in her essay, “The
Princess,” which describes her abortion. Among the essays which mention her sense of
gender or genre marginalization are “Dreams Must Explain Themselves” (1973), “Why
Are Americans Afraid o f Dragons?” (1974), “The Child and the Shadow” (1974), “The
Stone Ax and the Muskoxen” (1975), and “The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction” (1986),
reprinted in her books The Language of the Night and Dancing at the Edge o f the World.
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At first glance (or even after steady gazing), Le Guin's (ostensibly) children’s
fantasies may not seem to belong on this List o f fictions for study. The Color Purple is, on
one level, a novel in the epistolary tradition; Sassafrass. Cypress and Indigo, despite its
somewhat experimental form, is recognizable as a narrative set during the U. S. civil
rights movement; The Bean Trees and Pigs in Heaven are realistic novels; all were
written for adult audiences but are accessible for younger readers. Le Guin's original
Earthsea series was commissioned by a children's book publisher, and most of her work is
still shelved in the "Science Fiction and Fantasy" section of most bookstores. She has
commented on the marginalization o f her chosen genres, criticizing the "adult chauvinist
piggery" which stigmatizes children’s literature in the United States, the idea that to write
for children "[a]ll you do is take the sex out, and use short little words, and little dumb
ideas, and don't be too scary, and be sure there's a happy ending. Right?” (Language 49).
She has also argued that no literary justification exists for the isolation of fantastic fiction
from mainstream fiction; in "Why Are Americans Afraid of Dragons?” she criticizes the
anti-imagination bias o f many American readers. "Fake realism," she writes, is the
escapist literature of our time" (Language 37). For Le Guin, fantastic fiction may be in
one sense more "realistic” than fiction with greater surface verisimilitude. I
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Chapter One
Revisioning Archetypal Theory

Myth is the secret opening through which the inexhaustible energies of the
cosmos pour into human cultural manifestation. (Campbell Hero 3)

Myths are the most powerful forces in the universe. We can be imprisoned by
them, crippled by them; we can also be liberated and empowered by them. Myths
tell us truths about our own existence; they mirror our personal story.
(Kolbenschlag Oz xi)

I won’t find a living archetype in my bookcase or on my television set. I will find
it only in myself: in that core of individuality lying in the heart of the common
darkness. (Le Guin Language 74)

[T] he archetype itself is beyond the reach of reason, art, or even madness. It is
not a thing, an object, b u t . . . a function . . . which enables us to see. (Le Guin
Language 77)

"Myth" and "archetype” are problematic terms, and both have recently been seen
as no longer relevant to literary criticism. If literary criticism is understood as a
conscious human endeavor in contrast to the unconscious nature of myth and archetype as
the terms are generally understood, then the phrase "mythic criticism" would seem to be
an oxymoron, linking ideas which do not rightly belong together. In addition, both "myth"
and "archetype" have taken on negative connotations in recent years, as witnessed by
Mary Daly's witty and furious deconstrucdon and redefinidon of "archetype," a concept
which she sees as yet another male attempt to imprison women and their energies.1 Cridc
Cynthia Davis has also noted that "myth criticism seems to posit a fixity of pattern and
image incompatible with a feminist understanding of gender and power relations" (109).
Moreover, many people still working in English departments remember with
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embarrassment or disdain the excesses of 1950's myth criticism (which persisted at least
into the 1970’s in some departments) in which such works as Beowulf and Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight were seen as "really" flawed versions of ancient myths, and a
Vegetation Spirit or a Dying and Reviving God lurked (almost literally) behind every tree.
(Of course, the entertainment value of such criticism cannot be denied, since it allowed
for the kind o f truly ingenious connections that enlivened some o f the classes I took at the
University of South Florida in the 1970’s.)
The archetype most commonly discussed in literary criticism is that of the quest
and of the hero who undertakes it. Mythographer and educator Joseph Campbell called
this story the monomyth and its protagonist "the hero with a thousand faces"; for him, and
for traditional archetypal critics, all human stories are in essence the same story, an idea
rejected by contemporary theorists of difference who (probably rightly) warn against
Campbell-like attempts to determine the universally human. I certainly applaud the call to
pay attention to specifics, and have no desire to recapitulate Orientalist Heinrich
Zimmer’s reading of Sir Gawain's Green Knight as symbolic of a decaying corpse. Yet,
while aware of the dangers of obsessive myth hunting and wishing to avoid the syndrome
of attributing profound mythic significance to some aspect of every written work, a
phenomenon described by Ursula Le Guin as having "a brain full of gerbils" (Language
69), I propose to explore various definitions of myth and archetype, to stipulate a
definition myself, and to demonstrate the usefulness of this variety of archetypal criticism
in a feminist approach to literature.
My working definition of “myth” is simply a teaching tale, a lens through which
human beings view reality. As such, it is close to the primary definition of "myth" given
in the American Heritage Dictionary: "a traditional, typically ancient story dealing with
supernatural beings, ancestors, or heroes that serves as a fundamental type in the world
view of a people"; in the United States, however, "myth" is often perceived as
contradictory to "fact," as in another listed definition of the word: "a fictitious story,
person, or thing." From a scientific viewpoint, as Le Guin reminds us in her essay "Myth
and Archetype in Science Fiction," myth is merely "an attempt to explain, in rational
terms, facts not yet rationally understood" (Language 68), a reductive view common prior
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to and during the earlier years of the twentieth century. In religious terms, at least in the
West, “myths" are other people's religious stories, while our own stories are "scripture,"
and overlap between the two is nonexistent. Since the recent popularizing o f myth study
by Campbell and others, however, myth has been viewed less negatively. It has come to
be understood as any sacred story, or any story with what theologian Stephen Crites has
called a "sacred dimension" (295). Critic Eric Gould has stressed that in all its versions, a
myth is a narrative that has “proven itself essential, or very close to essential, within the
cultural and social scheme o f things” (6). Moreover, he says, as long as humans “rely on
fictions to make sense o f our world,” the need for myth will exist (11). Demonstrating the
ongoing human need for meaning and structure, workshops and books on the topic of
developing a personal mythology have proliferated as individuals seek stories meaningful
for their lives.2
The resurgence of interest in myth has not been limited to theologians and lay
students of religion; certain psychologists have long been interested in myths as
representative o f aspects o f the human psyche, or of human possibilities. Carl Jung
throughout his career stressed the importance o f mythic materials. To him, myth, ritual,
and symbol contained not merely neurotic symptoms but important psychic truths, truths
potentially useful to analysts, analysands, and society in general. Based on his study of the
correlations between his clients' dreams and the myths of various cultures, Jung posited
the existence o f a “collective unconscious," a basic mental structure common throughout
humankind. Certain images and patterns from the collective unconscious he termed
"archetypes," "archaic remnants" from earlier stages in the evolution of the human
psyche, representing for him innate tendencies o f the human being, symbolic
manifestations o f the "possibilities of ideas" ("Concerning" 66). For Jung’s followers, the
archetypal images he described have retained power even into the current era.
The idea o f the archetype has, however, been called into question, rejected, and
redefined almost since the time of its popularization by Jung and his initial followers.
Not original with Jung, the idea of a realm of unchanging Forms is at least as old as
Plato, and has served those who seek a way to understand humans as something
other than a mechanism for filtering stimuli received from their environment.
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Unfortunately, the process of describing images which exist has often become the
process o f prescribing human character and behavior: hence, the distrust many feminists
sometimes feel for the work of Jungians. Jung himself displayed this tendency to
prescribe rather than describe the nature of the archetypes, a tendency, which led him to
such dualistic pronouncements as the following:
The animus corresponds to the paternal Logos just as the anima
corresponds to the maternal Eros. (CW 9.2: 29)

[I]n women . . . Eros is an expression of their true nature,
while their Logos is often only a regrettable accident. (CW 9.2:
29)

No one can get around the fact [emphasis mine] that by taking
up a masculine profession, studying and working like a man,
woman is doing something not wholly in accord with, if not
directly injurious to, her feminine nature.(qtd. in Lauter and
Rupprecht 7)

The anima has a predilection for everything that is
unconscious, dark, equivocal, and at a loose end in woman, and
also for her vanity, frigidity, helplessness, and so forth.
(Practice of Psychotherapy 301)

Comments such as these have led feminists to deplore the ways that the idea of
the archetype has been used to demean women and, in many cases, led them to reject as
essentialism the work of Jung and his followers. Naomi Goldenberg criticizes Jung’s
tendency to make sweeping generalizations about the essential nature of the sexes or of
ethnic groups and to prescribe appropriate behavior based on those generalizations.
Jung's description of intellectual women as "animus-possessed" and of colleges for
women as "animus incubators" (Lauter and Rupprecht 8) and his belief that rational
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thought is in some way unnatural to women have been frequently criticized, and even
potentially liberating archetypes such as that of the hero questing for enlightenment have
not worked for the liberation o f women. For example, while Campbell reworks Jung by
beginning The Hero With a Thousand Faces with the assertion that the hero can be either
male or female, he eventually claims that the Oedipal conflict for a woman is her struggle
with her mother to "be the mastered world," mastered, that is, by the conquering male
hero (136). This particular statement has not endeared Campbell to feminists and almost
certainly reflects an unintended narrowness in his viewpoint. Similarly, while many
women (and men) have reclaimed the religion or image of the Mother Goddess, as
classical scholar and traditional Jungian Erich Neumann describes the Great Mother, she
is an impediment (though a necessary one) to the evolution of human consciousness (2526). Neumann's notion that this archetypal female possesses an “elementary character" as
a vessel of life is not an idea that all women (or men) accept. One might ask, then,
whether contemporary humans might not be better off if we simply ceased to speak of
myth and archetype and searched for concepts more immediately useful, requiring less
revision.
As much as many of us might like to repudiate myth and archetype, it seems
unlikely to me that humans can do without them. Arguing against abandoning the
exploration of myths and archetypes, Ursula Le Guin asserted in 1976 that myth is “an
expression o f one of the several ways the human being, body/psyche, perceives,
understands and relates to the w orld.. . . To pretend that it can be replaced by abstract or
quantitative cognition is to assert that the human being is, potentially or ideally, a creature
of pure reason, a disembodied Mind” (Language 69). Some insights, she argues from her
writer’s perspective, can only be expressed obliquely and through narrative; they can only
be discovered (her word) as the writer journeys into his/her own psyche, which Le Guin
sees as the arena of the archetype. Myth, she says, connects "idea with value, sensation
with intuition, cortex with cerebellum" (73). To remove myth from literature and culture
would be to float on the surface o f the collective consciousness, to be a prisoner of one's
time and place.
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Other feminist scholars have continued the debate regarding the usefulness of myth,
symbol, and archetype. Religious scholar Naomi Goldenberg in her early work found a
revised archetypal theory useful. In Changing of the Gods (1979), she suggested that
archetypes be equated with images as products of a meaning-making process while
conceding that traditional thinking about archetypes "devalues the facts o f experience"
(63). Goldenberg here warns against seeking "'true' feminist archetypes" because "facile
assumptions about the archetypal nature of feminine superiority . . . based on shaky
evidence are the very same means men have employed to justify the subjugation of
women" (61). Replacing a transcendent father god with a mother goddess is no
improvement from Goldenberg's perspective, and elevating supposed "feminine" values at
the expense of "masculine" values will not assist the species in its attempts to transcend
millennia of patriarchal conditioning based on binary categories and ways of perceiving.
Instead, Goldenberg seeks a focus on experience, which she defines as the "feelings,
thoughts, and sensations which accompany any event" (116) and foresees a turning to
contemporary literature as a "resource for reflection on new gods, images, and metaphors
for our new psychoreligious consciousness" (118). For her, sharing the process of symbol
creation, whether or not we share the same symbols, is one way of building community;
she also sees religious and other symbols as arising from human needs and experiences
and not from some transcendent realm. In this respect, Goldenberg differs from more
traditional religious scholars, who posit a transcendent source for religious symbols, and
from Jung himself, who saw the collective unconscious as the source of symbols. More
recently, Goldenberg has rejected Jungianism and has called for a renewed emphasis on
physicality; she sees archetypal symbols as a means of devaluing the physical world.3
Ecofeminist therapist L. Teal Willoughby makes a contrary argument in defense of
Jungian theory. To her, "Jungian psychology advocates a relationship of mutual support
between the inner world of the psyche and outer world and between conscious and
unconscious aspects o f the person" (135). She sees his stress on symbols as valuable for
feminists, who seek symbols of their own. This aspect of Jungian thought, I believe, is the
reason so many feminists continue to find his work useful; certainly, I am one of these.
Jung’s emphasis on wholeness and on the search for congruence between the inner and
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outer worlds can be useful in the feminist quest to create a society that fosters growth for
all its members. Willoughby echoes theologian Rosemary Reuther's call for “deep
symbols and symbolic actions to guide and interpret the actual experience of the journey
from sexism to liberated humanity" (Reuther qtd. in Willoughby 137). I confess that I
cannot finally determine the source o f symbols, though I concur with Reuther that
important symbols lodge deep within the person. Goldenberg, Willoughby, and Reuther,
despite their differences, accept the validity of women’s interpretations of their
experiences; they also agree that symbols can help to shape how one thinks. While I do
not believe that only symbols shape thought, or that one’s thinking has no effect on the
symbols one generates, I agree that understanding our symbols is important.
Similarly, Estella Lauter and Carol Schrier Rupprecht, editors of the collection
Feminist Archetypal Theory, argue that, despite its drawbacks, archetypal theory is a
fruitful approach to the interpretation of experience and culture. Lauter and Rupprecht
begin their work with Jung because they find his emphasis on the importance of dreams,
images and myths a rich approach to the subject. Like Le Guin (and like most writers),
they see the human being as more than a bundle of sense impressions and logical
connections. Furthermore, they assert, Jung's stress on individuation and psychic growth
as a process in which all human potentials are accessible to persons of both genders
makes him useful for feminists. For these reasons, Lauter and Rupprecht have chosen to
revise rather than discard the concept of the archetype. They define archetype as "a
tendency to form images" (14) which is innate but stress the need to
consider the experiential context in which the image occurs.. . .
[I] mage and behavior are inextricably linked; our images of
possible behavior inform our actions, and our actions, in turn,
alter our images. The body, of course, is the place where these
two facets o f experience are joined. (Introduction 15)
They differ from Jung in their emphasis on the body. Although Jung insisted on the
scientific basis of psychoanalysis, he valued the transcendent over the physical, as
exemplified in his reference to the archetypes as "ideas in the Platonic sense" (CW XX.9.
i: 154). Lauter and Rupprecht also differ from Jung in the stress they give to the role of
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experience in interpreting the archetype. While Jung stressed the ahistorical and
nonexperiential nature of archetypal images, Lauter and Rupprecht see the archetypes as
changing with the historical contexts of the persons who create works where they are
manifest.4
Lauter and Rupprecht raise and answer a related question: why do we need a
feminist archetypal theory?
Despite the explosion of information about women in
recent decades, we still know relatively little about our mental
processes.. . . We have an increasing supply of data on the
work we do, the money we earn, and the political offices we
hold, but very little knowledge about patterns
that may exist in our perceptions, imaginings, and cognitions.
(220)

The study of such patterns, Lauter and Rupprecht argue, and I would concur, is
essential for anyone interested in the issues of women's imagination, women's culture, or
changing the oppressive conditions of women’s lives. If one accepts Edwin Ardener’s
argument about the existence of dominant and muted cultures within what may seem to
outsiders to be a single society (10), then women's culture has been muted, and women
have been silenced, their thoughts and feelings unknown by and irrelevant to the
dominant male culture. Nor is it only men who have been unaware of the history of
women’s culture; it is also women who, living in the houses and stories of men, have been
denied ready access to the stories and lives of other women. It is only through sharing
stories, and through the analysis of those stories and the images and patterns they contain,
that we can begin to understand what the lives, dreams, and aspirations of women have
been and are. As Carol Christ defined the problem in Diving Deep and Surfacing:
Women’s stories have not been told. And without stories
there is no articulation of experience. Without stories a woman
is lost when she comes to make the important decisions o f her
life. She does not learn to value her struggles, to celebrate her
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strengths, to comprehend her pain. Without stories she cannot
understand herself.. . . She is closed in silence. (I)
Archetypal theory, for Christ, is one way of breaking this silence, of orienting oneself to
the powers of the universe. If women are able to experience and express the contents of
their own psyches by inventing their own narratives, they will be able to overcome the
psychic conditioning that traditional male-oriented myths have imposed upon them.
Despite the potential danger o f using a male-developed theory, for Christ, whose early
work examined women’s literature as a resource for spiritual study, the exploration of
patterns that emerge in women's stories and images is a potentially liberating, and
therefore feminist, undertaking.
My emphasis on the contemporary and on awareness of the isolation, which has
frequently been women’s lot, does not mean to imply that women in the past lacked a
relationship with narrative. It is almost certain that no such lack existed. As readers of
medieval fabliaux know, women's fondness for storytelling was a common complaint in
the Middle Ages, and since its inception the novel has been known for female characters,
female readers, and female writers. In U. S. literary history, Hawthorne blamed the
’’damned mob of scribbling women" (and of course, what he deplored as the poor taste of
the mob of reading women) for what he perceived as the insufficient popularity of his
own books. In fact, the criticism of women's reading habits is nearly as old as women's
literacy, but women have taken their reading seriously despite the criticism leveled at it
by the controllers of culture. The relationship between (English and North American)
women and what they read has been described by Rachel Brownstein in Becoming a
Heroine.
Innumerable women have bought, borrowed, and read
novels, and novels, in return, have determined women's lives.
Generations o f girls who did not read much of anything else,
whose experience was limited by education, convention, and
opportunity, have gone to fiction to escape a stifling or a boring
or a confusingly chaotic reality, and have come back with
structures they use to organize and interpret their feelings and
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prospects. Girls have rushed right from novels, headlong and
hopeful, into what they took to be happy endings: the advice
they have given their friends, their gossip about their enemies,
their suspicions and interpretations of the actions of others, and
their notions of themselves have run along lines derived from
fiction. Women who read have been inclined since the
eighteenth century to understand one another, and men,
and themselves, as characters in novels, (xviii)
In the novels Brownstein studied, the female protagonists taught women to "grow
down," to fulfill the cultural script which demanded that women be romantic heroines and
eventually marry, whatever the cost to their autonomy. This aspect of the romance myth is
one of the reasons for feminist ambivalence toward the concept of myth itself: too often,
the shaping stories o f Western culture have been stories which have made the full
exercise of one’s humanity incompatible with being female. Better, perhaps, to cast all the
old stories aside and become a new “subject-in-process," in Nadya Aisenberg’s phrase, to
dance among a "circle of fragments" (17).
Critic Nelly Furman, however, has noted that all "writing is an inscription within
an existing literary code, either in the form of an appropriation or a rejection" (qtd. in
Smith 6). It may not be possible, or even desirable, to reject the past completely. Literary
tradition itself may point the way toward an expansion or remaking of the tradition. As
Brownstein notes, women and girls have gone to fiction to understand their lives, and she
and others have commented on the ways in which fiction has helped to shape women's
perceptions. If we accept the idea that women can create stories which may in turn help
to shape women's lives in positive directions, we return to the idea of the novel as that
which is new, as that which contains the possibility of change.
Literary critic Joanna Frye centers her 1986 Living Stories. Telling Lives on the
question: "why is it so difficult for women writers to create female protagonists who are
both autonomous and affirmatively female?" (5). She notes that the conventions of the
novel have traditionally shared in a dominant sexual ideology and have thus "limit[ed] the
possibilities for novels that explore women’s full hum anity. . . because when women act
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they lose novelistic plausibility as women" (5). Yet the novel has also undercut its own
premises of representation as female narrators have voiced the previously silenced
experiences and perceptions o f women, thus reinterpreting the experience that the novel
may seem merely to present. Frye sees the realistic novel in particular as "capable of
speaking to and for people in their ordinary daily living" (18), representing experiences
that are recognizable to the ordinary person. As an artistic construct, however, the novel
is never simply a representation o f an objective reality; it is always a perception, always
shaped by a consciousness which is not only that of the dominant culture, of the collective
consciousness.5 Instead, it may create an alternative to the dominant culture and its
shaping stories, allowing its readers to become what Frye calls "active participants in the
process o f cultural change" (10). The novel can help its woman reader (and not only its
woman reader) to understand the world in which she lives differently from the way that
world has been defined for her.
And it is in this redefinition of the world that a new myth criticism becomes
useful for feminists. From a feminist perspective, a mythic criticism can illuminate the
alternatives being presented in and the realities being shaped by the novels written by
women. To consider these alternatives and realities mythic is of course to use a
specialized definition of myth, one akin to that of developmental psychologist Jerome
Bruner, for instance, who has defined myth as "the tutor, the shaper of identities," as "a
corpus of images and identities and models that provide the pattern to which growth may
aspire—a range of metaphoric identities" (36). For Bruner, and for me, the provision of
these "metaphoric identities" is an essential function of both myth and fiction.
As I use the term "myth" in this study, it refers to those narratives that shape
expectations and/or behavior and can therefore foster change, though they do not
necessarily do so. These narratives include such recognized myths as that o f the Fall as
found in Genesis, a story which has certainly shaped relationships between humans and
nature, between humans and the divine, and between male and female humans, at least in
Judaic and Christian cultures. Indeed, much fiction has elements that can be called
“mythic” because of the ways it can help to shape what theologian Stephen Crites has
called “a sense o f self and world” (299). I also include in the category o f myth those
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stories and figures that Le Guin consigns to the category o f "sub-myths," images which
she believes come from the collective consciousness as opposed to the collective
unconscious.6 Unable finally to determine whether the source of a particular image is
conscious or unconscious, I use not only a broad definition of myth but also a broad
definition of archetype, which I define as a recurring image with mythic overtones: that is,
a recurring image which has (or has had) the power to shape the expectations or behavior
of humans. I would further assert that, although archetypal images are the result of a
human tendency to form images, the particular images and their interpretations are always
influenced by culture and experience. The snake in the Garden of Eden, for instance, is
not the same as the serpent of many Hindu myths. From this perspective (and however
depressing such a thought may be to some people), Rambo is as archetypal a figure as
Parsifal, because both images have affected human attitudes and behavior. Yet the
innocent Parsifal, when confronted with the unknown, maintains an attitude of openness
and compassion, while the innocent Rambo, confronted with a compromise he perceives
as injustice, reacts with individual violence. Similar images—youthful warriors in
circumstances beyond their control—in this case lead to vastly different narratives and
model vastly different approaches to life. As I see them, mythic narratives and the
archetypes they contain are embodiments of sets of human possibilities, possibilities
which may be either positive or negative.
In a similar vein, therapist and theologian Madonna Kolbenschlag has
written of the power o f myth and metaphor for both good and evil. Symbols and
metaphors, she writes, "are the fundamental architecture of our social arrangements" (7);
they structure not only how we perceive but how we behave toward one another and
ourselves. The myth o f the rugged individual makes us ashamed to ask for help; it also
may inhibit the search for solutions to group problems in the mistaken belief that the
problems are merely individual. Faced with the sense of powerlessness that
Kolbenschlag sees as epidemic in a global economy controlled by a corporate elite,
people in the grip o f individualism and nostalgia turn to "solutions" which are more
harmful than beneficial: in Kolbenschlag’s terms, the "'self-reliance' philosophy has been
converted from the early American spirit of enterprise to a militant, fortressed
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isolationism" (7). The only possible antidote to this mythically based isolationism is a
new metaphor, a new controlling myth, based on archetypes other than those of conquest
and violence.
If the centrality of myth is taken seriously, the creation of myths that foster new
ways o f seeing and organizing reality is an important enterprise for those seeking cultural
change. New myths can promote radical change. Cultural conservatives know this as
well. Witness the textbook and school library controversies which have cropped up
around the country as parents (usually though not always religious conservatives) seek to
prevent their children’s exposure to ideas or images which they believe contradict either
Christianity or traditional American values. In particular, books of mythology and
fantasy have been frequent targets.7 Witness the popularity of texts like William
Bennett’s Book of Virtues, which seeks to inculcate traditional patriarchal values by
retelling traditional stories for a new audience. If no images that reflect adaptations to a
changing reality are available, the old images will resurface, often in violent and
unhealthy ways. Witness the rise of Adolph Hitler and today's resurgence of Nazism;
witness the current militia movement in the United States. As Carol Christ put it:
"Symbol systems cannot simply be rejected; they must be replaced" (Goddess 275). For
those who seek a society in which sexual hierarchy no longer exists, even a brief look at
archetypal images associated with women reveals the need for their replacement. The
myths and archetypes traditionally provided for women in Western culture, however,
have been those which reinforce a sense of female limitation: the Sleeping Beauty is
rescued by her prince; the Good Mother sacrifices herself for her offspring; the Whore
comes to a bad end, as does the Frigid Bitch; the Old Woman who lives alone is usually a
Wicked Witch. Images such as these have caused women (probably wisely) to structure
their behavior in ways they hope will stave off disaster: poverty, rejection, and burning at
the stake are circumstances most women would wish to avoid.
Progressive cultural reformers and radicals have hoped that new images will help
to shape behavior in different and more positive ways, and indeed women's changing
experience has itself both inspired and been inspired by the creation of new narratives and
images. At least since Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s Aurora Leigh, the independent
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woman has been an imaginative possibility. Motherhood is now seen as part of a
woman’s life and not as its totality. Work and love are in balance and not in competition,
at least ideally. Contemporary novels by women are providing these and other models,
alternatives to earlier stereotypical figures and narratives, alternatives that may provide
new myths and archetypes, giving shape to a changing reality.
One of the archetypes being newly manifested is the questing hero, whose death
was prematurely proclaimed with the birth o f the antihero. No longer necessarily a great
warrior or leader, the hero today is as likely to be female as male. In particular, the idea
of questing for a treasure, the nature of which is not known at the quest's beginning, has
relevance for second-wave feminists. Those women suffering from Betty Friedan's
"feminine mystique" wanted something that had no name in their culture, and the thirtyyear search by many women and some men for "what women want" has been one of the
central quests of our time. The narrative of this quest is helping to shape the reality many
women see and seize.
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Endnotes for Chapter One
1 This passage from Daly's New Intergalactic Wickedarv is quoted on page 5 of
the introduction to this study.
2 Among the writers and speakers who demonstrate this new interest in a personal
mythology are Jean Shinoda Bolen, Clarissa Pinkola Estes, James Hillman, Sam Keen,
M. Scott Peck, and the now-notorious Jean Houston.
3 More recently, Goldenberg has rejected the term archetype as representative of a
transcendentalizing mentality which in her view devalues the body. She now proposes a
revised post-Freudianism that seeks to understand psychic processes as a result of
physical processes. See "Archetypal Theory and the Separation of Mind and Body," in
Christ and Plaskow, Weaving the Visions.
4 Even Jung, however, asserted that the content, the understood meaning, of the
archetypes, changes over time.
5 Le Guin defines the "collective consciousness" as the "lowest common
denominator of all the little egos added together, the mass mind, which consists of such
things as cults, creeds, fads, fashions, status-seeking, conventions, received beliefs,
advertising, popcult, all the isms, all the ideologies, all the hollow forms of
communication and "togetherness" that lack real communion or real sharing" (Language
58).
6 Le Guin defines the "submyth" as "those images, figures, and motifs which have
no religious resonance and no intellectual or aesthetic value, but which are vigorously
alive and powerful, so that they cannot be dismissed as mere stereotypes" (Language 72).
7 As Le Guin noted in a 1974 essay, Americans tend to be afraid of dragons.
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Chapter Two
Re-Presenting the Hero
The idea of the hero seems to have existed in all human cultures. Whether this
hero is a figure who steals fire from the gods, rescues damsels in distress, slays monsters,
overcomes temptations, or achieves spiritual enlightenment and insight into the nature of
the universe, the idea and story o f the being who achieves more than had previously been
thought possible are perhaps as close to universal as human constructs become. And it is
not only stories immediately recognizable as “myths,” “legends,” or “epics” that present
this universe hero. Theologian Stephen Crites notes the “sacred dimension” of all
stories, sacred “not so much because gods are commonly celebrated in them but because a
sense of self and world is created through them” (295). It is this sense of self and world,
particularly the sense of the self as a heroic figure, that I propose to study. Although the
image o f the hero, like so many other images, has been problematized by some critics
who articulate contemporary concerns, I will argue that it is too powerful and potentially
empowering an image to be ignored.
As traditionally imaged in most cultures, the hero is male. Often, he is a warrior,
or discovers warrior capacities within himself as he seeks the boon which is the goal of
his quest. Even when a member o f a band of warriors, the hero achieves distinction
through individual action. This individualism of the hero makes him seem anachronistic
and even dangerous to some contemporary thinkers. Gayatri Spivak has called for an
“undermin[ingj of the story of the ethical universal, the hero,” a figure she identifies as
inevitably a “straight, white, Judeo-Christian man of property” (175). Literary critic
Nadya Aisenberg identifies this isolated, often violent figure as a symptom of numerous
traditional and contemporary problems and calls instead for an ethic of “ordinary heroinism” as an antidote to the conquest mentality she identifies with the hero. Feminist
theologian Carter Heyward sees the image of the hero as disempowering for ordinary
people and claims that the world needs helpers to “show us what we are,” rather than
heroes who “show us what we are not” (11).
Viewed mythologically and psychologically, however, it is possible to see the
hero as any individual undertaking the search for self-knowledge and for understanding of
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the world. Instead of an impossible model, the hero in this view represents the power of
the self, any self, to attain its goals. Such seems to have been the perspective of Joseph
Campbell, whose work on the hero has been the inspiration for most contemporary
thinking on the subject.
Campbell’s work on the hero has inspired much of my thinking as well; an
exploration of his monomyth pattern reveals elements found even in some contemporary
women’s fiction. Still, Campbell had blind spots, particularly in relation to gender, and a
number o f feminists have critiqued and revised his work on the hero archetype. Before
examining the emerging pattern of the female hero’s story in later chapters, I will survey
various feminist reactions to the hero archetype and raise some questions of my own
about possible quest paths for the female hero.
Joseph Campbell’s Hero
Even the most casual reader of The Hero With a Thousand Faces will recognize
Campbell as a universalist; for him, there was only “the one, shape-shifting yet
marvelously constant story” (3) found in all myths, legends, and other significant fictions.
Essentially Jungian in his approach, Campbell posited that the similarities in human
mythologies were the result of an essential similarity in the human mind wherever found,
in whatever time and place.
Despite all the external adventuring found in the tales he studied, Campbell
stressed the internal nature of the hero’s quest. The events and characters found in
the hero-tales were for him symbolic of psychic forces and represent the journey toward
self-knowledge and atonement with the universe that all thinking beings must undertake.
“The first work of the hero,” according to Campbell,
is to retreat from the world scene of secondary effects to those
causal zones of the psyche where the difficulties really reside,
and there to clarify the difficulties, eradicate them in his own
case (i.e. give battle to the nursery demons of his local culture)
and break through to the undistorted, direct experience and
assimilation of what Jung has called “the archetypal images.”
(17-18)
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The goal of this inner quest is “the lost Atlantis o f the coordinated soul” (388).
Although he insisted that the story of the hero was not gender-specific, Campbell
used language and narratives from male rather than female experience in his description of
the monomyth.
The mythological hero, setting forth from his
commonday hut or castle, is lured, carried away, or else
voluntarily proceeds, to the threshold of an adventure. There he
encounters a shadow presence that guards the passage. The
hero may defeat or conciliate this power and go alive into the
kingdom of the dark, or be slain by the opponent and descend
in death. Beyond the threshold, then the hero journeys through
a world of unfamiliar but strangely intimate forces, some of
which severely threaten him, some of which give magical aid.
When he arrives at the nadir of the mythological round, he
undergoes a supreme ordeal and gains his reward. The triumph
may be represented as the hero’s sexual union with the
goddess-mother of the world (sacred marriage), his recognition
by the father-creator, his own divinization, or again— if the
powers have remained unfriendly to him— his theft of the boon
he came to gain; intrinsically it is an expansion of
consciousness and therefore of being. The final work is that of
the return. If the powers have blessed the hero, he now sets
forth under their protection; if not, he flees and is pursued. At
the return threshold the transcendental powers must remain
behind; the hero re-emerges from the kingdom of dread. The
boon that he brings restores the world. (245-463)
Despite Campbell’s statement that the boon gained by the hero is “an expansion
of consciousness,” the applicability of this version of the monomyth to the female hero is
limited. In this world-wandering there is no place for the life experience of the ordinary
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woman, and if the majority of women have historically tended toward heterosexuality, the
reward of marriage to a goddess figure would seem dubious for most women heroes.
Campbell does assert that one major task of the hero is the slaying of “the monster of the
status quo: Holdfast, the keeper of the past” (337), a task not direcdy linked to gender—
indeed, one might argue that women have more to gain than men do from the elimination
of the patriarchal status quo— but even though both genders have internal dragons and
both are trapped by unthinking conformity to social norms, the narratives used to describe
the heroic quest have not often been narratives from women’s lives. (In fairness, I must
note that such narratives have not always pertained to the lives of ordinary men, either.) It
would seem obvious, then, that the traditional hero as described by Campbell and others is
almost exclusively male.
While the young hero is called to adventure and sets off on a solitary journey, this
journey has historically not been even imaginatively available to women who hope
someday to reintegrate with their society. A young woman on the road has no one to
safeguard her chastity, and therefore, her value in a patriarchal culture. By embarking on a
journey alone, a woman in traditional patriarchal society guarantees her permanent
separation from her social group. And while some brave or desperate souls may have
undertaken this quest, most women have parents, spouses, children, or clergy to prevent
their following whatever call they may hear.1 It appears, unfortunately, that the monomyth
may be just another male-authored script which claims universality but fails to include the
experience of women.
Despite the universalism he espoused and in which he seems genuinely to have
believed, Joseph Campbell, at least at the time of writing Hero, was unable truly to
include women in his explorations of the heroic. He differentiated between woman and
hero when he said that “Woman, in the picture language of mythology, represents the
totality of what can be known. The hero is the one who comes to know” (116). Woman,
then, is always Other to the hero, and other than he. In his description of the hero’s
initiation, Campbell describes one of the female figures encountered as “the reply to all
desire, the bliss-bestowing goal of every hero’s earthly and unearthly quest. She is
mother, sister, mistress, bride” (110-111). This figure is the remembered bliss o f infancy,
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evoking the period before the awareness of separateness described by Freud, Lacan,
Chodorow, and most other developmental psychologists. Any dangerous or evil female
figures the hero may encounter are the “bad mother”— the mother who rejected,
smothered, or punished the child, or who was the object of the child’s Oedipal desires.
Any possible differences in the development of male and female children are ignored in
passages such as this, although the equating of “mother, sister, mistress, and bride” with
the goal of the quest would seem to assume the heterosexual maleness of the hero.
(Chodorow’s female child certainly does not reproduce mothering by seeking her own
mother as a bride.) When Campbell does, later in the same chapter, deal specifically with
the female as hero, he is dismissive:
And when the adventurer, in this context, is not a youth
but a maid, she is the one who, by her qualities, her beauty, or
her yearning, is fit to become the consort of an immortal. Then
the heavenly husband descends to her and conducts her to his
bed— whether she will or no. (119)
Although Campbell repeatedly asserts that he is describing intra-psychic events, I find the
language of sexual violence here troubling: a “maid” being conducted to a “heavenly
husband’s” bed “whether she will or no” is hardly comparable to Virginia W oolfs image
of “the mind celebrat[ing] its nuptials” in A Room of One’s Own. Forced sex seems an
inappropriate metaphor for psychic integration.
This casual attitude toward rape is hardly typical of female approaches to the
subject, Camille Paglia to the contrary.2 Instead, Annis Pratt makes the process of
recovery from the rape-trauma imposed on the female by a male-oriented culture an
important part of the journey o f the female hero. Never, for Pratt, does it represent a
sacred marriage, as it does for Campbell when “the scales fall from” the female’s eyes.
Instead, according to Pratt and other feminist critics, this rape-trauma archetype forms
part o f a uniquely female hero-pattem, a pattern that has only recently been described.
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Feminist Re-Visionings
Even if the traditional monomyth no longer seems relevant to many women,
narrative remains important. Joanna Frye has reminded us that stories are one way of
“telling lives," that narrative both represents and shapes reality. Stephen Crites has
defined the creation of a sense of self and world through story as a sacred act. But if
stories give shape to life, what is the shape of a woman’s story? Writing of women’s
autobiography, critic Sidonie Smith has noted that the female autobiographical narrator is
inevitably “double-voiced.” Because “the story of man is not exactly her story . . . her
relationship to the empowering figure of male selfhood is inevitably problematic” (50), as
problematic as the relationship of a fictional female to the traditional image o f the hero.
What is the story of the woman as hero? Will she be a world-conqueror like Gilgamesh,
a trickster like Odysseus, a tortured loner like the Virginian, a lonely artist like Stephen
Daedalus? Will she suffer defeat and die like Edna Pontellier, Emma Bovary, and Anna
Karenina, trick her way to success like Moll Flanders and Becky Sharp, lose her mind like
the protagonist of The Yellow Wallpaper, find her true love and a fortune like Jane Eyre
and Elizabeth Bennett? Or has her story been told? Can such a figure as the woman hero
exist on her own terms, or is she merely an episode in the stories of men?
Our culture has not provided stories of heroism from a woman’s perspective, but
women have needed a hero with a female face and body, a hero who shares the
experience of being female in a culture long defined and dominated by men. Stories with
male heroes, while often incorporating experiences that men and women share, have not
included experiences that are exclusively or predominantly female: pregnancy and
childbirth; primary responsibility for the safety and well-being o f a child; rape or the
entrapment and enclosure caused by the fear of rape and a concomitant loss o f bodily
integrity;3 the invisibility brought on by aging and the supposed loss o f sexual
attractiveness and, therefore, o f worth. Stories with heroines such as those studied by
Brownstein have tended to focus on a limited portion of a woman’s life: that period in
youth when she is (or is not) courted by one or more males and must choose her life
course by choosing the man with whom she will spend her life. Such stories have given
women few alternatives— marriage or life as a spinster, chastity or eroticism and disgrace,
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a sensible life with a prudent suitor or a romantic choice leading to financial disaster—
and have not told the story of the woman who refuses marriage, or of the older woman,
the woman whose days of being courted are (supposedly) long behind her. We have
needed stories which take into account woman’s psychic development, which surely does
not end when she chooses or is chosen by a mate, and critics who can take seriously the
patterns of women’s lives. Among the critics who have begun to answer this need are
Lee Edwards, Annis Pratt, and Carol Christ.
In her 1979 article “The Labors of Psyche” (which became the germ of her book
Psyche as Hero). Lee Edwards defined the hero as “a perpetually recurring figure who,
forcing society to acknowledge its need, emerges out o f an often reluctant collaboration
between the collective and the private” (34). Edwards sees this figure as archetypal in a
Jungian sense, arising from a collective unconscious, but also socially constructed over
time as the needs and aspirations of human societies change. Her idea of the “reluctant
collaboration” I find particularly exciting, indicating as it does the dynamic nature of
myth and archetype. The underlying pattern o f the hero’s story is, according to Edwards,
“timeless and acultural” (44) at the same time that the telling and interpretation are
always culturally inflected.
Focusing on the myth of Psyche, and particularly on Eric Neumann’s commentary
on Apuleius’ version of the story in The Golden Ass. Edwards describes Psyche as a fully
human hero. She rejects the term “heroine,” arguing that the heroine is an appendage, not
an agent, and that Neumann is incorrect in his contention that Psyche represents a
uniquely “feminine” mode of individuation. Instead, Edwards sees Psyche as
representing human attributes embodied in a female character and refers to Jung’s vision
of individuation, the harmonizing of conscious and unconscious forces, as the goal of all
humanity. If “the aspirations of consciousness are human attributes,. . . heroism is a
human necessity capable of being represented equally by figures who are either male or
female” (39). For Edwards, the importance of the female hero is that she is a visible sign
of the full humanity of women.
Edwards also writes of the importance of marriage as metaphor and as the reward
of individuation. Using the tale of Amor and Psyche as an archetypal story, she
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demonstrates the ways in which this ancient narrative departs from the romance plot,
which calls for a beautiful heroine to wait passively to be swept off her feet by a dashing
lover. While Psyche begins in this kind of passivity, agreeing to the conditions Amor sets
for their relationship, she begins to make demands and to grow as she undertakes a quest
to win back the lover who has vanished. Amor, no dashing hero, is imprisoned by his
mother, Venus, and is able to free himself from his mother and to act only after Psyche
herself has nearly completed her quest. Edwards sees the final union of Amor and Psyche
as reflecting “a revised sense o f the possibilities of individual relationship . . . which
depend[s] on the emergence of two fully developed psyches” (45).
While Edwards’ article and eventual book concerned a myth as retold by a male
author and interpreted by a male critic, Annis Pratt wished to understand what happens to
stories when a woman writes about a female hero. To that end, she undertook a
mammoth study o f patterns she found in writing by women. Published in 1981 as
Archetypal Patterns in Women’s Fiction, this work examines 300 novels by British and
North American women. In her introduction Pratt admits that when she began the study
she had certain preconceived notions regarding what she would find:
women’s fiction was challenging some of my own most
cherished assumptions. I had become entangled in an a priori
belief that men and women were created equal: considering
men’s and women’s experiences essentially similar, I expected
to find definite analogues between patterns in women’s novels
and configurations described by previous archetypal thinkers as
typical of human beings in general. (5)
Pratt goes on to admit that what she found was that “even the most conservative women
authors create narratives manifesting an acute tension between what any normal human
being might desire and what a woman must become” (5-6). In other words, even at this
relatively early stage in the development o f feminist archetypal theory, the existence of
major differences between the supposedly universal monomyth and the patterns of
female-authored fictions had become obvious.
Pratt defines archetypal patterns as “categories o f particulars, which can be
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described in their interrelationships within a given text or within a larger body of
literature” (5). She does not address the issue o f the collective unconscious or attempt to
determine the ultimate sources o f archetypal patterns, though she does see a specific link
between women's fiction and particular archetypal materials: the Demeter/Kore and
Ishtar/Tammuz rebirth narratives, the medieval Grail legends, and witchcraft rituals.4
Pratt asserts that these particular bodies of legend “constitute signals from a buried
feminine tradition that conflict with cultural norms and influence narrative structures”
(169). In addition, she sees all three of these bodies of material as expressing “the desire
of women for erotic autonomy, meaningful social roles, and celebration of femininity,
which we have seen emerge in women’s fiction as that cluster of values constituting
totality of s e lf’ (176). More important from my perspective, however, is Pratt’s linking
of the rise of the novel (which, as Carolyn Heilbrun and others have noted, corresponds in
time to a sudden decline in the status of women) to a resurfacing o f these archetypal
patterns; she sees fiction as having a ritual function for women, a “restoration through
remembering” (176) which brings images of female strength to the surface of
consciousness and encourages the possibility of personal transformation. Not all critics of
the novel, of course, agree that it represents a possibility of transformation for women.
Nadya Aisenberg’s Ordinary Heroines and Janice Radway’s Reading the Romance are
two works which express this viewpoint.
A major component of transformation, when it occurs, is the achievement of
autonomy. The Western ideal of responsible selfhood has involved “authenticity through
individual choice,” a choice which has until recently been denied to women and which is
still rendered difficult by women’s continuing primary responsibility for child care in
most families. An archetype noted by Pratt is that of enclosure in the patriarchy, possibly
related on some level to Campbell’s archetype o f enclosure in the belly of the whale, but
the enclosure archetype functions in a specific way in women’s fiction. Here it is neither
a literal, exterior monster nor a purely inner psychic force which imprisons the would-be
hero; instead, the requirements for a female life in her society, internalized by the hero
who cannot break free to another kind of life, enclose her and prevent the progress of her
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quest. Often, marriage functions as this stifling enclosure and not as the hieros gamos, or
sacred marriage, of traditional myth.
The women’s novel o f development as described by Elizabeth Abel, Marianne
Hirsch, and Elizabeth Langland bears a strong resemblance to the patterns in women’s
fiction described by Pratt. Focusing on the similarities and differences between this sort
of women’s novel and the traditional bildungsroman, they note (as does Pratt) that true
growth for a female protagonist often occurs only after marriage brings disillusionment
with the conventional plot of women’s lives, in contrast to the male plot in which
marriage is more often the end point of growth, representing the hero’s successful
integration into his society (“ Introduction” 12). Also like Pratt, they assume the
importance o f the idea of the self. In so doing, they are perhaps reacting against the
variety of poststructuralist theory which has problematized the idea of the self or of
identity. Abel, Hirsch, and Langland argue that even the fiction of a coherent self is
empowering for women, that the idea of identity is itself useful. This latter idea is one
with which even Judith Butler agrees; in Gender Trouble she notes that it is sometimes
politically necessary to assume the existence of “women” as a category. While stressing
that the bildungsroman as a form has concerned primarily male experience, Abel,
Hirsch, and Langland find certain continuities between it and much female-authored
fiction. Similarly, Pratt finds pre-existing theories useful in her own developing feminist
archetypalism.
Although Pratt does not attempt to trace the trajectory of a hero quest in the same
way that Campbell does, preferring instead to concentrate on patterns of imagery and
repeated situations and characters, her work does explain certain patterns present in much
pre-1975 women’s fiction. (Of course, not all patterns are found in all novels.) The bond
with nature, often remembered as the “green world” of the hero’s youth, is important in
women’s fiction, functioning as a touchstone against which social reality can be
measured. The freedom o f a childhood spent in the natural world is presented as a
contrast to the dull, conventional world of adult marriage in the novels Pratt studied.
Whether the female protagonist leaves her green world by marrying or by being subjected
to the rape-trauma which destroys her faith in natural goodness (or by having the two
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coincide), she nearly always leaves her purely natural self behind. Yet when midlife
women heroes begin to exit the patriarchal world, it is frequently the memory of the green
world which enables them to take the next step in their journey.
Not a female world only, the green world is sometimes inhabited by an erotic
guide whom Pratt calls the “green-world lover.” This male is seldom a woman’s husband
(and when women marry men whom they assume are their green-world lovers, they are
usually tragically wrong), and the Eros he represents is incompatible with a “welladjusted” life in the everyday world; Heathcliff is a primary example. Instead, this figure
represents desire for an erotic freedom unattainable in patriarchal marriage.
Pratt’s chapter on the novel of marriage focuses on marriage as an enclosure for
women and their energies. In traditional English and American culture, women have had
to “grow down” rather than grow up as they learn to fit themselves to prevailing gender
norms. Like Jane Austen’s heroines, successful women in fiction have been guided by
good sense to strike the best matrimonial deals they can given the restrictions of their
roles. Even the few “equal-marriage” novels Pratt describes show the compromises of
living with patriarchal role definitions. Love outside marriage is often similarly
compromised in women’s fiction. The price of Eros may be loss of autonomy; in some
cases, it is death or madness. Even the few novels of what Pratt calls true love “drown
the revolutionary power of Eros” (89).
Pratt also examines fiction on the subject of love or friendship between women. In
the novels of patriarchal enclosure, women seldom found true companionship with other
women. Their mothers (or mother-surrogates, in the case of orphaned heroines) served
the fathers, educating the girls for the entrapment that was their inevitable fate. Novels
about groups o f women friends showed them either in competition each other or
“marking time” until the men return, usually from war. Even early twentieth-century
lesbian fiction, such as The Well of Loneliness, tended to present love between women as
aberrant. It is primarily fiction written since 1970 that allows women a “new space” in
which relationships between women flourish.
Pratt’s analysis of pre-1970 women’s fiction reveals mostly negative images.
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Although a young woman may enjoy a childhood of freedom, in a green and natural
world inhabited by an empowering green-world lover, her idyll does not last. As the hero
reaches sexual maturity, she may be removed from her green world by the trauma of rape:
even when the loss of her youthful freedom is not so violent, she finds that the
accommodations she must make to the adult world trap her in cultural expectations which
lead to defeat, madness, or even death. Only rarely in the novels Pratt studied is the hero
able to obtain help from other women, as even her mother feels bound by duty to make
her daughter acceptable to the existing social structures, and her female peers are too
often in competition with her for the attentions of men. Marriage is not an escape but
usually a kind o f enclosure; when equal marriage occurs, it typically requires an asocial
context in which to flourish. If a woman encounters Eros outside marriage, she may be
unable to return to the social context which demands the repression of feeling; this
encounter may result in her death, though on occasion it leads to her ability to separate
herself from her cultural context and achieve a personal transformation.
This transformation generally occurs in older women, women who through age
and supposed loss of sexual attractiveness are able to form lives outside the patriarchal
restrictions on women. Pratt notes that this female pattern seems genuinely circular; the
older woman hero has more in common with her child self than with the self o f the social
enclosure. She may reintegrate with the green world, leaving the social lessons she
learned behind. This earlier women’s fiction, with the exception of a few utopian
feminist novels, seems unable to imagine a social context in which women can flourish.
The work of thealogian Carol Christ, another critic who has used archetypal
theory in an examination of women’s fiction, has focused on the female quest for both
social and spiritual empowerment. In Diving Deep and Surfacing. Christ writes of her
experiences as a female student o f religion in the late 1960’s and 1970’s, of her struggle
to have her experiences and intuitions taken seriously by her professors and fellow
students in Yale’s graduate program in religious studies. Her determination to hold onto
her own insights led her to speculate that gender might influence thinking about the
divine and to focus her work on women’s religious experiences, particularly the
experience o f spiritual quest. Her search for a spiritual literature by women led her
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beyond recognized classics by writers like Teresa of Avila to contemporary fiction and
poetry by women, which she came to recognize as a source and record of spiritual insight,
and a documentation of women’s social and spiritual quests. Her work has been an
important influence on my own thinking since my initial encounter with it in 1982.
Christ makes a distinction between the spiritual and social quests. As she defines
the social quest, it is the ongoing demand for civil and legal rights, the quest for a full life
in human society. The social quest, however, is external, and needs to be supported by
something internal, by an orientation to the universe which allows an individual to see
him- or herself as a person with the right to demand justice for the self or for others.
Despite her separation of the two aspects of the female quest for the purposes of
discussion and study, Christ does not see the social and spiritual aspects of life as truly
separate. Instead, she says, woman’s quest is toward wholeness, away from the dualisms
which have plagued Western culture and which have placed women at the less-honored
pole o f each dualism. She defines the spiritual quest as “a woman’s awakening to the
depths of her soul and her position in the universe” (8). This spiritual quest, while of
necessity involving solitary contemplation, is often shared and serves to strengthen the
quest for respect in society. More importantly, says Christ, the awareness gained from the
spiritual quest can support a woman’s struggle to change the values of her society.
Women need, she says, to redefine power so that women will not become enamored of
the exercise of power for its own sake, as men in power have traditionally been.
Yet power is an issue in the female quest. The first stage of this quest, as Christ
sees it, is the experience o f nothingness, to which she gives a feminist slant by stressing
nothingness as the experience of women in a male-dominated society. It is only through
recognizing her powerlessness and lack of value in a patriarchal system that a woman can
begin the process o f defining the world for herself, a definition informed by the hero’s
awareness o f herself as female. This nothingness, too, is related to the traditional idea of
the dark night o f the soul, that time when the self experiences the loss of all that it
thought had protected it and seemingly stands alone in the universe. In the fiction Christ
studied, as in the writings o f traditional mystics, this dark night is followed by a dawn of
what Christ calls awakening, when the powers of being are experienced.
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Though a student o f religion, even at this early stage of her career, Christ did not
refer to these “powers o f being” as God (and since 1980 she has insisted on the necessity
and primacy o f the term “Goddess” for women). Instead, she refers to Paul Tillich’s
notion o f the ground o f being as a useful metaphor, reflecting a woman’s awareness that
the powers o f being serve to ground her in her own sense of reality. These powers also
serve as the ground on which the newly awakened self can stand.
Awakening, according to Christ, is often followed by mystical identification,
which may occur in nature or in some kind of group movement. Kate Chopin’s Edna
Pontellier experienced an identification with the ocean which led her to prefer death in its
depths to a living death in a society which could not support her social quest; Adrienne
Rich found in the women’s movement a power larger than herself with which she could
identify and be merged. This mystical identification differs from the traditional mystic’s
path in its strengthening of a woman’s sense of self as opposed to an annihilation of the
self in merging with the ground of being. A similarity to traditional mysticism is that in
both cases the self is transformed by the experience.
The last stage of the spiritual quest as defined by Christ is a new naming of self
and reality. Having experienced her negation by the values of conventional society and
having been awakened to an alternative existence by her identification with the powers of
being, the quester must now find the words to name what she is and what she has
experienced. Rejecting what Mary Daly has called “false naming,” in which men (in the
Genesis myth, Adam alone) give names to all things, the quester for the first time names
her world according to her own valuations of the things in it, including her own devalued
body. Spirit and flesh are linked as the quester rejects the definition of the female body as
dirty or evil. Christ sees this naming as part of a process of rethinking the classical
dualisms of mind-body, nature-spirit, and man-woman, in search of a wholeness without
hierarchy.
The female heroes in the novels I have studied follow essentially the quest path
described by Christ, though the stages of their quests do not necessarily occur in the same
order that Christ found. Specifically, although learning to see and name for oneself is a
stage in the hero-quest, Christ places this stage last, after the hero has experienced merger
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into something larger. In the fiction I examined, naming often precedes the formation of
a new community and is not necessarily the result of communal identification. Perhaps
this more recent women’s fiction reflects women’s recent development o f confidence in
their own perceptions.
A related stress on wholeness and on woman’s naming of her own reality is found
in The Female Hero in American and British Literature. In this encyclopedic 1983 study,
Carol Pearson and Katherine Pope make use of the medieval Grail legends, envisioning
the relationship between the female hero and her femaleness as analogous to that between
the Fisher King and his wound. Stressing Western culture’s denigration of the female,
Pearson and Pope assert that an incipient hero must reject stereotypically feminine traits
and behaviors in order to become aware of herself as fully human. They recognize,
however, that in this process she runs the risk of rejecting her own femaleness and
becoming what Jung would have called “an ersatz male,” what therapist Jean Shinoda
Bolen calls an “Athena woman,” entranced by the power of the male and serving to
advance the agendas of men rather than bonding with other women, whom she sees as
weaker and less intelligent than she.5 According to Pearson and Pope, the hero must
move beyond this male-identified state and develop both those qualities traditionally
defined as “masculine” and those defined as “feminine.” In this, she is both Fisher King,
who suffers a wound which blights his entire land, and Parsifal, who must abandon his
heroic code and reach out in simple compassion, a traditionally feminine virtue. In the
process, she learns that femaleness is not a wound, and this new knowledge and
integration of the self enable a radical transformation of the hero’s society.
Pearson and Pope make the point that the female hero is perhaps more like the
male hero than she is unlike him. (Those feminist thinkers who see the male hero as of
necessity isolated and violent would, of course, not agree.) Like him, she seeks selfknowledge, and like him, she seeks and finds self-fulfillment. The hero does not call off
the quest in order to spare someone’s feelings. This insistence on the centrality o f her
own quest, however,
absolutely violates female sex-role conditioning, which teaches
a woman to be selfless. Yet fundamental to the new
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consciousness she embodies is a paradox: undertaking a heroic
quest to discover the true self is less selfish than the more
traditional role of selfless helpmate. Because the hero does not
give up her life for others, she has no reason to entrap them,
make them feel guilty, or dominate them. When she refuses to
sacrifice her own self to others, she becomes more rather than
less able to aid others in their search for fulfillm ent.. . . [T]he
kingdom can be transformed when others join the hero in her
quest. (14-15)
Pearson and Pope, like other writers on the female hero, make use of Campbell,
pointing out the flaws and inconsistencies in his thinking but stressing what they see as
the central point of his explication of the hero myth: that the most important task of the
hero is the slaying o f the dragon Holdfast, the keeper of the past. Only by freeing him- or
herself from conventional thinking can the hero encounter the universe spontaneously and
honestly, free of preconceptions. This freedom is the boon that the hero brings to the
community— the possibility of a fully human life for both genders.
Both male and female heroes of course exit the static garden of childhood, and
both slay dragons. However, it is the female hero as defined by Pearson and Pope who
has a culturally induced expectation that someday a prince will come to rescue her from
her dangerous situation, and they note that these expectations may keep her from
developing the qualities that will enable her to save herself. The traditional models of
Sleeping Beauty, Snow White, and Cinderella are here dangerous for women as they
induce passivity rather than heroism. Often, like them, the hero encounters a variant of
the wicked witch, an internalized image of the powerful woman as necessarily evil.
However, when the female hero finds a (usually male) savior as Dorothy found the
Wizard of Oz, he fails her or turns out to be her jailer. At this stage, the female hero
realizes that she cannot depend upon the male to save her and develops the qualities that
she needs in order to complete her journey.
In the next stage of the quest as described by Pearson and Pope, the hero
encounters a female rescue figure, who legitimizes her own female power and assures her
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that she has what she needs and can now go home. Home, no longer the garden of
childhood or the prison of conventionality, is transformed by the hero’s deed and
newfound knowledge into a true community.
Unlike the other theorists in this dissertation, Pearson and Pope make no
distinction between female heroes in novels by men and those in novels by women. For
them, the act o f envisioning a woman as heroic is a radical and subversive act, regardless
o f who does the envisioning, and their study does not explore the possible differences in
these visions. Such a study could be interesting and illuminating, but to my knowledge
no one has yet undertaken it.
Madonna Kolbenschlag, therapist, theologian, and specialist in American studies,
uses the work of Pearson and Pope in her 1988 book, Lost in the Land of Qz: Befriending
Your Inner Orphan and Heading for Home. Not a work of literary criticism but of
cultural criticism, the book presents L. Frank Baum’s story of Dorothy from Kansas as an
archetype for the state of many souls in the contemporary United States. Kolbenschlag
sees our generation as spiritual orphans, abandoned by the systems in which we had
placed our trust and needing to redefine our relationships to each other, to the culture, and
to the divine.
Like Pearson and Pope, Kolbenschlag sees leaving the safety of the childhood
garden, however defined, as essential; she cites the ways in which those who protect also
often become those who constrict, who hold the self in a kind of captivity. The female
orphan hero must slay the monster of societal definitions of the female but must learn
also that the male cannot solve her problems; in societal terms, what Anne Wilson
Schaeff has called the “white male system” must be rejected as a salvific force. Instead,
the hero finds allies (who may be either male or female) and must learn to reconnect with
female power. By reconnecting, the hero discovers her own strength and is able to return
to a transformed home with the boon of her own transformed consciousness.
Kolbenschlag’s work obviously does not apply to women only, for contemporary
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men can be as orphaned by the culture as women are, but she chooses a mythic female
figure as her archetype because of her belief that the female, having been more
historically devalued than the male, is more capable than the male of being the bearer of
meaning for a world of refugees.6 Kolbenschlag calls for a new myth to replace the
traditional American myth of self-sufficiency, at the same time that she recognizes the
continuation of the mythic reality of the American as cultural orphan. Without
mentioning the work of R. W. B. Lewis, she repudiates the idea of the American Adam as
“happily bereft” of ancestry and standing alone.7 Instead, she images bereftness as a sad
and stressful state and Adamic isolation as the source of many o f our social problems.
Kolbenschlag is not the only theorist to use archetypal images as a means of
therapy. Among the most popular and influential of the other writers who have done so are
Jean Shinoda Bolen, Clarissa Pinkola Estes, and Maureen Murdock.
Bolen is a professor of psychiatry and a Jungian analyst. For her, myths are
“insight tools,” providing women and men with narratives which mirror their own
situations, give insight into their reactions, and provide a larger meaning for their stories
(6). Her 1984 Goddesses in Evervwoman examines the Olympian goddesses of Greek
and Roman mythology as archetypes of women’s personalities and behavior. Bolen
divides the goddesses into three categories: the virgin, or independent, goddesses
Artemis, Athena, and Hestia; the vulnerable, or relationship-oriented goddesses Hera,
Demeter, and Persephone; and the alchemical or transformative goddess Aphrodite. For
Bolen, these figures represent inner images that may be accessed by any woman, although
one figure is usually dominant in a particular individual at a given time.
A potential limitation o f Bolen’s work is her seeming privileging of the classical
Mediterranean deities over those of other cultures as archetypes. Should an AfricanAmerican woman, for example, find her sensual self reflected primarily in myths of
Aphrodite? Would a Latina find Demeter a more powerful mother image than, say, the
Virgin of Guadeloupe?8 Without specifically mentioning the need for sensitivity to
cultural diversity, however, Bolen asserts in Chapter One of her book that the names
assigned to archetypal images are not the archetypes themselves but a kind of shorthand
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helpful for women raised in Western society (15). For her, the Olympians are useful as
archetypes primarily because o f their familiarity.
Clarissa Pinkola Estes focuses her best-known work, Women Who Run With the
Wolves, on a particular archetype, that of the figure she calls La Loba, the Wild Woman.
A storyteller as well as an analyst, Estes presents many of the stories she has collected in
terms o f their relevance to the lives of contemporary women. More genuinely
multicultural in her approach than Bolen, Estes includes European, native North
American, and Latin American legends, myths, and fairy tales in her analysis of the Wild
Woman figure she sees as having been devalued in our post-Enlightenment culture. Both
authors share a sense of the value of traditional materials. They agree that, when
analyzed as representative of inner forces and images, the tales of goddesses and other
legendary women become sources of empowerment for women today.
Maureen Murdock is a therapist whose work has focused primarily on women’s
life crises. Many of her clients are women who have been successful in conventional
terms, attaining high positions in demanding fields. Yet Murdock found that neither they
nor she has obtained satisfaction from the boon of success. These women have often
completed the traditional hero-quest, but it has not been the end of their journey.
Murdock uses “the heroine’s journey” to describe “the rest of the story,” the stages of
women’s quest that come after the boon of success in masculine terms has proven
illusory.
The female quester as embodied in Murdock’s clients shares many traits with the
female hero of fiction. She begins with a dissatisfaction with the femininity script, sets
out on her own, and seeks allies. Because Murdock’s clients live in the actual world and
not in a structured fiction, they often spend many years seeking masculine allies and
approval before beginning to feel that something is missing from their lives. Rejecting
the lives lived by their mothers in patriarchal culture, such women often reject those traits
that they and the culture have perceived as feminine, in the process often rejecting their
mothers themselves as too wounded and helpless to be good role models. Even women
whose relationships with their mothers were positive have been urged by the culture to
separate themselves from their mothers in order to become autonomous adults.
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Identifying with the masculine definition of achievement and success, they become
“daughters o f the father,” allied with him (or with other powerful males) against their
mothers’ seeming passivity. They learn how to “play the game” by its existing rules and
may achieve great professional success.
Murdock’s clients, however, often express disillusionment with the success they
have achieved: they question its cost. Many become exhausted by the effort o f being
“Superwoman” but have no models for what their next step can be. And here the male
model fails them, perhaps because it has no narrative for what comes after victory. Nor
have earlier mythic models taken the woman’s quest into account, as demonstrated by
Joseph Campbell’s inability to understand the female quest. Seeking to test her intuition
that the focus o f female development was on healing an internal split, Murdock in 1981
interviewed Campbell on the subject of the female quest. His response dismayed her. “In
the whole mythological tradition the woman is there. All she has to do is realize that
she’s the place that people are trying to get to” (2). “People” here seem to be exclusively
male, and women a static pot of gold at the end of someone else’s rainbow.
In Murdock’s version of the female quest, women who have achieved and grown
disillusioned with male-defined success now experience a spiritual aridity, akin to the
experience o f nothingness described by Christ. They may feel betrayed by the fathers of
their culture and uncertain o f what to do next. This begins the process of what Murdock
calls “reconnection with the feminine,” in which women let go of masculine definitions
of success and of themselves and seek their own answers. The beginning of this process
is often a descent into depression or passivity, a sinking into feelings of loss and betrayal.
Murdock relates this process to the Sumerian myth of Inanna and Erishkigal, in which the
sky goddess Inanna descends to the underworld ruled by her sister Erishkigal. Along the
way, she must relinquish all the external markers of her identity and finds herself betrayed
by one she had trusted.
In M urdock’s version of the quest, after completing her descent the quester
encounters a mother figure who enables her to reconnect with her own body and, if not
with her literal mother, with the idea o f the female. Only after this psychic motherdaughter split is healed is it possible to connect with the male in a positive way. Murdock
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quotes Linda Leonard’s description of a figure she calls the “Man With Heart,” who is
“caring, warm . . . patient,. . . stable and enduring . . . at h o m e. . . of the earth . . . [and]
of the spirit” (113-14) and describes the necessity of finding such a man within oneself.
Despite the seeming sentimentality of Leonard’s description of this figure, both she and
Murdock stress the importance of unifying what they call the masculine and feminine
aspects of the psyche in an inner sacred marriage. Only then, they believe, can the split
between male and female be healed in the outer world.
As Murdock describes woman’s quest, it is circular, taking the newly integrated
female self back into the world to work with men and women on new terms. Even
though her language is Jungian and she uses the terms “masculine” and “feminine” to
refer to parts o f the self in a way with which I am uncomfortable, the process she
describes is related to the journey undertaken by many heroes of feminist fiction.
In contrast to Murdock’s individualistic and therapeutic approach, literary critic
and poet Nadya Aisenberg takes a political view as she distinguishes between the heroine,
Heroine, and the Hero. She rejects the “male ideology of the individual (emphasis hers)
heroism,” describing “the failure of the heroic code to provide a workable model” for
human behavior (117; 12). She sees the cultural centrality of the myth of the hero as
“destructive both to the individual and to Western culture,” too often leading to an acting
out of the violence presented in so many versions of the hero myth (11). For Aisenberg,
the classical (a category in which she includes both epic and tragic) Hero and Heroine are
figures “acting out a godgiven destiny” rather than forging a self; they are thus
conservative figures tied to the past (17). Calling on the work of Walter Benjamin, who
found in place of his own past a “circle of fragments” (17), Aisenberg calls for a
postmodern heroine, a subject-in-process, to construct a new reality by picking her way
through the rubble of the past. This heroine, who substitutes moral courage for the
physical bravery of the traditional hero, will not be the model but will provide many
models, in keeping with the multicultural reality of the contemporary world.
In her search for literary representations of this new heroine, Aisenberg examines
poems, films, and novels by women, focusing especially on the sub-genres of the “new
romance” (Judith Krantz, Danielle Steele, et al), the detective novel, and feminist science
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fiction. The romance and the detective novel she ultimately rejects as sources for a new,
non-hierarchical “heroine-ism” because of their generic roots in the novel of social
realism. In the romance particularly, traditionally male roles are filled by women without
a questioning of the role itself. Despite their questioning of the romance plot and of the
isolated hero, such books, in Aisenberg’s view, remain tied to the past and have no real
revolutionary potential.9 Instead, she sees feminist science fiction and utopian novels as
having the greatest potential of the three subgenres for the transformation of society since
they allow authors to present/invent worlds free of the traditional hierarchies of existing
cultures. In contrast to more realistic fiction, the “feminist tabulations” 10 of writers like
Doris Lessing and Ursula Le Guin offer love and community as the basis for humane
societies.
Aisenberg also examines certain feminist attempts to revalue previously
denigrated areas of experience. The feminist spirituality movement, the stress on women
as builders and maintainers of community, and the valorization of women’s bodily
experience as a way of knowing are all qualified successes, in her view, but all contain
dangers. She applauds the women’s spirituality movement’s stress on the importance of
nature and its attempt to redefine the sacred in a way that includes women, but warns that
the search for ancient goddess religions and cultures is backward- rather than forwardlooking and is therefore of limited utility in building a future. Furthermore, she says, the
elevation of nature as a sacred principle can confine women to their traditional roles as
mothers and nurturers and deny the possibility of transcendence. Aisenberg also stresses
the vulnerability of nature to human violation and questions whether the identification of
woman and nature can be empowering for women. She notes as well that women’s work
in maintaining communities may in fact serve to maintain the status quo without
challenging the current ordering of social reality. Aisenberg also reminds us that women
have been denied individuation in the past and warns against confining women in the
collective “we” and ignoring individual differences among women. Finally, despite the
importance of revaluing the female body (and Aisenberg sees this as perhaps feminism’s
most important priority), elevating bodily experience by denying the importance of mind
can be another way of denying transcendence to women. While Aisenberg applauds these
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aspects o f the women’s movement, she also calls for reasoned reflection and a rejection
o f essentialism; in her view, feminists must resist the temptation to universalize women’s
experience.
Aisenberg’s insistence on rejecting the hero as an archetype is perhaps an extreme
view, based as it is on literalizing the hero stories. For her, the quest as presented in the
so-called monomyth is a model for violent action in the world rather than a metaphor for
overcoming particular psychic forces. Obviously, the feminist archetypalist, while
recognizing the exclusive, hierarchical, sexist dimensions of myth and legend, sees
promise in reading the myth as metaphor for the process of individuation, of reconciling
the conflicting parts o f the psyche. The tension between Aisenberg’s view and that of
such critics as Edwards centers on finding ways of imaging female strength without
turning women into characters from male-authored fiction.
Herein also lies a challenge to the feminist archetypal criticism rejected by
Aisenberg, who goes so far as to state that there is no archetype for the new heroine (14).
If the idea o f the archetype is to be o f any use at all, one must agree that there exist some
underlying human needs that go deeper than any particular culture. Yet if feminism means
anything, it means the possibility of change, of refusing to be bound by any particular set
o f traditions, and certainly of refusing to allow social life to be determined solely by
biology. On this point all the critics in this study agree. All would also agree that the
experience of life in a female body has differed from the experience of life in a male body,
and that this differing experience must affect our narratives. And here, perhaps, is where
archetypalism and the desire for cultural change can be brought together.
According to traditional theory, archetypes reflect both consciousness and the
state o f the unconscious. Most feminist archetypalists, however, see the tendency to form
archetypal images as shaping consciousness as well as reflecting it; furthermore, feminist
archetypalists see the archetypal image as always inflected by experience. The archetype,
originating in what seems the innately human tendency to form images (a tendency
which, as Joseph Campbell suggests in volume one o f The Masks of God, may itself
originate in our biology) grows from our experience and may also help to shape both that
experience and our interpretation of it. Deeply experienced images may also have a role
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in shaping our behavior, and it is their ability to shape behavior that makes images
potentially liberating agents.
Jewish feminist Marcia Falk has urged an optimistic waiting for the images that
will lead humankind into a better future.
And so we find we must create new images to convey our
visions, and to do so we must be patient (though not passive),
for images will not be called into being by sheer acts of will
alone. Rather we learn what artists know well: that authentic
images arise from our unconscious as gifts; that out of our
living, from our whole, engaged selves, with the support of our
communities, the images that serve us will emerge. We must
trust the journey. (129)
The New Female Hero
What is the shape of the female hero’s journey? How much will it share with the
traditional quest pattern as outlined by Campbell? How much is her story shaped by her
gender, or by the cultural expectations placed upon female persons? The chapters that
follow will explore these and other questions, focusing particularly on stages of what I
believe to be an emerging pattern for the path of the female hero. This emerging pattern,
while it shares the stages of departure, initiation, and return with the journey of the
monomyth, has traits that set it apart from the traditional narrative, as well as traits that
set it apart from the narratives posited by Christ, Pratt, Pearson, and Pope. The new
pattern shares with Pearson and Pope the need to escape from enclosure, the enclosure
confronting the new female hero is unlikely to be a garden; it is generally negative. It
shares with Christ and emphasis on naming and on merging with a larger community, but
the new story does not separate the social and spiritual quests. And while it shares with
Pratt a critique of traditional marriage, the new story of the hero holds out the possibility
of an egalitarian marriage in community. The next chapter will describe both the traits
shared by the monomyth and the female quest and those traits unique to the quest of the
female hero.
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Endnotes for Chapter Two
1 Notable exceptions like the fourteenth-century mystic Maijorie Kempe have of
course existed both in Action and in life, but an examination of the forces arrayed against
Kempe supports the claim that the conventional heroic path has been available only to the
most determined and exceptional o f women. It is worth noting, too, that Kempe may
have enjoyed some protection as a result of her father’s social standing (as “sometyme
mayor o f Lynne”) and her own status as a wife and mother.

2 Campbell seems to have been unable to imagine a “maid” who could achieve
heroism through her deeds, rather than through “her qualities, her beauty, or her
yearning.” He seems also to have been unable to imagine an “unmaidenly” young
woman. Most importantly, Campbell seems to have seen a young woman’s initial sexual
encounter as the determining factor in her life. He wrote in Hero that Daphne’s refusal to
submit to Apollo’s sexual advances was a refusal of the call to heroism; he did not see as
heroic her determination to retain her bodily integrity (62). Annis Pratt and Meredith
Powers have given the Apollo/Daphne story a very different interpretation from
Campbell’s. Campbell himself, in The Masks of God, writes of the numerous rapes in
Olympian myths as a probable reflection of the Achean Greeks’ treatment of conquered
peoples and their goddesses.
3 Rape is not, o f course, perpetrated only upon women by men, but most rape
victims are female, most rapists are male, and women have been and are still far more
likely than are men to structure their lives around the avoidance of rape.
4 In a conversation with me in 1986, Pratt admitted that the inclusion of Wicca in
her discussion of female archetypes had had unanticipated results: when her women’s
literature students invited the pagan priestess Starhawk to a literary festival, the resulting
ceremonies left the academic Pratt both bemused and concerned at their irrationality.
5 Athena does not always represent a negative archetype for Bolen, but, as the
most male-oriented of the virgin goddesses, she represents the danger of preferring the
male to the female.
6 Perhaps also, women are “benefiting” from a male crisis of will, such as that
described by Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar in their three-volume study of twentiethcentury literature. No M an’s Land. As they noted, the wars of the twentieth century have
left many men uncertain of their masculine role or of its value. Similarly, although in a
different context, theologian/psychologist David Bakan noted in 1968 the pathology
almost inherent in what he called the “agentic” aspects of human nature.
7 Lewis also notes that the figure of the “new Adam” was not universally adopted
by Americans, although the early objections to this figure tended to based more on his
extreme naivete and optimism than on his extreme individualism.
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8 The idea of a woman who is both virgin and mother seems to have been foreign
to Greek thought.
9 This contrasts with Joanna Frye’s idea that realistic fiction may be a greater
force for change than more speculative fiction because of its accessibility to the average
reader.
10 For this term, I am indebted to Marleen Barr’s Future Females: A Critical
Anthology (Bowling Green. 1981).
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Chapter Three
The Female Hero and the Monomyth
in Recent Women's Fiction
A pattern emerging in some recent women's fiction, a pattern I believe represents
a female revision of the (mostly male) monomyth, shares much with the traditional
monomyth as described by Campbell. These similarities are not surprising, given that
men and women have inhabited the same cultures, families, and houses. It is true as well
that humans are more alike than they are different, contemporary theories o f difference
notwithstanding, so certain similarities in c ir stories are to be expected. Yet this new
pattern, which I have chosen to call a female monomyth despite the warnings of some
feminists about the dangers of universalizing, differs from the male monomyth in
significant ways. I see the female quest as in some ways a radical departure from the male
quest, because a woman’s questing calls into question many of society’s arrangements.
The female hero faces challenges and dangers which often differ from those of her male
counterpart, and her heroism is more likely to involve collective action than is that of the
traditional hero. Her heroism is also less likely to be rewarded by the larger society than is
that of many male heroes, whose work often supports the status quo.

This evolving

female quest narrative, like the monomyth from which it departs, contains a number of
distinctive elements. It is these elements that I plan to examine. First, however, I will
examine the ways in which the story o f the female hero both recapitulates and revises the
monomyth.
The Female Hero and the Tradition
While the focus of this work is on the new hero emerging in women's fiction, it is
probably true that nothing under the sun is completely new. Men and women have grown
up on many of the same stories and have lived in the same families, with the result that
our minds are not totally dissimilar (though not totally alike, either). Neither are our
narratives. The three-part structure of departure-initiation-retum, central to Campbell's
monomyth, is central also to much highly-plotted fiction and requires little discussion.
Other narrative patterns, however, are more exclusively part o f the myth of the hero and
serve to link today’s hero figure to the tradition. At the same time, these patterns which
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the story o f the female hero seems to share with but redefine in the monomyth call into
question parts o f the traditional mythos.
Joseph Campbell and Otto Rank both stress the mysterious parentage of the hero,
and this motif is found in the women's fiction in this study. In The Color Purple. Celie
believes herself to have been repeatedly raped by her father. It is only near the end of the
book that she learns that Alfonso, the man she called Pa, was in fact her stepfather and
not a blood relative at all. Her real father was himself a heroic figure killed by the Ku
Klux Klan, his place usurped by a scheming lecher who took advantage of his widow's
mental instability. This fact places Celie in a long line of heroes with mysterious, even
otherworldly, parents, beginning with figures from classical mythology and continuing
through Oliver Twist and Fanny Hackabout-Jones.
While novels of a more realistic bent than The Color Purple may not use such
obvious mythic or fairy-tale motifs, the mysterious or missing parent, usually a father, is a
common theme in the women's fiction in this study. The father in Sassafrass. Cypress,
and Indigo is long dead, present only in the memories of his wife and daughters. Tenar,
the hero o f Tehanu. is taken from her parents at such an early age that she no longer
remembers them clearly. Foster Greer, father of Taylor, the hero of The Bean Trees, left
his wife when he learned of her pregnancy, and Taylor sees herself as privileged by
having grown up fatherless and free. Although The Bean Trees’ other main character,
Lou Ann, knew and loved her father, he died young and tragically, leaving behind only a
"Daddy print" in the soft earth where his tractor overturned. The parentage of the child
Taylor adopts is mysterious, with the mystery solved only near the end of Pies in Heaven.
While it is currendy fashionable to lament the absence of fathers in contemporary
American life (and having watched the struggles of single mothers and their children, I
can concur that the presence of a second parent in the home would often be helpful, a
mythical reading o f the absent father yields an insight important for the understanding of
the female hero. It is in part the unfathered state of these heroes that frees them from the
ordinary restrictions of female life. If fathers can be seen as symbolizing patriarchy itself,
the absence of the father may be a necessary precondition for the creation of a nonpatriarchal reality. The father's death or absence frees the female hero to discover and
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define the nature of reality without being trapped by patriarchal conditioning. In addition,
the absence o f the father eventually allows or forces the hero to develop her own
resources.1 Unlike Campbell’s male hero, however, the female hero does not attain
"atonement with the father" (Hero 126 ff.) but learns to survive without him.
Campbell's hero does not necessarily attain atonement with a literal father, but
Campbell's language in this section of Hero reveals a privileging o f the male experience
as normative, and he devotes several pages to a discussion of the differing roles of the
father and mother in the hero's quest. As a post-Freudian, Campbell sees the world of the
mother as representative o f childhood—the enclosed garden in Pearson and Pope's reading
of the hero story. Campbell's hero moves out of "the popular idyll o f the mother breast"
and into "the world of specialized adult action . . . the sphere of the father" (136). In this
passage he seems to agree with Freud, Lacan, and the myriad others who have seen the
social world, the world of adult action, as essentially male; he also reveals an inability to
see a meaningful alternate path for females. By insisting that the hero separate from the
mother and move into the world of the father, Campbell once again reveals a (probably
unconscious) male bias.
Writing about the hero as one who transcends dualism, Campbell states that the
hero must eventually realize the identity/union of the mother and father figures, but his
choice of language demonstrates the degree to which he (and perhaps most of us)
remained mired in patriarchal dualism. He describes the mythic father as "for his son, the
sign of the future task, and for his daughter, the future husband," implying that the herotask of the female is to prepare herself for marriage to a husband who is a stand-in for the
divine father—hardly a hero-task welcomed by many contemporary women. Campbell
also asserts that while the son’s struggle is "against the father for mastery of the universe,"
the daughter’s struggle is "against her mother to be (emphasis his) the mastered world"
(136). I find it interesting that the son struggles against the father, perhaps a cosmic
father, while the daughter struggles against her personal mother: even in this supposedly
universal myth, the male struggle is universal, the female personal. Moreover, to state
even metaphorically that men learn mastery while women learn to be mastered is to
reinforce a gender hierarchy unacceptable to people seeking a more just world.
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Campbell's (seeming) intended universalism breaks down in his treatment o f this part of
the quest.
The idea that the presence or absence of a parent affects the development of a
person is o f course not original with me. Campbell wrote that the refusal to separate
psychologically from parents blocked the development of the heroic personality (5): the
hero can only develop after leaving the safe space of childhood. Pearson and Pope write
as well of the necessity of exiting the garden. Writing about actual people rather than
Fictional characters, Madonna Kolbenschlag discusses the sense of the self as in some
way orphaned as an important part of contemporary consciousness; even people who
believe themselves to have had a "happy childhood" may have experienced a kind of
emotional abandonment which leads to the development of an "orphan" personality (12).
Sometimes this experience of spiritual or literal orphanhood causes the development of
great resilience and strength (16), and Kolbenschlag stresses that "The orphan is a self
that is bom of mourning, and— if it survives~it is a tough, resilient, and resourceful self'
(17). The idea of the orphan survivor as a heroic figure is the core of her book Lost in the
Land of Oz. Other writers have also focused on spiritual orphanhood as a source of
empowerment for certain people. In particular, say these thinkers, children from
dysfunctional families may create empowering narratives for themselves, often assuring
themselves that the people surrounding them are not "really" their families (Bolen 279).
New realities and new stories, then, are proving to be in keeping with the traditional
wisdom about the origin of the heroic self.
At the same time that it deprives the hero of what our culture thinks of as the
"normal" family, the traditional monomyth provides him with one or more magical or
supernatural guides. King Arthur had his Merlin, Odysseus his Athena. Like the
traditional hero, the emerging female hero also has such guides. Celie is drawn to a
picture o f Shug Avery long before they ever meet, and Shug, called the Queen Honeybee,
serves as a sign of female possibility for the beaten-down Celie. Taylor meets Mattie,
proprietor of Jesus is Lord Used Tires and woman who can make the desert flower.
Indigo in Shange's book has dolls that speak to her, and later a fiddle which serves as a
magical protector. Sassaffass is visited by the spirit o f Oshun, a Vodoun deity, a
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visitation that empowers her to leave a manipulative lover. Le Guin's Tenar leaves the
Tombs of Atuan with Ged the wizard, comes under the tutelage o f the old wizard Ogion,
and later unwittingly adopts Therru, the dragon-child who at the end of the book saves her
life and sanity.
Also like the traditional hero, the new female hero encounters and defeats one or
more monsters. Her monster-slaying, however, is seldom celebrated by the larger culture
in which she lives, and she is unlikely to be rewarded for it. But neither does she have to
slay her monster alone. Instead, the female hero nearly always works in conjunction with
other women (and occasionally men) to defeat her monster. In The Color Purple, the
collective of Celie, Shug, and Mary Agnes manipulates a white jailer into arranging a less
odious imprisonment for Sofia. More importantly, Shug helps Celie to free herself from
marital imprisonment with Mr.

and prevents a literal slaying of this human

monster. Instead, the women so thoroughly remove themselves from his control that he
experiences his disempowerment as a kind of death. Indigo uses her magical fiddle, a gift
from a male mentor, to escape the pharmacist who is contemplating rape, in effect slaying
the monster in him. Later, she uses its power to "unman" the Junior Geechee Capitans,
boys attempting to exercise the monster of male power, a monster she exorcises. Taylor
Greer and Mattie slay the delusionary monster ofTaylor’s phobia regarding tires. In the
LeGuin novels, a literal monster, an evil wizard, is destroyed through the intervention of
Therru.
Without the finding of a boon, however, a quest would have little point, and the
hero-characters in this study all find something of great value, whether they had originally
sought it or not. Celie, through finding her independence, recreates the community in
which she lives. Sassafrass brings a "free child" home to her family, a child whose birth
is attended by her midwife-sister Indigo. Taylor Greer finds the child Turtle, who
transforms her world, and eventually gains the boon of an expanded family, a tribe, and a
potential husband. Tenar brings the dragon-child into her home, not recognizing her true
identity, and helps to nurture one who will eventually wield great power. Like the
traditional hero, the new female hero shares her boon with a larger group, which may find
itself transformed by the newfound wisdom of the female hero.
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This has been a brief survey of those elements of the monomyth which appear
most commonly in women's fiction, but such a survey does not do justice either to the
complexity of the monomyth itself or of the ways in which it has been used and
transformed by contemporary women writers. The next section o f this chapter will
examine the most important elements of the female monomyth in more detail. To
explicate the traits of the monomyth more fully, the next chapter will examine The Color
Purple in a way which focuses on its mythic structure and the similarities of Celie’s quest
to the journey of Campbell’s hero with a thousand faces. I have chosen Walker’s novel
for an extended reading because it seems to me richer in mythic overtones than nearly any
other text.
The Female Quest
I. Enclosure
The female hero, more than the male, finds herself at some stage of her quest in a
male-created or -defined enclosure. This enclosure may be literal; it may be marriage
itself, as Pratt found; it may consist of oppressive definitions of the "normal" or male
definitions of what is worth noticing. This enclosure may occur at the beginning of the
quest, or it may be a trap that recurs throughout the hero's story as she finds herself
seeking authentic ways o f being in the world. In all cases, it is the task of the hero to find
a way to escape the enclosure. Of course, male heroes from Jonah to Luke Skywalker
have also faced entrapment and enclosure, but this "belly of the whale" experience, as
Campbell called it, is not as likely to be caused by gender as the enclosure of the female
hero often is.
In Sassafrass. Cypress and Indigo, the life of a "grown colored woman" is itself
oppressive. Trapped in some cases by economic dependence on white people, such a
woman is also held hostage by the behavior of some black men, who may beat or
otherwise control her. She may accept the definitions of authentic "blackness" offered by
a man or men and be unable to trust her own experience and wisdom. Similarly, in The
Bean Trees. Lou Ann Ruiz is at first unable to free herself either from dependence on her
husband or from adherence to conventional female roles; she tries to make her life story
congruent with the stories provided by her culture. In Le Guin’s Tehanu. female
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characters are oppressed by the prevalence o f violent crime and may fear to leave their
homes; like many women in contemporary society, they are enclosed by the fear of rape
or other violence. In all these cases, being female has placed special limitations on the
lives of these characters.
Some female heroes, such as Walker’s Celie, are enclosed by marriage itself. She,
like her mother before her, became trapped in an oppressive marriage to a violent and
selfish man. In Barbara Kingsolver's novels, Lou Ann Ruiz's mother has been enclosed in
a marriage which lacked any real intimacy, and Alice Greer, mother of The Bean Trees’
narrator-hero, herself becomes enclosed in a marriage which quickly runs out of love and
meaning. For such characters to escape, they must learn to name their own experience so
that they can see it truly.
I. Naming of the Self and Reality
Naming is an important part of the female quest, as Carol Christ has noted;
learning to define the world for oneself is a means of escaping the restrictions of an
oppressive reality. Mary Field Belenky, Blythe McVicker Clinchy, Nancy Rule
Goldberger, and Jill Mattuck Tarule, authors of Women’s Wavs of Knowing, stress
naming as an important part o f women's epistemology. The women they interviewed
"repeatedly used the metaphor of voice to depict their intellectual and ethical
developm ent;. . . development of a sense of voice, mind, and self were intricately
intertwined" (18). The emergence of what Belenky and her colleagues call the inner
voice is necessary before women can cease to depend totally on the knowledge and
opinions o f others. The women they call "subjective knowers" reject received wisdom
and listen to their own inner voices. Though total subjectivity is solipsism, a sense of self
is necessary for the heroic quest.
Often, before the hero can proceed on her quest she must unname," to use Ursula
Le Guin's term, must learn to reject the labels and definitions imposed by the dominant
culture, which so often is hostile to her. Obviously related to the traditional need to slay
the "tyrant Holdfast," the spirit of the past (Campbell 15), the process of unnaming may
bring the female hero to what Christ called the experience of nothingness. For the female
hero, the experience o f nothingness is linked to her gender. She must realize her lack of
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value in a male-dominated society~and by implication, the lack of value of women in
general. By seeing this devaluation and learning to resist its naming o f her worth, the
female hero begins learning to value herself; experiencing nothingness may lead her to
become fully herself.
In The Color Purple. Celie is told by her husband that "you a w om an.. . you
nothing at all" (187). She responds to this description of her place in the world by finding
her voice for the first time and turning his negativity back on him. His attempt to demean
her becomes the curse that forces him to see himself as she has seen him. Sassafrass,
Cypress, and Indigo all face dark nights of the soul before finding their means of selfexpression; Sassafrass literally names herself in a poem in which she defines her own
meaning over against that which her lover and his friends have attempted to impose on
her. In Tehanu. Tenar’s widowhood and supposed loss of sexual and social power
paradoxically provide her with a liminal space in which she can question the received
wisdom of Earthsea; her seemingly powerless state enables her to define power in a way
that may provide a new beginning not only her but for her world. For these female heroes
and others, the process of unnaming and naming is an essential step in their quest for a
meaningful life,
m . Redefining Com m unity an d Family
The female monomyth’s most significant departure from the traditional monomyth
is in its emphasis on the communal nature of, or at least communal support for, heroism.
Unlike the American Adam, who is "self-propelling" and "stands alone," the female hero
achieves the goal of her quest in the company of others, who empower her to complete
her quest. In this emphasis on relationship in the hero's life, the female monomyth
reflects certain aspects o f current thought on women's moral and psychological
development. In her well-known book The Reproduction of Mothering (1978),
sociologist Nancy Chodorow concludes that the female sense of self is more connected to
the world than is the male sense of self. She relates this idea to the male child's need to
see himself as separate from his mother as opposed to the female child's identification
with her mother; these differing experiences of individuation result in a "feminine
personality [that] comes to define itself in relationship more than masculine personality
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does" (43-44). Similarly, psychologist Carol Gilligan suggests that women tend to
develop a different moral orientation than do men, that women tend to have an ethic of
responsibility to others as opposed to an ethic of individual rights. According to these
theorists, women are likely to see themselves as existing in relation to others rather than
in isolation from others. Similarly, though the female hero as envisioned by Walker,
Shange, Kingsolver, and Le Guin may break from a stultifying community o f origin, she
forms new ties and learns to trust and bond with other women. By so doing, she
demonstrates that she has at least begun to overcome the distrust of women that most
women in misogynist cultures have internalized and begins to create a community in
which heroic life is possible for all its members.
There is an obvious utopian element in the idea of woman-oriented communities.
"Sisterhood is powerful" has been an important feminist slogan, but women have not
always acted in concert with one another, especially across the boundaries of race and
class. Nor have traditional communities always empowered their members: too much
individualism, after all, can be dangerous to the harmonious functioning of the whole.
Calling attention to these contradictions, historian Elizabeth Fox-Genovese has written of
the confusion the "association of women with communities . . . has bequeathed . . . to
contemporary feminist theory"(40), specifically the variety of theory which privileges the
idea o f female-oriented communities over the rapacious individualism of late capitalism.
Fox-Genovese suggests that female bonding on the margins of patriarchal society is a
continuation of the "separate spheres" doctrine of the nineteenth century and represents
more a nostalgic dream than a model for real-world community organization (532).
Traditional communities, she reminds the reader, have generally been based on the
patriarchal family, an institution criticized by most feminists. Because o f this tension and
contradiction between feminist dream and historical reality, Fox-Genovese notes that "the
close association between community and the unity of will that results from inequality
has left an inadequate model for community based on gender equality" (45).
Despite the theoretical problems posed by the tension between the individual and
the community, the story o f the female hero contains possible models for community.
While the heroes o f the books being discussed here are strong individuals, the life of the
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isolated American Adam is not held up for admiration. Instead, the heroes become part
of a community o f support outside the dominant culture, which is still generally
antithetical to female strength or to the strength of those in any marginal group. These
characters, who may be marginal because of ethnicity, economic status, or age (or all of
the above), draw strength from their bonding and collectively achieve goals impossible
for one person alone. These new communities support and even enable the quests of their
individual members.
The traditional monomyth as explained by Campbell is psychological in its
significance; the real journey is into the depths of the psyche, and the female hero
certainly journeys into the self. Were she as an individual not somehow dissatisfied or
awakened, her quest would never begin. If a quest remains only individual, however,
there is a danger of isolation, even solipsism, but the female monomyth has a strong
political/social element that reduces the risk. Walker, Shange, Le Guin, and Kingsolver
are all political activists, and all have been influenced by the contemporary feminist
movement and its early slogan, "The personal is political." Diana Fuss has written of the
danger of personalizing politics, noting that living an unorthodox life does not necessitate
political awareness or activity (101). Still, it is possible to see the creation of a female
hero as a political act, as a statement o f life possibilities. Similarly, presenting the
community as a necessary part o f the hero’s life democratizes the monomyth, giving us a
hero who is no more exceptional than any of us can be . The sense of the female
monomyth is that the individual blossoms in the company of others, and that
collaborative effort can work near-miracles. The defining image here is perhaps that of
The Bean Trees, the wisteria vine that will not bloom without the action o f rhizobia, the
microorganisms hidden among its roots.
The female hero's community often extends beyond the human. While I am
hesitant to further the romantic identification of women and nature, which has often been
used to keep women from the power centers of the culture, or assume that women are
somehow more "natural" than men, I believe that ecofeminist theory can inform the idea
o f female heroism. Roman Catholic theologian Rosemary Radford Reuther has written of
the connection between the oppression o f women and the human domination of nature,
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and the female hero may see her oppression as akin to that inflicted on the natural world.
When beaten by her husband, Walker's Celie imagines herself as a tree and adds, "That's
how come I know trees fear man." Yet the hero is often empowered by her contact with
nature, sometimes experiencing a mystical identification with it as do Kate Chopin's Edna
Pontellier, the hero of Margaret Atwood's Surfacing, and Shug Avery, who recognizes
that "If I cut a tree, my arm would bleed" (178). For the female hero, the experience of
oneness with the larger reality of the natural world is empowering, not threatening, as it
has often been for modem man. Philosopher Charlene Spretnak sees ecofeminism as a
critique as well of deconstructive postmodernism, which from her perspective is as
"locked into a framework of dualism" as modernism has been (266). Spiritual
ecofeminism offers a way of transcending the individual/collective dichotomy; in
Spretnak’s words, "Knowing the wonder of the larger reality,. . . all particularity is then
understood to be exceedingly precious, the unimaginably diverse articulation of the
dynamically creative cosmic body" (266). In these terms, the individual and the
community, however understood, are not truly separate.
Given the non-exclusive nature of the ecofeminist ideal of community, it is not
surprising that separatism is not a usual outcome of the female hero’s story. Past a certain
point in her journey, her community comes to include men. For this to occur, she must
first learn to bond with other women: dependence specifically on men, sometimes in the
person of a male whom the hero had come to view as her savior or lover, is a monster that
must be slain. This man may not actually be evil, but dependence on him is a danger to
the hero. By learning not to look to the male for validation, the hero can be, in Le Guin's
words, "not for men and the male power hierarchy.. . Not against men, eith er. . . but
with any men who are with us" (Dancing 116). In this new community, the men are not
peripheral, but rather are fully functioning members of a collective of male and female
equals; even Celie’s despicable Mr.

becomes one of her "peoples." No longer a

danger to female autonomy as in earlier feminist dystopias such as Sally Miller Gearhart's
The Wanderground (1984) and Suzy McKee Chamas’s Motherlines (1978), men are
welcomed into the family of women.
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The new community may also involve a redefinition o f family. As do their
counterparts in the "real world," women in fiction live in groups other than the nuclear
family beloved o f 1950's America and today's cultural conservatives. Even when these
groups resemble the nuclear family by consisting of a man, a woman, and one or more
children, they may not involve blood relationships, and the patriarchal power dynamic of
Freud's family romance is not present. Instead, these families are bound together by ties
that go beyond either blood or marriage as conventionally understood. The Bean Trees'
Turtle sings a "vegetable soup song" which seems to represent the colorful combination
of those people she regards as her family; the female hero discovers and names the new
com m unity.
IV. The Possibility o f Marriage
In the two most recent books in this study. Pies in Heaven and Tehanu, the heroes
either marry or choose long-term male lovers. This seems to me a significant
development in women’s fiction: in Dana Heller’s formulation regarding feminist questromance, the protagonist generally "become[sJ heroic by ending her marriage; her quest
may begin from the moment she becomes divorced or widowed" (31). Certainly Le
Guin's Tenar and Kingsolver's Alice either begin or resume quests after their marriages
end; however, one result of their quests is finding a male equal, he hero's marriage is not
a return to the traditional romance plot in which the female hero or heroine
accommodates herself to a world of limitations, as Nancy K. Miller has described the
"female plot," which "delimits a heroine’s psychological, moral, and social development
within a sexual fate" ("Writing" 125). Instead of being enclosed in these marriages
(admittedly contemplated rather than actualized in the Kingsolver book), the female
heroes find their worlds amplified by them. The male partners of these female heroes are
what Murdock would call "men with heart," and their presence in the lives of these
women may seem to bring the feminist quest closer to the traditional quest with its sacred
marriage. It is important to note, however, that no maidens are rescued in these narratives
except by the maidens themselves or by a collective effort, and the marriages are mutual,
not the result o f one person being given to the other as a reward. Instead, these marriages
seem to represent what Lee Edwards saw in the marriage of Amor and Psyche: "change,
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growth, development, a process which is equally terrifying for both participants," yet a
process "both domestic and divine" (43). These marriages suggest that moving beyond
dualism may be possible; women and men can live together in non-hierarchical, mutually
empowering ways. Unlike the marriage of romance, the heroic marriages in Kingsolver
and Le Guin contain the possibility of transformation.
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Endnotes for Chapter Three
11 do not intend to debate the necessity of fathers in the lives o f actual children;
this work focuses on a heroic pattern found in fiction of a certain type. The male
characters found in these books are not necessarily representative of actual men but of
psychic and cultural forces which function in a certain way.
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Chapter Four
Alice Walker’s The Color Purple and the Monomyth

Alice Walker appends this note to the end of The Color Purple: "I thank
everybody in this book for coming. A. W., author and medium." Elsewhere, she says that
the idea for the book came to her during a conversation with her sister and that, as the
characters formed, they dictated to her when she could write, and how and where she
could live ("Writing" 454). If we can believe what Alice Walker says about her writing
process, we have here a book that is at least partly the result of unconscious processes,
perhaps a "spontaneous production of the human psyche" (Campbell 4). Some readers,
however, have persisted in approaching the book as a conventional realistic novel (Tower
35) and thus have complained of the "fairy-tale" ending of The Color Purple, arguing that
Celie's discovery of her true parentage and Nettie's return from supposed shipwreck
are too fantastic to be believed (Iannone 58); others have contended that the men in the
story are unrealistic, presented in an entirely negative light (Barksdale 401; Bell 212).
Still others have critiqued the book's economic politics, questioning whether Celie's
becoming a petty bourgeois could or should be part of a story of liberation (Berlant 233).
One could counter these complaints on their own realistic grounds:1 happy endings do
sometimes occur in "real life"; women do found small businesses; some men rape female
children; some men beat their wives; some men philander; but to do so is to ignore the
book’s generic structure. It is a fairy tale, almost a modem myth, with a hero who
undertakes a quest and reaches a transcendent goal, a magical guide who assists the hero
in her quest for self-discovery, and a tyrant-monster who stands in their way and must be,
metaphorically at least, slain. The characters of Celie, Shug, and Mister fill these roles in
The Color Purple, and the essential pattern of their story was outlined in Joseph
Campbell's The Hero With a Thousand Faces.
Invoking work done in the 1940’s by a white man known for his political
conservatism (despite his theological liberalism) may seem an inappropriate aid to
understanding the work of a womanist writer, but there are reasons other than the general
defense o f the archetypal approach given earlier for tying Walker’s work to Campbell's.2
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First, the structure and vocabulary o f the book itself invite a Campbellian reading.
Second, Walker was a student at Sarah Lawrence College in 1964-65, when Campbell was
publishing his influential series The Masks of God and was one of the college’s most
prominent scholars. Campbell's theories were thus much in the air during Walker’s
college years and would have formed part o f the campus climate as well as the academic
culture of the time. Certainly, Walker's interest in myth dates from her years in college
(Christian 263), and if one examines The Color Purple in the light of Hero, the
Campbellian echoes seem obvious.3
The Color Purple is not, however, merely a faithful rendering of the monomyth in
contemporary terms; it also illustrates the path of the female hero as Celie and her
companions suffer enclosure, learn to name, and form (or reform) a community. In
several instances, Walker seems to co-opt Campbell's language and/or images, a tactic
which can be seen as a kind of "signifying upon" Campbell. Henry Louis Gates describes
"signifying" as a black trope involving repetition and reversal of certain aspects of earlier
texts (24); taking this view of Walker’s novel allows the reader to see more clearly some
o f Walker's reversals of the traditional image of the hero. For instance, after succeeding
in his quest, Campbell's hero marries the Queen Goddess of the World. Walker's hero
engages in a lesbian union with a woman known as the Queen Honeybee. By imaging a
black woman who is a rape survivor, a battered wife, and a lesbian as her hero, Walker
both makes use of the conventions of the monomyth and inverts them, forcing the reader
to re-examine both our culture's definition of the heroic and the mythologies by which we
have lived.
Seen as myth and archetype, then, The Color Purple is, on one level, the story of a
woman's quest to discover and define her self. The quest is unconscious throughout
much of the book, but it begins on the first page when Celie writes:
Dear God,
I am fourteen years old. I am have always been a good girl.
Even as a teen-aged rape victim, Celie tries to find words to define who she is,
although here she accepts her culture's definition of "a good girl" as one who is innocent
o f sexuality. She seems to blame herself rather than see herself as victim, but she is
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already developing traits that help her survive until she is finally freed, and she defines
those traits for the reader. Chief among them is a distancing o f herself from her situation,
as when she endures her wedding night with Mr.

by thinking of Shug Avery, the

beautiful woman she has seen only in a photograph. Later, when Mr.

beats her, she

removes herself from humanity altogether in order to tolerate her life. "I make myself
wood. I say to myself, Celie, you a tree. That’s how come I know trees fear man" (30).
Urged to fight not only by her own sister but by her husband’s, she says, "I don't know
how to fight. All I know how to do is stay alive" (26). Some readers have judged Celie's
passivity negatively, and she is not here a particularly attractive character in realistic
terms. Instead of fighting against her situation, she obeys her stepfather's injunction to
tell no one but God o f his crimes against her. Instead of fighting her brutal husband and
bonding with her stepson Harpo's strong-willed wife, she tells Harpo to beat his wife in
order to control her. She has, it seems, internalized her culture's messages about "all
women [are] good for" (30).
Yet we can give this part of the book an alternate reading, seeing it as representing
the early part of the hero's quest, which involves separation from the world and its
sources of support (Campbell 17). This section of the book also represents Celie's
enclosure and entrapment in the values of patriarchal culture and in her own passivity.
The man she believes is her father rapes her repeatedly and forces her to leave school
when she becomes pregnant: his male dominance not only violates her bodily integrity
but denies her the opportunity for formal education. These horrific experiences separate
Celie from the "normal" world o f women; her pregnancy causes her alienation from her
mother and from the other women in the community, "the ones didn't speak to me when I
was there struggling with my big belly" (176). These women are as enclosed in or bound
by conventional ways of thinking as Celie herself,. Both she, they, and the men of what
should be her community suffer from a crippling inability to think in new ways about
who they are as human beings, what they share, and what they owe one another.
Celie is not separated only from the women of what should have been her
community. She is separated from both of her children when they are taken away by her
stepfather. She is separated as well from her sister Nettie who, when she leaves Celie for
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the last time, says, "It’s like seeing you buried" (26), and this part o f the book is Celie's
sojourn in the underworld. Like Persephone, she has been separated from her
companions and carried away to an underworld marriage. Like Demeter, she has been
separated from her children. Like all heroes, she has been separated from the life of any
communal group, in preparation for the test that will call her into the main part of her
quest.
Blues singer Shug Avery becomes the magical guide who helps Celie transform
herself, but she is not only a magical guide. She is also a variant of Campbell’s Queen
Goddess o f the world, as we can surmise from her title of Queen Honeybee.4 She seems
to have magical or supernatural qualities, and her house in Memphis itself seems alm ost.
magical. Shug’s bed is round, as is the earth itself, and the house is filled with replicas of
elephants and turtles, animals which in various mythologies hold up the world (Hero 42).
By surrounding Shug with such powerful creatures, Walker reinforces the depiction of
her as a character who can be the foundation of Celie’s world. Certainly, the queen of
the beehive is she for whom all the others work and around whom the hive centers, and
Shug is the center of attention wherever she is, whether she is loved or hated.
Shug is condemned by the general community, which blames her for the illness
that eventually brings her into Celie's life. She has long been the lover of Celie’s husband
Mr.

; her hold on him led indirectly to the death of his first wife. The minister

denounces Shug from the pulpit one Sunday, attacking her as "a strumpet in short skirts,
smoking cigarettes, drinking gin. Singing for money and taking other women mens . . .
slut, hussy, heifer, and street cleaner" (49). Yet even those who despise her recognize her
power, which Walker associates with her blackness. Shug, the most powerful character
in the book, has the darkest skin; Celie describes her lips and nipples as looking like
“black plum,” an indirect echo of the book’s title. Shug describes “the color purple” as
one of the miracles created to get humans’ attention, and Celie associates this royal color
with Shug in more than one place in the novel (28; 178). According to reviewer Denitia
Smith, purple is for Walker “the color of radiance and majesty,” and it seems likely that
Walker intends these references to heighten our sense of Shug as somehow larger than
life, as Other than the rest of the characters in the book (Smith 182). Certainly, her
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physical presence is so overwhelming that it momentarily silences Mr.

’s clownish

brother Tobias. Whether positive or negative, however, these male-oriented attitudes
toward Shug are concerned primarily with her sexuality; she is primarily an object (or
object lesson).
Celie will eventually respond to Shug sexually, but her primary response is to
Shug’s power, a sharp contrast to her own passivity. Even when Celie has only seen a
picture of Shug, whom she describes as "about ten thousand dmes more prettier then [sic]
me," she dreams about her, "whirling and laughing"(16). Celie, trapped in her
underworld, has neither laughed nor danced in a long time. Acceptance of Shug is the
test that Celie must pass in order to have help on her journey because, by the standards of
their society, they should be enemies. As Mr.

's father says, "Celie, you have my

sympathy. Not many women let they husband's whore lay up in they house" (59). Celie,
in contrast to the patriarch of her husband’s family, is oveijoyed when Mr.

brings

Shug to the house. "Come on in, I want to cry. To shout. Come on in . With God help,
Celie going to make you well" (50). In the eyes of the world, Celie the hero is at this
point dispossessed, emotionally abandoned by a husband in love with another woman. In
her own eyes, however, Celie is on her way to freedom. "For the first time in my life, I
feel just right" (61).
Celie, however, must pass a second test with regard to Shug, whose first reaction
to her is negative, even cruel. “You sure is ugly," she says, laughing at her lover's wife,
but Celie refuses to let this behavior separate her from Shug. Shug's temper is part of her
attraction and part of her power; as Celie says, it is her meanness that keeps her alive. As
a black woman living outside the rules of either white or black society, Shug continually
transgresses all the rules of polite behavior. Even her mouth is “pack[ed] with claws”
(53).
Shug’s power is such that Celie is at first speechless and immobilized when she
sees Shug arriving at her house. Her first sight of the naked Shug causes such an
overpowering reaction that she has no words to describe it; she can only say, "I thought I
had turned into a man" (53). In Celie's world, women do not experience such
powerful emotions; she can only describe this stage in her psychic development as the
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taking on o f male attributes. In Shug's world, they do have such feelings, and she will
help Celie to know that strength and power are not merely masculine prerogatives. More
importantly, Celie equates her reaction to Shug’s physical presence with the sacred: “I
wash her body it feel like I’m praying” (53). She will never define Shug as a sex object.
As the guide in the hero tale who is both protective and dangerous, Shug
embodies the female strength that Celie needs to develop, and she quickly begins
effecting a transformation in Celie by helping her defy Mr.
insists that Celie accompany her and Mr.

for the first time. Shug

to Harpo’s jukejoint despite Mr.

's

insistence that such behavior is inappropriate in a wife. She silences him with, "Good
thing I ain't your damn wife," which he had wanted her to be. At Harpo's, she calls
everyone’s attention to Celie by dedicating to her a song that she inspired. Later, she
serves as Celie's guide and protector by agreeing not to leave Mr.

's house until she

is certain that he will stop beating Celie and by introducing her to the beauty of her own
body and sexuality. Like the hero who makes a sacred marriage with the Queen Goddess
o f the World, Celie now becomes the lover of the magical woman known as the Queen
Honeybee, and this relationship gives her the strength she needs for the remainder of her
quest. The Queen Honeybee is a wild woman who brings plenty to Celie's previously
bleak and limited world, and it is possible to see her union with Celie in terms o f the
mythical sacred marriage. Certainly, the pairing o f Celie and Shug promotes healing and
brings blessing to their world, as the marriage of the hero and the goddess was supposed
to do. Campbell further describes the union of the hero and the goddess as "the bliss of
infancy regained" (36), while Walker's hero says that during her first sexual encounter
with Shug she feels "like a little lost baby" (109). This encounter is the beginning of
Celie’s rebirth, but like a baby, she grows slowly; she and Shug will learn from one
another over many years.
Most hero stories contain a monster who must be overcome, and The Color Purple
is no exception. Mr.

is mindlessly brutal and a tyrant, yet he is weak, as Campbell

says the tyrant-monster often is--"self-terrorized, fear-haunted, alert at every hand to meet
and battle back the anticipated aggressions o f his environment" (15). Mr.

has

become monstrous through his weakness: his inability to defy his father and follow his
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bliss has caused him to torment those he perceives as weaker than he is. He does not
even see Celie as human: when he looks at her, "it like he looking at the earth" (28).
Buried in this monster, however, is a human being whom Shug once loved, and one result
of Celie's quest is that the monster is killed and the human being is free once more.
Mr.

is not, of course, actually murdered, although when Celie learns that he

has been hiding her sister's letters she finds herself standing behind his chair with a razor
in her hand, preparing to slash his throat. This action would have slain the monster, but
in Walker’s world the hero must learn to overcome the urge for violence. In Shug's words,
"nobody feel better for killing nothing" (134). Her intervention gives both Mr.

and

Celie the chance to overcome their violent impulses..
This refusal to succumb to the urge for violence is a departure from many variants
o f the traditional monomyth, in which the hero discovers or takes on warrior qualities. A
pacifist, Walker makes her heroes spiritual warriors who resist the urge to harm their
oppressors as they themselves have been harmed. Harpo and Sofia demonstrate the
inappropriateness of violence as a strategy. Frequently described as an “Amazon,” Sofia
responds with physical violence to an insult from the mayor and his wife: the result is that
she is beaten nearly to death and sent to prison. Even in prison, she says, “I dream of
murder . . . I dream of murder sleep or wake” (89). Desiring physical revenge, she is in
danger of being driven mad. Harpo fantasizes ineffectually of freeing Sofia by blowing
up the prison or by setting fire to it to “bum the crackers up” (90; 94). Even his father
orders him to “shut up . . . us trying to think” (90).
Deciding on a way to get Sofia out of prison brings the group surrounding Celie
together and marks the beginning of a sense o f community. Harpo had driven Sofia away
with his violent attempts at dominance, and even though his dreams of destroying the
prison are futile, it is obvious that he cares for his estranged wife. Sofia’s lover Buster
becomes part of the group; like Harpo, he fantasizes violence as a way to liberate Sofia
(90). Harpo’s girlfriend Squeak, who had fought with Sofia over Harpo, responds to her
situation with genuine horror and sympathy and takes responsibility for Sofia’s six
children. Even though Mr.

is still in many ways monstrous, the idea that eventually

provides a less onerous imprisonment for Sofia is his.
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Like other oppressed peoples, this group depends upon its knowledge o f the
oppressor’s mindset. In the American South, blacks and whites were often one another’s
unacknowledged relatives, and Mr.

decides to seek the prison warden’s “black

kinfolks” (91). Squeak is the warden’s niece, and she is selected to visit him. The
women make use o f what they know of white male psychology, instructing Squeak to
present herself as a vindictive female and insist that Sofia is not being punished enough,
that the punishment she most dreads is working as a maid to a white woman (93). The
warden agrees to punish Sofia in this way, but Squeak pays a high price for Sofia’s semi
freedom: she must submit to rape by her uncle, who refuses to acknowledge their
relationship.
Ironically, surviving this event empowers Squeak, who not only begins to speak
for herself but who insists on her own name. On returning from the prison where the rape
occurred, Harpo begins to rage futilely, but Squeak orders him to “Shut up, Harpo . . . I’m
telling it” (94). This marks the first time she has ever stood up to him. After telling her
horrifying story, she stands up and insists on being called by her real name, Mary Agnes.
She finds her voice in another way as well, learning to sing the blues, beginning with
Shug’s songs and then writing her own. One of her songs is about naming; in it she
resists being defined by her color and insists that “yellow” is not a name (97). Though she
will later make poor choices, Mary Agnes here demonstrates the power of naming as she
finds her own art form and means of earning a living.
The most important naming in the book is a renaming of God, the original
audience for Celie’s letters; this aspect of The Color Purple has made it an important text
for much of the women’s spirituality movement.5 Walker herself, in a televised interview
with Charlayne Hunter-Gault, stated that the book was “about religion,” and in her recent
book of essays, Anything We Love Can Be Saved, she has discussed her own evolving
paganism. Celie begins the book with a conventional (if perhaps overstated) vision of
God as “big and old and tall and graybearded and white” with “bluish-gray” eyes (17677) but rejects this figure after she learns that Mr.

has been keeping Nettie’s letters

from her. Deciding that God “must be [a]sleep” (163), she describes him as "just like all
the other mens I know. Trifling, forgitful, and lowdown" (175). Shug, who once held this
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view of God, leads Celie to a new understanding of the divine. God, she tells Celie, “ain't
a he or a she, but a it," and explains how this revelation came to her:
My first step from the old white man was trees. Then air. Then
birds. Then other people. But one day when I was sitting quiet
. . . it come to me: that feeling of being part of everything, not
separate at all. I knew that if I cut a tree, my arm would bleed.
And I laughed and I cr ied. . . and I knew just what it was. (178)
"It" was God, experienced as everything that is, and this experience causes another
change in Celie's perceptions. "Next to any little scrub of a bush in my yard, Mr.

's

evil sort of shrink. But not altogether" (179). Whenever Celie tries to "conjure up a rock"
to "git man off [her] eyeball," she throws it, showing that she must still work through rage
and violence before her quest is complete.
The novel does not suggest that rage is bad, only that it must be used
constructively, and Celie’s rage at Mr.

allows her to find her voice and power,

linked to her experience of the divine power in nature. By the time she leaves
Mr.

’s house with Shug, she needs only words to slay his monster-self.
I curse you, I s a y . . . . Until you do right by me,
everything you touch will crumble.
He laugh. Who you think you is? he say. You can't
curse nobody. Look at you. You black, you poor, you ugly, you
a woman. Goddam, he say. You nothing at all.
Until you do right by me, I say, everything you
even dream about will fail. And I give it to him straight, just
like it come to me. And it seem to come to me from the trees..
The jail you plan for me is the one in which you will rot, I say. .
. . A dust devil flew up on the porch between us, fill my mouth
with dirt. The dirt say, Anything you do to me, already done to
you.
. . . . I'm pore, I’m black, I may be ugly and can’t cook, a voice
say to everything listening. But I'm here.
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Amen, say Shug. Amen, amen. (187)
These words reveal Celie’s acceptance of herself, but they also reveal a truth that
M r.

has denied. His cruelty to Celie has hurt him as well, and when the women's

departure from his life leaves him alone, he cannot face the truth of his own heart. He
locks himself up in the house, terrified of noises in the night and of his own evil; he is
brought back to sanity only after his son Harpo forces his way into his father's house
and life. After Mr.

sends the rest of Nettie's letters the monster dies, and he

becomes Albert, a humane and gentle man. Celie's quest for freedom has transformed
both o f them, and by the book’s end, she introduces him as one of her "peoples."
Celie’s new understanding of God as a universal spirit found in all things departs
from the father-atonement found in many versions of the traditional monomyth, in which
the divine figures are gendered. In an ironic reversal of the sacred hero’s meeting and
atonement with a divine father figure, Celie learns the story o f her long-dead father and is
able finally to free herself from the shadow of Alfonso. When he dies, appropriately
during sex with his child bride, Celie inherits the property he had been withholding from
her. Instead o f reaching an atonement with this evil step-father, Celie and Shug chase his
spirit from the house with purifying cedar sticks, and Shug responds to his grandiose
tombstone with "The son of a bitch still dead"(216)~as dead as the elderly white God in
whom Celie no longer believes.
Yet the book does not sentimentalize relations between women or present the
possibility of a universal mother-atonement. Celie’s mother dies without any
reconciliation between the two, and Shug’s mother refuses to see her or allow her access
to her children. Only after her mother’s death is Shug able to make contact with one of
her sons; the other children refuse to see her because of her “evil life” (235). She and
Celie learn that the hero must create a new family; as Shug says when they fail to locate
the graves of Celie’s parents, “Us each other’s people now” (167).
Despite its criticism of white American culture, the book does not sentimentalize,
the Third World or people of color. Nettie has sought meaning and connection in Africa
but has become aware that people of color have mistreated one another as well as having
been mistreated by whites. Though she finds much to admire in the Olinka, she finds that
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they are as male-supremacist and ethnocentric as Americans. Her work in Africa gives
her satisfaction for a time and brings her love, but she must eventually return home with
what she has learned.
Celie and Shug return “home” as well. Their life in Memphis has empowered
Celie, and like the traditional hero after his apotheosis through marriage with the goddess,
she must “cross the return the threshold” into the ordinary world. The change in Celie is
signaled by what Harpo and Sofia note in her—the formerly mousy Celie “look
righteous” and notes that “me and God make love just fine” (197). But Celie’s journey
has not ended with her merely personal transformation. Living in her ideal all-female
world in Memphis, she has become financially independent as a maker of pants, a skill
she developed to keep from killing her husband when she still lived with him. This skill
becomes a boon she takes back to Georgia after inheriting her real father's house, lands,
and dry goods store. Her community benefits when Harpo’s wife Sophia, released from
servitude to the white mayor, is able to go to work for Celie. This job frees her as well
from any financial dependence on Harpo. In addition, the mayor’s daughter, on her own
quest to overcome her racist past, begins working as a nanny to Sophia's invalid daughter
Henrietta. Like the traditional hero of the monomyth, Celie has departed from her
ordinary world, undergone an initiation that brings her into her powers, and returned to
her community of origin with the boon of a transformed consciousness.
Celie, however, must learn one more thing. She has allowed herself to become
dependent on Shug for happiness, and Walker seems to be questioning the sort of
monogamy that would deny either partner freedom. Shug, who seems here an aging
Aphrodite figure, finds herself drawn to a young man in her band and asks Celie for one
“last fling” (220). Despite the pain that Shug’s love for young Germaine causes Celie,
they leave together. While Shug is gone, Celie experiences the final transcendence of her
hatred of Mr.

and recognizes his love for Shug as akin to her own. Acceptance of

him as a friend and as part of her community helps Celie to break her dependence on
Shug; she learns to live as an individual in community without clinging to one person.
Her sacred marriage, through what at first seems to her like its ending, has empowered
her to live. Not only does Shug return from her "fling" with a young man, but Nettie, her
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husband, and Celie's lost children return from Africa. For the first time in Celie’s life, her
entire family is happily united. Her hero-quest has transformed her world.
In the transformation, all the pairs of opposites so seemingly apparent in the
world—love/hate, male/female, black/white, god/world—are reconciled, shown to be part
o f the same whole. Celie's hatred of Mr.

has become friendship, as his earlier

mistreatment o f her is shown to be part of his frustrated love for Shug Avery. The
opposition between male and female characters has been resolved, at least partly through
the intercession of the androgynous characters Shug and Sophia. Celie is no longer
passive, and Mr.

, now Albert, has come to enjoy nurturing his grandchildren and

sewing shirts to accompany Celie's pants. Most of the whites in the book are
presented negatively, but Miss Eleanor Jane has become a person capable of loving and
changing. Perhaps most important, Celie has ceased to believe in the old white man and
now sees God in everything. Her last letter begins: "Dear God. Dear stars, dear trees, dear
sky, dear peoples. Dear everything. Dear God" (249). This salutation testifies to the final
stage o f hr quest, what Campbell calls the apotheosis of the hero, the moment of realizing
her identity with all that lives in the world, and of all that lives with God. She has
attained atonement not with the father, but with the universe. Campbell writes that those
who have this realization are "the immortals," (167) but Celie puts it differently. In her
words, "I think this the youngest us ever felt."
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Endnotes for Chapter Four
1Walker has addressed these arguments, and many others, in her book The Same
River Twice: Honoring the Difficult (1995).
2 The term "womanist" comes from Walker’s essay "In Search o f Our Mother's
Gardens."
3 In Anything W e Love Can Be Saved (1997), Walker writes of the influence of
Jung on her work and of her visit to his retreat at Bollingen.
4 Bees were sacred to Artemis o f the Ephesians, a many-breasted goddess of
plenty. Given Walker’s interest in myth, this reference seems a deliberate allusion.
5 Among the works that have cited The Color Purple are Daly’s Wickedarv and
Christ and Plaskow’s Weaving the Visions.
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Chapter Five
The Hero Enclosed:
Ntozake Shange's Sassafrass, Cypress, and Indigo

Where there is a woman there is magic. If there is
a moon falling from her mouth, she is a woman who knows
her magic, who can share or not share her powers. A woman
with a moon falling from her mouth, roses between her legs
and tiaras o f Spanish moss, this woman is a consort of
the spirits.
Indigo seldom spoke. There was a moon in her mouth.
Having a moon in her mouth kept her laughing. Whenever
her mother tried to pull the moss off her head, or clip
the roses round her thighs, Indigo was laughing.
“Mama, if you pull 'em off, they'll just grow back.
It’s my blood. I've got earth blood, filled up with the
Geechees long gone, and the sea."
Sassafrass. Cypress and Indigo opens with this celebration of traditional female
magic, a magic which is in conflict with middle-class American values. Initially, this
magic is imaged as both powerful and joyous, almost too strong to be resisted: the girlchild Indigo links her power to such traditionally female images as blood, earth, and sea
water, as well as to her descent from the black Geechee people. Shange grounds this
character in both a female tradition and a black tradition, but the book is not only a
celebration. It is the story of the triple quest of three sisters, a quest which sends them out
of a protected matriarchal home and into a world which is often hostile to their selfrealization.1 This chapter focuses on the motif of enclosure in the novel and on the
various ways the sisters move beyond their enclosures and complete their quests.
The history o f women's lives has often been one of limitations and enclosure, at
least for the last few thousand years in the Western world. Among the ancient Athenians,
respectable women (a category which did not, obviously, include slaves or those educated
women who opted to become hetarae) were confined to the household, leaving home
only for certain religious celebrations. Among the Romans, women were not so
restricted in terms o f movement outside the home, but the power of the paterfamilias
was nearly unlimited. Christian women were initially freer than their pagan counterparts,
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and even Paul himself once claimed that "there is no . . . male nor female, for ye are all
one in Christ Jesus" (Galatians 3:28), but by the time of Jerome female Christian virgins
were being urged to remain within the domestic enclosure in order to protect their
chastity. Even in the supposed Renaissance, the education of girls differed from that of
boys, with girls encouraged to concentrate on being pleasing rather than on being right
(French 181). Nor were Christians alone in their restrictions on female freedom: the
harem, after all, continued into recent times in Moslem societies.
The Enlightenment brought no light or air into the enclosures of women.
One need only read Mary Wollstonecraft's Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792) to
get a sense of the restrictions to which women were trained. Only a few years later, Jane
Austen wrote her famous passage on male fondness for female ignorance, if not
imbecility, and the Victorian stress on the sanctity of the home (for middle-class white
women, at any rate) ensured that most women would attempt to Fit these cultural molds in
the interests of survival and social acceptability. Even in our own century, Virginia
W oolf wrote of the need for a room of one's own (still an enclosure, but an enclosure
chosen by oneself) and the need to kill the Angel in the House, that sickeningly sweet
phantom which had hovered over women's lives since the publication of Coventry
Patmore's wildly successful book.
(Perhaps) Reflecting life, then, enclosure in the patriarchy is a common archetypal
pattern in the pre-1975 women's fiction studied by Annis Pratt. All too often, she found,
the protagonists in women’s fiction were maimed and entrapped despite their personal
gifts and abilities. Society and its expectations formed an antagonist too powerful for any
one woman to withstand. Even today, whether she is a young girl hoping to remain
within the green world, a bride hoping for the companionship and erotic freedom
promised by her dream of marriage, or an older woman seeking authenticity, the female
hero is faced with walls and boundaries that she did not create.
Joseph Campbell’s mythic hero also faces enclosure within the belly o f the
whale, an experience which Campbell sees as the necessary gestation period before
rebirth as a hero. The hero o f the monomyth has this experience after the crossing of the
first threshold into his adventure, before he has performed his primary hero-deed. Like
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Campbell's hero, the new female hero faces enclosure in the belly o f the patriarchal
whale, and escape from this enclosure is the necessary first step of the rest o f her herojoumey. However, unlike Campbell's enclosure, which symbolizes a turning inward
toward rebirth (Campbell 91), the enclosure confronting the female hero would prevent
her rebirth as an independent being; it is not "one and the same" as "the temple enclosure
. . . and the heavenly land beyond, above, and below the confines of the world" (92). The
enclosure which threatens the female hero is not another world in the Campbellian sense
of a mystical passage to a higher reality; instead it is an attempt to trap the female hero in
the culture and values o f this world, a world often filled with those who wish to prevent
the development of female strength.
The eponymous protagonists of Ntozake Shange's Sassafrass. Cypress and
Indigo face and (perhaps) escape various kinds of enclosure, some more literal than
others. The daughters of a female weaver in Charleston, South Carolina, the sisters
repeatedly encounter structures and persons inimical to their development as heroic
beings. As African-Americans, they encounter white racism, and they and their
communities encounter poverty in a capitalist society. As women, they encounter male
violence against women and sexist attitudes regarding women's behavior and worth. As
women in love with men, they become enclosed by the restrictions of the romance plot,
restrictions which they have internalized. As artists—one of the sisters is a musician, one
a weaver and writer, one a dancer—they encounter conventional expectations regarding
their respective art forms and must struggle to be allowed to create in their own ways. In
their attempts to escape enclosures imposed by others, the sisters may also find
themselves creating internal barriers to heroism, which they must surmount.
All three sisters begin the book in the enclosure which is black life in the
American South. As Elizabeth Spelman and others have reminded us, racism and sexism
are not separate oppressions for black women but are intertwined in their lives. Black
women are neither blacks who happen to be female nor women who happen to be black;
instead, they are persons who are black and female simultaneously, a complicated,
sometimes conflicted identity. Indigo identifies herself from the beginning with "the
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black people," rejecting all things white, while her sisters utilize "white" training to make
their initial escape from the South.
Although white racism is not directly a topic of discussion in the book, there
are occasional allusions to the racial upheavals of the 1960's, and both Sassafrass and
Indigo spend time with the Caribbean dockworkers and sailors of Charleston, seeking a
kind o f authenticity difficult for them to find in their mother’s middle-class world. Their
mother Hilda Effania herself, though an independent craftswoman, a weaver, still works
for the family which had enslaved her ancestors, and throughout the novel her letters to
her daughters express (among other things) a middle-class respectability which the
younger women reject. Despite her economic dependence on a white family, however,
Hilda Effania refuses to allow her employer Miz Fitzhugh any other control over her
family. Miz Fitzhugh had established savings accounts for each of the three sisters, but
Hilda Effania seems to suspect that the money comes with strings, that Miz Fitzhugh has
her own agenda for the girls. Believing that "every family needed only one mother," Hilda
Effania allows her daughters to use the money "as they pleased" (71). She does,
however, allow Miz Fitzhugh to sponsor Sassafrass at an exclusive Northern private
school and to provide a music teacher for Indigo, subversively using the white woman's
wealth to provide the sisters with the means to escape her influence. When Miz Fitzhugh
pays her annual Christmas visit, Indigo uses her violin to create a magic wind that blows
the white woman out the door of the house. Her attempts to control the girls with her gifts
have failed, but not all the enclosures in the book are so easily

escaped.

Indigo, the youngest sister, has "too much South in her" (4) and is drawn to the
life o f the Geechee people of the Sea Islands. The sections of the book which deal with
her make frequent use of folk and magical traditions of the South, prompting critic Jose
David Saldivar to place the book within the genre o f magic realism (175). Bonnie
Winsbro has written of the importance of folk beliefs in the self-definition of some
marginalized people, and for Indigo, her contact with the spirits defines her difference
from the confines of conventional (white-oriented) life. She makes and endows with a
magical life o f their own numerous doll-friends, who speak to her in ways that other
humans cannot. When Indigo’s menses arrive, however, her mother orders her to put
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away her dolls and attend to the "real world," which to Hilda Effania means the
machinations of white and other men, who mean no good to a black woman. Her wellmeaning efforts are another enclosure for Indigo, to whom a life without magic is no life
at all.
Indigo is out o f place in the room where her mother and sisters do the
clothmaking which is the family's business; the presences of the child and her dolls
"interrupt the rhythm," making Sassafrass "just stare at the loom," Cypress "look at her
work and not know where to start or what gauge her stitches were," and Mama "bum
herself with some peculiarly tinted boiling water" (7). Although this workroom is a place
o f female creativity, Indigo does not fit into it; she is instead filled with magic and
seeking contact with the spirits of her people. Besides her dolls, her companions are the
Geechee midwife, Aunt Haydee, and some of the more eccentric "colored ladies" of the
town. Her mother’s attempts to make Indigo more like other people, and particularly,
more like her, fail, but the arrival of puberty places Indigo at risk in a world in which men
all too often victimize women.
Indigo's difference is not enough to protect her from male sexual violence against
women. On the day o f her first period, Mr. Lucas the pharmacy owner is overwhelmed
by the power in the child-woman and contemplates rape. "Every once in a while he saw a
woman with something he wanted. Something she shouldn't have. He didn't know what
it was, an insolence, an irreverence, like the bitch thought she owned the moon" (29). He
reads Indigo's female magic as a challenge to his male power.
Shange’s choreopoem for colored girls who have considered suicide has been
read as expressing a separatist mentality, but Sassafrass. Cypress and Indigo reveals this
idea as an oversimplification of Shange's attitudes toward men.2 The book certainly
critiques the sexist attitudes and behaviors of some black men, but its positive
presentation of folk traditions demonstrates a communal sensibility which includes men.
Indigo's next "magical guide" is Uncle John, the trash hauler who has the ability to
communicate with the spirits of "the slaves who were ourselves.” He gives her a fiddle
which he calls her “new talkin’ friend" and assures her that it can be used to communicate
with the spirits (26). Indigo's identification with "the folk" and with the ancestral
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traditions o f her people allows her to create a spiritual art form that facilitates her escape
from both the racism of Miz Fitzhugh and the sexual violence o f Mr. Lucas.
Indigo later uses the magical quality of her fiddling to stand up to the Junior
Geechee Capitans, two would-be gangbangers who attempt to intimidate her when they
overhear her playing. Running a twig up the inside of her leg (a symbolic rape
attempt), Spats and Crunch, the "Jr. G. C.s," refer to Indigo as "gal" and "sweetheart" (367) and engage in "a culturally recognized and universally feared ritual: The Geechee
Capitan Cock Walk" (38-9). Shange’s description of this "ritual" removes its potential
threat by making it a ridiculous display enacted by children, and Spats and Crunch
become Indigo’s foster brothers. Recognizing from her reaction to them that Indigo
is not "just a girl," they initiate her into the Jr. G. C.s, a connection which begins Indigo’s
work in the underground gambling establishment known as "the Caverns."
Caverns are symbols o f enclosure and often of femaleness, but these caverns in
Shange's novel have a dual function. For many black Charlestonians, the Caverns
provide a place of escape from the drudgery of their daily lives, an "underground" free of
white influence. For them, the entertainment provided in this all-black atmosphere is a
relief from the poverty and restriction caused by being black in a white world. Yet the
Caverns also pose a danger of entrapment for Indigo. These female caverns are owned by
Pretty Man, who also attempts to "own" the women in his domain. The chief of the
Geechee Capitans, Pretty Man recognizes Indigo's power but refuses to allow its
uncontrolled exercise in his world. He hires Indigo to play for his customers in the social
room, but instead of allowing her to play as she chooses, he decides that "training was
what she was wanting" (45) and arranges for her to learn to play other people’s previously
recorded music. Indigo at first sees "no sense at all in playing what somebody else could
already play" (46), but the promise o f payment for each “tune" she learns causes her to
accept Pretty Man’s terms. Like many artists, female and male, Indigo for a time allows
"the market" to dictate her work. The clients, however, do not like this new style of play
and begin staying away from the Caverns. The situation proves too much for Mabel,
Pretty Man’s girlfriend, and she turns on Indigo and the fiddle, prompting a beating
from Pretty Man. This incident causes Indigo's final realization of the position of women
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in the world o f the Geechee Capitans. "Mabel had gotten in trouble 'cause o f Indigo's
fiddle, 'cause Indigo was a Geechee Capitan. Mabel was just some woman. One day
Indigo would be a woman, too" (49). Identifying with women as she had earlier
identified with the spirits of the folk, Indigo leaves the Geechee Capitans after this
incident. She also decides to retire her magical dolls to the attic in order to "save" them
from the life o f "a grown colored woman" (52). For Indigo, this enclosed and restricted
life is not worth living, but she cannot yet think of a way for herself or her dolls to escape
it, even with her magic fiddle.
Sassafrass, the eldest sister, also finds the life of a "grown colored woman"
an enclosure for her energies. Although she escapes the South by going to the Callahan
School and attempts to escape white influence entirely by aligning herself with the Black
Arts movement, embodied for her in her lover Mitch, she finds the life of the black artist
to be another kind of enclosure, especially when coupled with romance. Critic Rachel
Brownstein has noted the ways in which the "heroine" is limited by the demands of
romantic love, and Sassafrass is in danger of shrinking herself into a heroine to meet the
demands Mitch makes on her. Mitch is a survivor of reform schools and jails who has
remade himself into a musician and painter, and Sassafrass freely admits that she "adores"
him. In an archetypal reading, critic Jean Strandness sees Mitch as initially a positive
figure, "the creative animus,. . . a male muse" (12). Certainly Sassafrass sees him this
way, as "the cosmic lover and wonder of wonders" (SCI 78), yet it is this adoration of
Mitch which encloses Sassafrass in a life of verbal and (eventually) physical abuse and
blocked creativity. This enclosure by a lover places her in the tradition of women's fiction
described by Annis Pratt, who notes that marriage and romantic love have often been a
trap for women in fiction. Pratt defines "[fjreedom to come and g o , . . . the right to make
decisions about one’s own time, work, and other activities" as "a basic element of
authenticity" (45), but the element which is most likely to vanish from a woman's life
when she marries . In keeping with this pattern, Sassafrass finds herself stifled, even
afraid o f being catatonic, as a result of her life with Mitch.
Mitch and Sassafrass live in poverty in Los Angeles, poverty that eats away at
their relationship as it encloses both of them in a restricted life. Sassafrass has turned to
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her lifelong art o f weaving as a means of making their lives more artistic and bearable but
allows Mitch to define for her what constitutes worthwhile artistic activity. She has been
a fiber artist all her life, but she also feels herself drawn to writing. Mitch has decided
that "Sassafrass was supposed to be a writer" (79) and devalues her handiwork, refusing
to see it as art but only as "something [she]'d known how to d o . . . all [her] damn life"
(79). Even though the art weaving she does is a celebration of blackness, Mitch does not
view her tributes to various culture heroes as a worthy investment of her time; like any
formally trained European artist, he values "high art" over such traditionally female art
forms as weaving. Like the Black Arts movement critics whom Barbara Christian has
called into question (“Race” 74), Mitch uses his own ideas of authentic blackness to
prescribe the nature of Sassafrass's art. His misogyny becomes apparent (at least to the
reader if not to Sassafrass) when he attacks her as "a jive-assed little bitch" (79) and
refuses to allow her vagina-shaped hanging honoring Josephine Baker to be placed in
their living room because, in his view, "it wasn't proper for a new Afrikan woman to
make things o f such a sexual nature" (78). Shange presents Mitch's view here without
comment by Sassafrass, implying that Sassafrass has accepted Mitch's viewpoint, at least
temporarily. Although she recognizes that Mitch and his creativity "didn't feed anybody,"
Sassafrass accepts his notion o f the perfected and creative life for black people as
something that excludes the practicalities of daily living. Even though she herself must
struggle to provide for their daily needs, she seeks to "be perfected for him [Mitch], like
he was perfected and creating all the time" (80). Despite Mitch's stifling of her creativity
and his inability or unwillingness to contribute to the maintenance of their household,
Sassafrass still sees him as the archetypal black artist, one who "looks like a king." As
she tells Cypress,
Mitch has endured more loneliness than a human being
should ever encounter. His mother abandoned him when he
was eight, and he raised himself in detention homes all thru this
country full o f crackers and madmen. Mitch is so good—he
created himself; he made up somebody to be. Inside the joint,
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he took up horn playing and painting. Mitch is so strong,
Cypress—he just gets that loneliness som etim es.. . " (106)
Like many women in fiction and in life, Sassafrass makes excuses for the man she
loves, finding in his sad past reasons for his bad behavior in the present.
Sassafrass also finds in the past a model for her own behavior regarding Mitch.
When Mitch, in a drug-induced haze, beats her, she leaves the house but does not leave
him. Watching the sun rise along the beach, Sassafrass sees herself as inappropriately
"locked" and "tight," as having enclosed herself away from Mitch. She decides to return
to him because “[s]he'd been too headstrong, too sure she needed no man: and she did
understand, now, that she needed Mitch of all things in the world. She needed Mitch
because Mitch was all she loved in herself” (98). Like any Victorian heroine, Sassafrass
at this point in her life sees her desire for independence as bad and is unable to value
herself apart from Mitch. Indeed, she further entraps herself by remembering an incident
from her childhood when she saw her father beat her mother. Hilda Effania's response to
the event—"You got to leave room for the fool in everybody"—becomes for Sassafrass a
justification of her return to Mitch (99).
Throughout most of the novel Sassafrass lives out the motif of enclosure and
entrapment. Even when she leaves Mitch because of his return to heroin use, she is
unable to free herself from his influence. Shange alludes to an ancient archetype of
female entrapment, that of Persephone, when she has Cypress refer to Mitch as "a single
cosmic wonder with all the troubles of Hades in his homs and arms" (105). Strandness
uses this reference to argue that Sassafrass is generally an embodiment of the Persephone
archetype, returning to her underworld lover even after a sojourn in the matriarchal
daylight world of her sister Cypress.3
Cypress is not subject to the same enclosure as that which entraps her older sister,
but the seeming freedom of her dancer’s life has enclosures of its own. She had begun her
dancing career as a ballerina but found that the world of ballet was not accepting of black
women's bodies. Rejecting what she sees as alien aesthetic standards, Cypress joins an
African-American dance troupe called The Kushites Returned, a group that seeks to make
black audiences proud of their ethnic and artistic heritages. Having achieved at least a
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partial escape from the enclosure of racism, Cypress for a time finds satisfaction in her
life with the Kushites, enjoying "sweet wine, cocaine, and lots o f men" (101). She dances
at night and keeps open house most of the time, her home a constant parade of friends and
lovers. She explains her non-monogamy to Sassafrass by saying that "Black men ain't no
easy picking; ain't no easy staying. That's why I keep them all coming here, then I don't
have to pick not a one, and can keep them all" (105). Her choice o f multiple lovers keeps
her from the entrapment in the romance plot that has enclosed Sassafrass, but other
enclosures wait for her.
The Kushites had been for Cypress an escape from the white world of ballet; she
finds, however, that even artistic black men may lack respect for women. During a stay
in New York, she rejects the troupe after its leader, Ariel Moroe, refers to the female
dancers he has hired as "whores" and "clumsy pussy" (138-39). Cypress finds that even
men who reject white aesthetics can be misogynist; in her search for a joyous woman’s
space, she joins Azure Bosom, a lesbian feminist dance collective. What she finds in
Azure Bosom, however, is more a rejection of the male than a celebration of the female, a
rejection that she finds disturbing. Like the patriarchy it opposes, Azure Bosom is part of
a culture which commodifies human beings: despite its joyously woman-affirming
performances, Azure Bosom's after-performance parties are "more like a slave market
where everybody was selling h erself (145).
Less passive than Sassafrass, Cypress must learn not to become "stuck" in anger.
For this reason, she rejects the anti-male aspect of Azure Bosom, desiring instead to enjoy
femaleness without expending energy on hating males. She assumes, however, that life
among women can be idyllic and unconflicted, and takes a female lover with the
expectation that this sexual relationship is to be monogamous and will last. Cypress had
always been sexually active without loving in any exclusive sense, enjoying the men in
her life without wanting to "keep" any of them, and Strandness sees her as embodying
the archetype of Aphrodite, the goddess who loves freely but not exclusively (14). With
her lover Idrina, however, Cypress views love not merely as pleasure but as a refuge from
an ugly reality, a reality in which male dancers all too often hate women and in which all
too many women have internalized the patterns that teach them to hate, so that they take
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out their viciousness on each other. Idrina functions as a monster-slayer for Cypress,
seeming to "move right in and slay the dragons Cypress had spouting 'don't touch me'
simply by looking at her” (149). Ironically, Cypress views this black woman lover as
a kind o f "white knight" and becomes as unrealistic in her expectations as any heroine.
When the affair with Idrina ends, Cypress falls into a serious depression, spending
her days sleeping and her nights drinking in various "underworld taverns" (155).
Shange’s underworld imagery suggests that the depression functions as another type of
enclosure for Cypress; it becomes her sojourn in the underworld. Like Sassafrass in
relationship to Mitch and like Indigo in the Caverns, Cypress must have an underworld
experience in order to progress to the next stage of her quest. Maureen Murdock has
written of the necessity for the female hero of descent into darkness; she sees the loss of
the conscious daylight self as an essential part of the quest.4 Similarly, Carol Christ sees
the experience of nothingness as necessary before a woman can learn to name reality for
herself; both of these writers stress the importance o f loss in the story of the female hero.
All three sisters in Shange's novel have this experience in varying forms: Sassafrass
buries herself in her relationship with Mitch, Cypress experiences a depression when she
faces solitude for the first time in her life, and Indigo is faced with the reality of the place
of women in her world.
Escape From the Enclosure
If the female hero were to remain trapped in her enclosure, there would obviously be
no quest undertaken or completed; she must find some way to escape her original
enclosure, even if at later stages in her quest she again becomes trapped . By the end of
Shange's novel, all three sisters have escaped at least the worst aspects of their particular
enclosures, in ways indicative of the path the female hero takes: through a naming of
herself and her reality, through the discovery o f a supportive community, and even
(perhaps) through a new egalitarian marriage. Some readers, however, have been
troubled by the possible essentialism of the text, its encoding o f traditional female roles
as a means o f liberation for women.5 The way in which Shange presents these traditional
activities, however, shows them as means of asserting the value of communities of the
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dispossessed and marginalized. The book seems to demonstrate the idea that marrying
and bringing new life into an alternative community strengthens that community,
In making her escape, Cypress is seemingly "rescued" by a handsome prince, her
old friend Leroy McCullough, who turns out to be the inheritor of a fortune. Yet the
bonding becomes possible only after Cypress' underworld experience, only after she
abandons her fantasy of an unconflicted life among only other women of color. It is
music that initially breaks down the walls of her enclosure, functioning for her much as it
has for Indigo. Leroy’s music reminds her of home, causing her to forget that she "didn't
dance anymore," and she becomes "a dance of a new thing, her own spirit loose, fecund,
and deep" (156). The joy she finds in a sexual encounter with Leroy is reminiscent of
poet Marge Piercy’s assertion in "Shadows of the Burning" that "I found my body in the
arms of lovers and woke in the flesh alive": Cypress becomes more, not less, herself
through this relationship, reconnecting with the joy of her childhood. She also learns to
give comfort to Leroy, who is haunted by the ghosts of his murdered parents and by his
sense of himself as continually endangered in a white world.
Cypress initially responds to her new happiness with Leroy by ignoring suffering
and urging him to do the same, but this course of action would involve a cessation of the
quest. Instead, Leroy goes to Europe on a concert tour and learns to accept his own
American-ness, while Cypress must learn to face the world's ugliness first on her own and
then in community with others.
New York is not truly Cypress's city. Alone while Leroy tours Europe, ”[s]he
was constrained by cement, noise, thousands of people she’d never had to take seriously.
Whole blocks of black people without trees . . . . Now her landscape had no natural
elements" (193). Raised in the South surrounded by the ocean and by growing things,
Cypress finds that the city encloses her and her energies in a negative way, an idea
reinforced through Shange's use o f the verb "constrained." It is as she is beginning to
learn to cope with New York that Cypress has a horrifying encounter with her old mentor,
Ariel Moroe. He looks "like he has been on an excursion in Hell" (198), bearing as he
does the knife scars o f a nearly fatal sexual encounter with a street hustler. Meeting Ariel
and realizing that "the Kushites were destroyed" (199) pushes Cypress to commemorate
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what Ariel taught her, and that day she does the best dancing of her life, a dance for
"Ariel in his prime" (200). Able finally to accept the flawed Ariel for his genius and no
longer able to ignore the forces which are destroying him and other black people, Cypress
dreams o f the enclosures facing her and the other people of color in the world.
It is a post-Holocaust dream in which she finds herself in an all-female society in
England, a society in which the highest honor is to be a "Mother." The honorific tide,
however, has nothing to do with childbearing, which in this society is a punishment.
"Bearers,” considered of lower caste than the other women, are kept in a separate
enclosure. When Cypress is taken to see the bearers’ enclave, she is horrified to realize
that all the bearers are women of color, and even more horrified to learn that the sperm to
produce the next generation is obtained from caged men who ejaculate into tubes.
Among the imprisoned men she recognizes Ariel and her father.
When Cypress wakes she knows she has been forced to face the ugliness of the
world, a world in which people of color have been reduced to the status of mere body, a
world in which they have been imprisoned. Knowing that it is not enough merely to
"remember the nice things,"
Cypress vowed on the voices of her dreams . . . . her presence
would be a mortal threat to those who wounded, maimed, her
ancestors, her lovers, Leroy. Like those women before her who
loaded bundles on their heads and marched off to fields that
were not their own, like the "bearers" of her dreams swamped
with births o f infants they would never rear, Cypress clung to
her body, the body o f a dancer; the chart of her recklessness,
her last weapon, her perimeters: blood, muscle, and the will
simply to change the world. (208)
Her direct encounter with the world's ugliness and evil causes Cypress to affirm
the value o f her often-devalued black female body, claiming it both as artistic instrument
and as weapon. Shange has defined art as a form of "cultural aggression," a means of
"getting back something that was ours, our lives, our brains, our dignity" (Anderlini 314),
and by book’s end Cypress has become such a cultural warrior, touring with a dance
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group called Soil and Soul to raise money for civil rights work in the South. Her new
willingness to serve her people in her original homeland demonstrates the completion of
Cypress’s hero-joumey; having fled the confines of Southern life for her own quest, she
returns home with the boon o f her transformed consciousness to work for the freedom of
her people. Then, like many heroes in more traditional tales, she is rewarded with
marriage when Leroy calls her from Europe to propose. He wishes to be married in her
mother's house, signaling Cypress’s reintegration into the original community of mother
and daughters.
Indigo also embraces the black community as her means of escape from the
enclosure. At first she escapes by refusing to conform to the gender norms of her time
and place; later, the fiddle given her by Uncle John becomes her means of escape by
giving her a means to work magic. Not even these methods, as she discovers in the
Caverns, change the conditions of life for a "grown colored woman"; Indigo must find
another way of developing her own identity. According to Joseph Campbell, "The aim of
individuation requires that one find and then learn to live out o f one's own center," and
Indigo as an adult centers herself in the life of the folk community. She leaves Charleston
with its middle-class history for the sea island of Difuskie and its Geechee people, who
are closer to their traditions than are the mainland folk. Her work as a midwife becomes
for her a means of connecting to the larger community of black people throughout history.
The story of the enigmatic Blue Sunday, a legendary figure to the Geechees of Difuskie,
is emblematic of the community that Indigo joins through her contact with the spirits and
her work as a facilitator of new life.
“ [B]om on a Sunday & as black as pitch," (222), Blue Sunday came to the
attention of Master Fitzhugh (ancestor of Hilda Effania's employer, or at least of the
employer's husband) because of her wild beauty. She refused his sexual advances, tying
his gifts o f silks and lingerie "round a hog she left in his library" (222). According to the
legend, when he attempted to rape her, she turned into a crocodile and attacked him,
biting off his leg, symbolic of the phallic power she successfully resists. Most of the
Geechees believe that none of Master Fitzhugh's crimes against Blue Sunday injured her,
and they see her as a superhuman symbol of successful rebellion, but Indigo and her
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mentor Aunt Haydee know better. To them, Blue Sunday represents spiritual freedom, a
freedom that embraces the reality of suffering. When "a woman was in labor [Aunt
Haydee] pleaded with Blue Sunday to . . . 'give this child the freedom you know'” (223).
When Aunt Haydee dies, Indigo takes on her work as primary midwife for Difuskie,
knowing that "Charleston wasn't her home, any more than Blue Sunday hadn't suffered"
(224). Like Cypress, Indigo finally accepts the inevitability of suffering, but like Cypress,
she also works to alleviate it. When Indigo goes back to Charleston to deliver a very
special baby,
Somebody said that the day Indigo left Difuskie, 2,000 Blue
Sundays came out dancing to Scott Joplin, drinking
moonshine, & showing their legs. Indigo never denied this, but
she kept a drawer fulla silk stockings that had not a run , &
she's never been one to miss a dance, when the
aqua-blue men strode up from the sea, the slaves who were
ourselves. (224)
The grief involved in living as a "grown colored woman" is for Indigo tempered
by the joy of consorting with the spirits of the ancestors. As an adult, she lives
surrounded by the spirits she had sought as a child.
Sassafrass also achieves escape and completion through community, but before
that can happen, she must also learn to name herself for herself. (One is reminded of the
young Paulette Williams' choice of the name Ntozake Shange—"she who walks like a lion
and comes with her own things.") When Sassafrass is confronted with the blatant sexism
o f Mitch's friend Otis and his new book of "poetry," Ebony Cunt, which names women
in terms only of their sexual function for men, she lashes out at the men and refuses to
listen to them any more. Instead, she goes to her loom and begins weaving, and this work
with her hands frees her to write (an activity from which she had been blocked by Mitch’s
control). In her poem she names herself and identifies her weaving with sacred female
activities.
i am sassafrass/ a weaver's daughter/ from charleston/
i'm a woman makin cloth like all good women do/ the moon's
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daughter made cloth/ the gold array of the sun/ the moon's
daughter sat all night/ spinnin (91)
Her poem also identifies her weaving and herself with her mother, and it is
identification and reunification with the mother that Sassafrass must achieve before she
can free herself from Mitch's influence. Even though she has begun the process of escape
by standing up to the sexist Otis and by valuing her own work as a weaver, Sassafrass is
still trapped by her dependence on Mitch and his kind of blackness. Returning to him,
she "forgot she had ever left" (124) and is once again caught up in "the evilness of their
reality" (129). The intervention of a supportive community, a black nationalist colony,
enables Sassafrass to complete her quest.
The colony is a spiritual as well as a political and artistic community. Its
members seek the advice of ancestral spirits and the spirits of the deities of Santerfa, and
their life is punctuated with important rituals and festivals. Throughout the book
Sassafrass has received visitations from the spirits of blues women like Billie Holliday,
and at the collective she finds other people who take the messages of the spirits seriously
and affirm her black woman's mysticism. The madrones, or holy women, warn Sassafrass
that Mitch has an "unclean spirit" and will make her unpleasing to the spirits she wishes
to serve, but she is unable at first to make herself separate from him because of the good
qualities which he indisputably has. At a festival honoring the deity Shango, however,
she learns that she is pregnant and is "taken" by Shango’s spirit. Filled with "the wrath of
Oshun" (217), goddess of beauty, Sassafrass silences Mitch’s disruptive saxophoneplaying by pouring honey, product of the work of female worker bees, down the opening
of the (phallic?) horn. At that point, Mitch's spell is broken and she is able to separate
from him. In a vision the morning after her experience with the gods, Sassafrass sees her
Mother (deliberately unnamed) and knows "I'm going to carry these spirits right on home"
(218). Like the heroes described in the work of Pearson and Pope, Christ, and Murdock,
Sassafrass experiences a reconnection with the female, represented by a mother figure,
escapes dependence on the male, and completes her quest.
Separation from Mitch, then, involves separation from the intentional community
she has joined and a return to the original community of mother and sisters. In feminist
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terms, such a matrilineal community is an obvious good, yet Hilda Effania has been
perhaps a problematic figure throughout the novel. Seeming often to represent
assimilation, accommodation, and middle-class values, in letters striking for the naivete
they express, she has urged her daughters not to "live in sin" but to concentrate on making
good marriages within the patriarchal system which she seems to accept without question.
It is also the memory of her sometimes-violent relationship with the girls' father that
inspires Sassafrass to stay with Mitch as long as she does. Despite her conservatism,
however, Hilda is a professional woman, a weaver, and Sassafrass is proud that "the
women in her family could make something besides a baby" (91). Hilda has long
represented economic self-sufficiency for her daughters and, though tolerant of her own
husband's violence, has also told Sassafrass that "It's better for a man to love you a little
more than you love h i m . . . take my word" (133). She seems finally to represent a kind
of rooted wisdom which complements and perhaps enables the quests her daughters have
undertaken: it is in part her ability to work within existing systems which has kept the
family safe and comfortable. Contact with Hilda also keeps the sisters connected to their
personal past, part of connection to the ancestors. Hilda's recognition and encouragement
of her daughters' talents has facilitated their work as artists, and as they have moved
through the world they have taken with them Hilda's recipes, food for the soul as well as
the body. At the book's end, Hilda is cooking again as all three sisters are reunited in her
house for the birth of Sassafrass's child, to be delivered by Indigo. This child, bom as all
children are from the enclosed space of a woman's body, is to be a "free child" (225),
emblem of the freedom that the sisters have attained. This next generation is a
continuation of and a boon to Hilda's community.
Preservation of the black community in the face of racist violence and economic
oppression has been a central issue in the lives and work o f black women. Stanlie M.
James has written of the tradition she calls “othermothering,” developed during slavery as
a means o f assuring care for sometimes motherless children and continued into our own
time (44). The black women’s clubs of the nineteenth century had as a primary goal “the
uplift of the race,” both male and female. Controversy erupted when black women
writers began exposing sexism and sexual violence in the lives of black men: the
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controversy over Shange’s for colored girls and Walker’s The Color Purple, among
others, is well documented.6 Trudier Harris is perhaps the best-known of the female
critics who decries what she sees as the separatist tendencies of black feminist writing.
Now, however, a number of critics and creative writers are insisting that feminism and
the black community are not only compatible but intertwined, bell hooks has long
insisted on an anti-racist, anti-capitalist agenda for black feminists (as well as an anti
sexist agenda for black men). In the foreword to In Search of Our Mother ‘s Gardens.
Alice Walker asserts that a womanist is “not a separatist, except periodically, for health,”
that she “loves the folk” but also “loves herself. Regardless” (xi-xii). In Sassafrass.
Cypress and Indigo. Shange’s heroes are able to return to their original community
because o f their self-love and self-realization. Because of their strength, the community
will be transformed.
Sassafrass. Cypress and Indigo is a novel which illustrates the various modes of
enclosure faced by contemporary women, particularly women of color. It presents them
with such externally imposed enclosures as racism and sexism as well as such
internalized barriers as acceptance of gender role expectations. It also illustrates ways in
which the female hero may achieve escape from her enclosure and complete her quest,
ways that may sometimes seem too traditional to be heroic. What seems true for the
female hero from a historically marginalized group, however, is that the group as a whole
cannot be rejected; to do so would be to further the work of those in power. In Shange's
novel, all three sisters attain self-fulfillment within the context of the African- American
community, a community with which their relationships have been troubled but which
they ultimately accept as their own. The communities into which they move may include
men; as the experience of Azure Bosom showed, reacting against the male does not
guarantee an affirmation of the female. Without necessarily rejecting men, then, the
female hero must learn to reject patriarchal definitions o f her reality in order to continue
her quest.
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Endnotes for Chapter Five
1Threes, o f course, occur frequently in myth and legend: the Christian trinity, the
Triple Goddess as maiden, mother, and crone, the three fates, the Noms, and Cinderella
and her stepsisters are only a few examples. Both Jean Strandness and Hortense Spillers
have commented on the archetypal sense of this number in Shange. See Strandness,
"Reclaiming Women's Language, Imagery, and Experience"; Spillers, American Book
Review 5 (Summer 1983), 13.
2Calvin Hemton summarizes the controversy in "The Sexual Mountain and Black
Women Writers," reprinted in Wild Women in the Whirlwind.
3 Strandness sees all three sisters as representative of particular female
archetypes. Like Jean Shinoda Bolen, she uses the names of classical goddesses to
describe the modes of female behavior being represented.
4 Chapter Six of Murdock's The Heroine's Joumev (Shambhala, 1990) deals in
depth with this issue.
5 Among the readers of this work who have been troubled by its seeming
traditionalism was my deceased colleague Virginia Webster, who discussed the book with
me shortly before being diagnosed with the cancer which would eventually claim her life.
6 See Trudier Harris, "From Exile to Asylum," and Hemton, “The Sexual
Mountain.”
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Chapter Six
The Hero Renamed:
Ursula Le Guin's Tenar

Now indeed there are women who want to be female men;
their role model is Margaret Thatcher, and they're ready to
dress for success, carry designer briefcases, kill for
promotion, and drink the Right Scotch. They want to buy
into the man's world.. . . My problem with that is that I
can't see it as a good life even for men, who invented it
and make all he rules. There's power in it, but not the kind
of power I respect, not the kind o f power that sets anybody
free. (Dancing 157)
All I want to do is lose the hero myths so that I can find
what is worth admiration. (Dancing 174)
Ursula Le Guin is a writer who refuses to be bound by categories. Her novels and
short stories encompass science fiction, fantasy, and "mainstream" fiction for both
children and adults, causing her to be pigeonholed as a children's writer, a writer of pulp
fiction, and as an "apostate" (her word) who has "turned [her] back on science fiction"
(Dancing 188). In addition to fiction, she has published poetry, criticism, and personal
essays. From the beginning o f her career, Le Guin has attempted to "push . . . the limits of
science fiction" (Language 24). When she began publishing in the early 1960's, men as
publishers, writers, and readers dominated the worlds of science fiction and fantasy.
During the so-called "Golden Age" of science fiction, the standard plot involved actionoriented male heroes facing some alien Other, who/which generally proved to be hostile
(and given the general characterization of aliens as Bug-Eyed Monsters, or BEMs, such
hostility is not surprising). Women, if they appeared at all, were either helpless or
negative characters peripheral to the task of the scientist/warrior hero. Fantasy was less
blatantly sexist and at least since the time of Tolkien had been able to take even hobbits
seriously as heroes, but even fantasy had primarily male heroes. Le Guin, who by the
time she began writing seriously was a faculty wife and the mother of young children,
brought a different perspective to the field.
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An early story, "April in Paris," uses the common science fiction idea of the time
warp in a delicately rendered romantic fantasy in which time travel results from
loneliness and the need for love. Le Guin's science fiction contains at least as much
social science as "hard" science (not surprising given her upbringing by anthropologist
parents); her award-winning The Left Hand of Darkness is more interested in the
workings o f a society in which gender is not a meaningful category than in the biology of
hermaphrodites who are asexual except when in estrus. Her Orsinian Tales and
Malafrena are set in an imaginary country but are not strictly fantasy; Always Coming
Home is an anthropologically influenced series of tales and songs set in what in our
world is northern California. More recently, the collection Buffalo Gals and Other
Animal Presences contains attempts to narrate in the possible voices o f non-human
animals, revealing Le Guin's ecofeminist sympathies. More pertinent to this study, her
Earthsea series, ostensibly written for children, has always had numbers o f adult readers,
and its fourth book, Tehanu. though published by the same house which brought out the
earlier novels, is unusual as a children’s book: it opens with the rape o f a child, and its
main character is a middle-aged woman. Perhaps in part because of her interest in
interfaces and boundaries, Le Guin's work has sometimes been controversial.
A pacifist and feminist in a field originally dominated by the likes of right-wing
apologist Robert Heinlein, Le Guin brought female readers to science fiction and fantasy,
yet some of her severest critics are feminists. Colin Manlove sees her as essentially
conservative, while Sarah Lefanu in In the Chinks of the World Machine has questioned
Le Guin’s feminism and wondered at her "feminist following" (132). Le Guin has herself
stated that her earlier fictions were more male-oriented than she realized at the time of
their writing. In her 1978 introduction to the reissued Planet of Exile, originally published
in 1966, she described her early self and work as "self-confident, unexperimental,
contentedly conventional" and admitted that she didn't care then whether her characters
were male or female (Language 135). By 1978, however, her attitude had changed, and
she recognized that in "unselfconscious" fiction, "the men take over" (136). She relates
this take-charge tendency of even fictional males to our culture's definition of heroism as
action, action which has been more accessible to men than to women (136). Other
scholars have also criticized this male bias in Le Guin's fiction: in particular, Patrick
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Parrinder sees her male protagonists as "a dead weight at the center o f her novels" (137).
Despite (or perhaps because of) her feminist evolution, Le Guin in her essays has
protested against being "disappeared" from feminism as a white, middle-class, married,
heterosexual mother (Dancing 131). A feminist but never a separatist, Le Guin has
written that the "central metaphor" of her work "is marriage," an idea which has disturbed
some feminist readers who cannot accept the idea of marriage as a metaphor for
wholeness (Language 50)*. But Le Guin defies easy categorization, for she recognizes
that she has had much to "unlearn” (Dancing 151), and she has also been able and willing
to admit changes in her thinking, seeing life, perhaps particularly the writer's life, as a
process of discovery.
Le Guin relates her view of creating as an act of discovery to her lifelong interest
in Taoism, which she discovered in childhood (Bucknall 4). Access to her parents'
remarkable personal library allowed the young Le Guin to discover early the philosophy
of Lao Tzu, which she found congenial because of its "non-ideological, pragmatic
technique" (Language 44). She sees the Taoist world as
orderly, not chaotic, but it is an order not imposed by man or
by a personal or humane deity. The true laws—ethical and
aesthetic, as surely as scientific—are not imposed from
above by any authority, but exist in things and are to be
found—discovered. (Language 44)
Taoism has influenced Le Guin’s fiction, perhaps especially the four Earthsea novels.
Finding the "true laws" is an important aspect of the Earthsea stories, as is finding "true
names." In a 1973 essay, Le Guin stated that "Naming has been the essence of the artmagic as practiced in Earthsea. . . [T]o know the name of an island or a character is to
know the island or the person" (Language 46). The "art-magic," as these books present it,
has less to do with overcoming nature than with understanding the essence of things and
helping broken or otherwise erratic objects or forces to realize their true selves. (The type
of essentialism posited here by Le Guin will be more fully discussed later.) In Earthsea’s
mythology, the world was called into being by "the Language o f the Making," the
language spoken by dragons, the original language of all things. Wizards, who have
knowledge of this language, (ideally) hold the world in balance by using their knowledge
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to mend and to heal. It is possible to see them as Taoist sages, given the propensity o f
many of them to wander as beggars or to live in remote areas in silence.5
The Earthsea series itself reflects Le Guin's commitment to process; seemingly
completed in 1972 with the National Book Award-winning The Farthest Shore, the series,
described by Le Guin in 1973 as "the dream I have not stopped having" (Language 51),
was continued in 1990's Tehanu. subtitled "The Last Book of Earthsea." Though
ostensibly the culmination of a popular and critically acclaimed heroic fantasy series,
Tehanu revises not only the earlier Earthsea books, but perhaps the concept of heroic
fantasy itself, in keeping with Le Guin’s evolution as a feminist. Critic Perry Nodelman
has suggested that Tehanu is Le Guin's own reinvention of her fictional past.
"Reinvention" may be too strong a term, but Tehanu is certainly the most
explicitly feminist of the Earthsea novels. All the books are quest novels, and several
critics, including Le Guin herself, have commented on their archetypal structures and
symbols.6 All the books are informed as well by Le Guin's Taoist consciousness of the
need for balance, but the idea of balance does not extend to gender equity in the first
three books. In them, most of the heroic deeds are either performed or facilitated by the
wizard Ged, a genuinely admirable character who in the course of the series learns the
responsibilities that go with power. In keeping with the ideals of Taoism, Ged learns the
need for balance and the need to work with, not against, nature. In the first book, A
Wizard of Earthsea. he allows himself to become intoxicated with the exercise of power
for its own sake and summons a spirit he cannot control; he spends years locating and
mastering this dark force, which he learns is actually his own shadow-self. The second
Earthsea novel, The Tombs of Atuan. finds a slightly older Ged seeking to restore a lost
unity to his culture by finding the lost half of the legendary ring of Erreth-Akbe; the
search takes him to an underground labyrinth and leads him to the child-priestess Tenar,
who will eventually return as the protagonist of Tehanu. The third, and for eighteen
years the last, book, The Farthest Shore, takes a middle-aged Ged into the "dry lands,"
the land of death, in the company of the young prince Arren. A renegade wizard has
sought to unbalance the world by seeking personal physical immortality, a selfish wish in
Le Guin's Taoist philosophy ; in the process of defeating him, Ged’s life energies are
spent. Although Arren, thereafter called Lebannen, brings Ged back to the world in a
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desperate attempt to save his life, at the end of the book Arren, Ged himself, and the
reader believe that Ged's death is imminent. The traditional hero’s path seems here to
have led to the sacrifice o f the hero, and we grieve his loss at the same time that we
admire his accomplishments.
Although Le Guin does not explicitly comment on this issue in the earlier series,
Earthsea is a deeply patriarchal culture in which all "real" power is held and exercised by
males. This is true o f both Tenar’s homeland, the Kargad Empire, and Ged’s, the
Archipelago. The books seem to accept the idea and the necessity of power being vested
in the hands o f a few; they repeatedly mention the "need" for a king in Havnor, the
capital city o f the Archipelago. The coming of the "true king" is presented as an event
that will restore balance in an unbalanced world. "King" is a gender-specific term in
these stories; the only queens or princesses mentioned are adjuncts to kings, not powers
in their own right. Wizardry is also restricted to males: no girls or women are even
allowed on the island of Roke, home of the school for wizardry, and wizards are bound to
celibacy by a spell so powerful that not even they can break it. Most wizards live out
their lives in all-male households with only the most limited contact with women. There
are witches on Earthsea, so-called women of power, but they have no formal training and
their work is restricted to herb lore and love charms. Moreover, even this exercise of
magical power is suspect: "weak as woman's magic, wicked as woman's magic" is a
common saying. Tehanu explores and deconstructs this patriarchal culture.
Tehanu does not, however, revise only the earlier Earthsea novels; in it, Le Guin
has continued to expand the boundaries of fantasy as well. When I used the work as a
text in a class on women writers, a young fan of science fiction and fantasy in the class
disliked the book because to her it was "not really fantasy." Given that Tehanu's main
characters are a retired priestess, a wizard who has lost his powers, a witch, and a child
who is actually a dragon, my student's assessment seemed strange to me. Still, I believe I
know what she meant by her complaint, and how it may be related to the arguments of
those critics who see Le Guin as somehow an "apostate" to the genres which first gave
her a literary home. For despite its fantastic trappings and its acceptance of magic as a
normal part o f the world, Tehanu is primarily the story of an individual's struggle to learn
how and where she can live. The heroic actions in this work, in contrast to those in the
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earlier Earthsea novels and in heroic fantasy in general, are not those of sword or sorcery
but of childcare, nursing the sick, and behaving decendy towards one's fellow creatures.
The value o f power itself, at least as conventionally understood, is questioned; in Tehanu.
Le Guin explores the heroism to be found in ordinary life.
Enclosure in Tenar's Story
Like other female heroes, and like women in general, Tenar faces a variety of
enclosures, physical and otherwise. When we meet her in The Tombs of Atuan. she is
the One Priestess of the Nameless Ones. These mysterious powers, related to the dark,
the earth, and blood, are seen as often inimical to humans, and their priestess is hedged
about with taboos. Supposedly the wielder of great power, she is believed to be
perpetually reincarnated, she has charge of the sacrifice of prisoners, and only she is
permitted to go among the standing stones; she is also the keeper of the secret of the
underground labyrinth. Yet a high price is paid for this power, the price of total
enclosure and the loss of any personal self. When the One Priestess dies, the priestesses
and eunuchs who serve the Twin Gods begin to seek her reincarnation among the girl
children bom after her death. The new priestess lives with her family of origin until she
is five, but when she goes to live at the Place of the Tombs, she loses her original name:
she is swallowed up by the powers she serves and is called Arha, "the Eaten One." No
one ever calls her by her birth name again, and she must learn to fit herself to the role for
which she has supposedly been bom.
That role is one of mindless service. Although the violently imperialistic Kargad
Empire, enemy o f the islands of the Archipelago, holds little freedom for anyone, there is
no freedom for the women of the Place. Not only do they engage in the endless,
repetitive work common to women's lives everywhere in Earthsea—growing and
preparing food, spinning, weaving, and sewing—they engage in the repetition of rituals
which no longer have meaning for anyone living. The priestesses chant and sing, but the
meaning of the language of the chants is unknown to them: the chant of the Remaking of
the Priestess, the ritual which turned Tenar into Arha, for example, "was a word so old it
had lost its meaning, like a signpost still standing when the road is gone" (6). Indeed,
there are no roads out of the Place of the Tombs, only the path into the underground
labyrinth, which becomes Arha's domain.
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Arha is the only person allowed access to the Labyrinth, and exploring its dark
recesses becomes her one delight. After the death of Thar, the priestess who passed on to
her the labyrinth's design, only she knows its twists and turns; only she has the possibility
of access to its deeply-buried Treasure Room. Labyrinths, of course, can be symbolic of
the unconscious, and Arha is kept from consciousness by the rituals and taboos of the
Place. Each month, there are the dances to be danced before the Empty Throne of the
Nameless Ones; there are the songs to be sung, the chants to be chanted; each day, there
is the changeless rhythm of life in a desert retreat/prison. For her, "the days went by, the
years went by, all alike" (13). This unconscious sameness is an enclosure that must be
escaped for Arha to become the heroic Tenar.
The dark labyrinth is also symbolically female, given the ancient association of
caves with the womb, and the Place of the Tombs is inhabited only by women; however,
it is not an idyllic matriarchy. Tenar is set apart from the other priestesses by her role as
the Eaten One, finding no close friends among the people who live around her. Her only
emotional support comes from Manan, a eunuch who serves as her surrogate parent but
whom she must reject in order to escape her enclosure. (Tenar’s flight from the temple
causes Manan's death. The absence of men from the temple compound in which Tenar
has lived has led such scholars as Lois Kuznets to argue that the novel "presents the
destruction of a female cult" (32), but it is not necessary to read the book in this way. As
Holly Littlefield has noted, all the priestesses of the Place, whatever deities they claim to
serve, are actually in the service of the God-King, ruler of a violently patriarchal society
(248). Few of the girls and women of the Place are there by choice, having been
dedicated to the service of the deities while still children; their religious vocation is in
actuality a kind of prison. The Place itself is located in a remote desert, making escape
from it unlikely.
Tenar escapes from the Place by becoming conscious and learning to choose. As
a child she had chosen the manner of death of the prisoners brought to her, but she was
not free to choose not to kill. Enclosed in her unchosen priestess role, she had only
limited powers o f choice. She begins to move out of this near-total entrapment when she
reacts to the deaths of the prisoners she has sacrificed and when she is faced with the
"unfaith" of her companion Penthe, who though subject to priestess training does not
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believe in its teachings. Arha continues to test her limits by exploring the labyrinth more
fully each time she enters it. By the time Ged, an alien wizard, invades the Labyrinth,
Arha allows her curiosity about him to overcome her training; she allows him to live, in
defiance o f all the precepts o f the worship of the Nameless Ones. She is rewarded for her
choice by the recovery of her name, the name given her by her mother. Tenar is the only
character in the Earthsea books to bear as a “true name” the name given to her at birth by
her biological mother. This emblem of matrilineage may somehow relate to her ability
to be heroic, although Le Guin has not commented on this issue. W hat is certain is that
this recovery necessitates another choice: to return to the enclosed life of Arha, or to go
forward as Tenar. Rejecting the Dark Powers, she journeys with Ged toward "freedom
and light" (Esmonde 27). Her choosing to leave the Place of the Tombs, however, has
terrifying results; the Old Powers attempt to destroy Ged and Tenar by causing the
standing stones of the temple compound to collapse, killing at least two of the complex's
inhabitants. Read psychologically, this scene is a powerful portrayal of the trauma of
growing into freedom. At the end of The Tombs of Atuan. Tenar has no female
companions but is left on the remote island of Gont, Ged’s childhood home, with Ogion,
called the Silent.
Though Tenar escapes the horrific, literal enclosure of Atuan, Ged’s culture has
its own ways o f enclosing women. The first enclosure she faces is that of separateness,
though this is an enclosure she has chosen as she attempts to learn who she is and what
the rest of her life is to be. As Ogion’s apprentice, she is set above the mass of ordinary
women who have no contact with men of power. As the only light-skinned woman in
rural Gont, she is perceived as a foreigner even after her marriage to Flint. When she
does the work o f a housewife, she earns the respect of the other women in her community
and the acceptance o f the men, but she is always to a degree enclosed in her separateness.
She is enclosed as well by the conditions of life for women in the Archipelago. Like
other women, Tenar is expected to "bed, breed, bake, cook, clean, spin, sew, serve" (34).
In Tehanu. however, a new and more frightening enclosure has developed. The upset in
the balance of the world's magic chronicled in The Farthest Shore has been redressed, but
the forces the imbalance allowed to flourish are ever more powerful and threatening. For
the first time, the women of Tenar’s home in Middle Valley experience criminal violence.
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Thieving gangs roam freely, while the women must lock their doors, keep large dogs, and
fear to venture out alone.
The enclosure erected because of the fear of violence is one shared by women and
many men in our own society, and Le Guin writes eloquently in Tehanu of the spiritual
deformation caused by giving in to such fear. "In the last several years," she writes,
"there had been a loss o f peace and trust in the towns and countrysides of G o n t.. . .
Women did not like to go alone into the streets and roads, nor did they like that loss of
freedom" (15-16). Because o f decent people's fear of the ruffians who roam the roads,
the ruffians are free to maraud at will. Tenar resists the precautions which seem
necessary to other women, insisting that "to grow in grace," one must "be free and know
herself to be free" (178), yet even she is at different times in the novel overcome by fearinduced panic. Interestingly, Tenar's panic (we eventually learn) is caused by a curse
placed on her by the renegade wizard Aspen, a representative of the worst aspects of
patriarchy. Le Guin here seems to be relating various forms of spiritual deformity to
unregenerate misogyny.7
Even good men in Earthsea serve to keep women enclosed, at the same time
enclosing themselves in their prejudices. Believing in the natural inferiority of women,
they talk down to women and refuse to answer their questions, as if to give information
would be to give up some of their male power. Tenar’s late husband had behaved in this
manner, as does her son, who responds evasively to her question about his plans. "So
Flint had answered her questions for twenty years, denying her right to ask them by never
answering yes or no, maintaining a freedom based on her ignorance" (229). Even the
wizards, for all their knowledge of names, behave in this manner since they cannot
comprehend a naming that denies their assumptions about women. The Master Windkey
reveals to Tenar that the Masters o f Roke had been confused by a prophecy that told them
to seek "a woman on Gont" in the quest for their next archmage (157). None of the
wizards can imagine that the next archmage could be female because such a being had
never existed, but the Council had charged the Master Windkey to ask if Tenar knows "of
any woman on this isle who might be the one . . . sister or mother to a man of power, or
even his teacher; for there are witches very wise in their way" (158). When Tenar tries to
share her speculations with him, however, she realizes that he cannot truly hear her.
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"How could he, who had never listened to a woman since his mother sang him his last
cradle song, hear her?" (160). As Le Guin stated in her Bryn Mawr commencement
address (1986), those who have learned the "language of power" (magical or otherwise)
have also learned "not to listen to the mother tongue, to what the powerless say, poor
men, women, children: not to hear that as valid discourse" (Dancing 151). Both Tenar
and the Master Windkey are enclosed by his unconscious bias; he does not know that he
cannot hear her, she does not know how to make him hear, and this inability to
communicate may in fact slow the much-needed healing of Earthsea. In this scene, Le
Guin demonstrates internalized patriarchy's ability to enclose, and to harm, both women
and men. Part o f Tenar's task in Tehanu is to learn to speak in a woman's language, to
speak her own values.
Naming in Tenar's Story
It is not only Tenar as an individual who learns to name for herself in Tehanu. In
this novel, as in her short stories and essays, Le Guin participates in the project of
redefining our culture. She questions our collective privileging of the values of
individualism over those of community, of scientific discourse over the language of the
imagination. Perhaps most importantly from my perspective, Le Guin in Tehanu, as in
other of her works, revises the definition of heroism.
None of Le Guin's fictional heroes have bome much resemblance to the characters
popularized by such writers as Robert Heinlein or John Norman: starship troopers and
barbarian swordsmen do not appear in her fiction. Instead, the Taoist ideal of "wu-wei,"
of non-action, has given rise to characters who learn to act only when they must, and with
as little violence as possible. Even in the first three Earthsea novels, Ged uses his power
to restore balance, not (after his disastrous youthful error) for self-aggrandizement. By
the time she returned to Earthsea in 1990, Le Guin’s understanding of heroism had
evolved still further, perhaps reflecting her involvement in peace work. In two 1986
essays, she rejected the traditional hero myth, perhaps even the idea of heroism itself. In
"The Carrier Bag Theory o f Fiction," Le Guin cites Virginia W oolfs definition of
heroism as "botulism" (Dancing 166) and describes the "Story of the Ascent o f Man the
Hero" as "bashing, thrusting, raping, killing.. . [t]he wonderful, poisonous story of
Botulism. The Killer story" (Dancing 167-68). Le Guin here seems to be using the term
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"hero" as Nadya Aisenberg does, to refer to an isolated, achievement-oriented being
willing to use violence to achieve ends which are often based on the desire to control
others. Such an "ideal" is not the same as Campbell's idea of the hero as one who
explores the recesses of the psyche, but it does have much in common with the ideal
informing any warlike or imperialistic project. In "Heroes," her meditation on the
literature o f Antarctic exploration, Le Guin seems to be questioning received ideas about
heroism rather than rejecting the concept itself. "I want to lose the hero myths," she
writes, "so that I can find what is worth admiration" (Dancing 174). In her search for
what remains after the old myths are rejected, Le Guin in Tehanu presents the heroism to
be found in ordinary life.
Even the language of Tehanu is more "ordinary" than that of her earlier fantasy.
The first three Earthsea novels are written in a formal, gently archaic language, in
keeping with Le Guin’s insistence that Elfland should differ from Poughkeepsie in its
style. Even at the time of writing that 1973 essay, however, she had stated that archaism
is not necessary for fantasy, only consistency of style, and by the time of writing Tehanu
she had chosen to use the language of everyday modem life (purged of profanity, since
this is technically a children's book). In "Text, Silence, Performance" (1986), Le Guin
writes of her discovery of "womantalk," which in her Bryn Mawr Commencement
address she contrasts with the "father tongue," a language of which "the essential gesture
is distancing" (Dancing 148). In contrast to the distant, formal speech of the "father
tongue," much of Tehanu is either dialogue or interior monologue, Tenar’s speech to/with
herself. The language of this dialogue is simple and immediate, reflecting Tenar's
rejection of what her culture calls the language of power and her insistence on naming the
world for herself.
Tehanu opens with a naming o f sorts as "Flint’s widow, Goha," surveys all that
she is "mistress" o f (1); she is here named according to her social role. Even her name
came with her role; Flint gave her the "use name" of Goha because of her resemblance to
"a little white web-spinning spider on Gont" (1). This name would seem compatible with
the conventional Earthsean view o f women as less than men and perhaps less than fully
human, and indeed spiders have traditionally been associated with women, from Arachne
to Spider Woman. Flint’s renaming o f Tenar also echoes our own custom o f women
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receiving a new name upon marriage, a name bestowed by the husband. Although Tenar
accepts her culture's concept of the "use name"and never objects to her various
renamings, she learns to reject accepted definitions even before she knows what will
replace them. This ability to reject proffered names and definitions even when she has no
immediate replacement for them is central to the quest of the female hero, who must first
know what is not true before she can discover her own truth and proceed on her quest. In
Tehanu. Tenar herself expresses some of Le Guin's own questioning of the concept of the
hero.
Tenar is the central character of this book, but she is a character unusual in both
children's literature and in heroic fantasy. As the book opens, it is some twenty-five
years after Tenar's triumphant arrival in Havnor. No longer the young and beautiful
White Lady of the Ring, she is now the widow of a prosperous farmer, the mother of
grown children. Defining herself as "an ordinary sensible woman" (91), Tenar has
resisted the temptation to live the life of the traditional hero, the temptation to be
exceptional. Ogion, Ged’s old teacher, had given her the opportunity to become his
apprentice, an honor never before granted to a woman, and for a time Tenar had lived
with the old mage and had studied magic with him. Had she remained, she could perhaps
have become the first woman to wield magical power openly, but she chose differently.
The language of formal magic, she says, was
all dead to me. Someone else's language. I used to think, I
could be dressed up as a warrior, with a lance and a sword
and a plume and all, but it wouldn't fit, would it? What
would I do with the sword? Would it make me a hero? I’d
be myself in clothes that didn't fit, is all, hardly able to
w alk ...

. So I took it all off, and put on my own

clothes. (95)
The "clothes" Tenar chooses are those worn in "the other room, where the women
lived" (34). Rejecting the symbolically male garb o f conventional heroism, she chooses
to enter the "women's room." This space, however, is not a peaceful refuge from danger
and horror. The magical imbalance depicted in The Farthest Shore has been redressed,
but violence and evil call forth a responsive female heroism.
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Early in Tehanu. Tenar's friend Lark comes to her, speaking o f a "bad thing" that
has happened and asking for her help. The "bad thing" is that the young daughter of
vagrants has been raped, beaten, thrown into a campfire, and left for dead, her right hand
and eye and half her face burned away. So serious are the child's injuries that some
people say it would have been kinder to let her die. Tenar, however, sees rescuing the
child, whom she names Therru, as a means of defying the dark powers she once served
and helping to restore the balance which has been lost in the world. "I served them and I
left them," she says. "I will not let them have you" (5).
To Tenar, Therru is a child, a deeply wronged child, and that is all, but to many in
Earthsea, she is suspect because of the horror which has been visited upon her. Earthsea
is a superstitious culture, and it is commonly believed that bad luck must be caused by
some flaw in the unlucky person. The dying Ogion warns Tenar that other people will
fear Therru, and Tenar admits that they already do. Insisting that normalcy is the best
medicine for a child so wronged, Tenar resists the conventional wisdom that would
demonize Therru.
Tenar cannot, however, imagine an adult life for the horrifically scarred child.
The culture o f the Archipelago offers few options for women's lives, and most of them
involve marriage. Even Tenar accepts that Therru is unlikely to marry and casts about for
an adult role for her. Ogion had urged Tenar to "teach her. Teach her all! [But] Not
Roke," and Tenar explores the possibility of apprenticing Therru as a witch. This path is
not the one Therru will take, for the witches of Earthsea’s largest country are deprived of
privileged ways of naming and knowing.
The common proverb, "Weak as woman's magic, wicked as woman's magic,"
testifies to negative feelings about witches’ powers. Forbidden the formal study granted
to gifted boys on Roke, young women with a gift for magic must find ways to learn their
art outside o f formal schooling. Some train with an older witch, some buy spells from
less scrupulous practitioners, and some learn to "follow their hearts," as a witch had once
urged Tenar to do. Although witches are important in Earthsea, providing medical care,
midwifery, and burial services for the poor, they remain suspect to many. Even Tenar
finds her witch friend Moss "unpredictable, unreliable, incomprehensible, passionate,
ignorant, sly, and dirty" (34). She eventually realizes that much of Moss's "obscurity and
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cant" is the result o f her lack of education and the cultural devaluing of women's
knowing. Discredited despite her powers, Moss has fallen into "muddle, mystery,
mumbling.” As "a witchwoman," she "had nothing to do with clear meaning" (54-55).
As part of her learning to name, Tenar rejects the stereotype of witches that would
define them and their magic as "wicked." In the tales told to children on Gont,
witchwomen bake children in ovens or turn them into animals, but Tenar realizes that
Moss will do none o f these things to Therru. Instead, these things have already been done
to the child—by men, not by an old witch. Unlike the witch of folk tale, Moss "took the
child into the fields and showed her a lark’s nest in the green hay, or into the marshes to
gather white hallows, wild mint, and blueberries" (35). For all her faults and despite
Tenar’s initial suspicions, Moss has no true evil in her, and the women become friends.
Moss does, however, share a number of her culture's stereotypes about the nature
of men, women, and power, and Tenar must reject aspects of Moss’s naming even as she
recognizes the partial truth of what the old woman says. A man, says Moss, is
"in his skin, see, like a nut in its sh ell.. . hard and
strong, that shell, and it's all full of him. Full of grand manmeat, manself. And that’s all. That's all there is. It's all him
and nothing else, inside."
Tenar pondered awhile and finally asked, "But if he’s a
wizard--"
"Then it's all his power inside. His power's
himself, see. That's how it is with him. And that's all. When
his power goes, he's gone. E m pty.. . . Nothing." (56)
"And a woman, then?"
"Oh, well, dearie, a woman’s a different thing entirely.
Who knows where a woman begins and ends? Listen,
mistress, I have roots, I have roots deeper than this island.
Deeper than the sea, older than the raising of the lands, I go
back into the d a rk .. . . Before the moon I was. No one knows,
no one can say what I am, what a woman is, a woman of power, a
woman’s power

Who dares ask questions of the dark? Who'll
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ask the dark its name?" (57)
Moss here seems to approach the assertion of woman's association with the pre
verbal, the pre-symbolic. She finds words to assert the nature of men, using the simile of
a nut in its shell, but o f herself (and here she slides from a supposed description of
generic woman to a description of herself and her powers), she says only "I have ro o ts..
I go back into the dark." She seems here to equate woman with tree and man with the
fruit of the tree, perhaps asserting the primacy o f the female. Tenar, however, rejects
Moss's essentialism, as she had earlier rejected another witch's definition of wisdom as
learning to "follow your heart" (37). These explanations seem to her too partial, and in
her reply to Moss’s rhetorical question, "Who'll ask the dark its name?" she responds, "I
w ill.. . I lived long enough in the dark" (57). Refusing to accept Moss's thoughts on the
differences between the genders, Tenar eventually concludes that "we make up most of
the differences, and then complain about 'em" (109). Having lived among only women
for a significant portion of her life, Tenar in adulthood is unwilling to make men and
women alien to each other. In this, she seems to be rejecting any gender-based
essentialism, rejecting gender roles as a fixed category. (And perhaps Le Guin is as well.)
Tenar does not, however, deny completely the idea of individual essence, of
identity. When Ged arrives unconscious, on the back of Kalessin, the eldest dragon, he
has lost his magical powers. Recognizing the loss of power, Moss denies that the man
she sees is Sparrowhawk, Ged's use-name. Believing as she does that the man and his
power are the same, Moss asserts that the frail individual before her cannot be the same
person as the Archmage. When Ged awakens, he agrees with Moss that what he was is
"all gone." He describes his heroic deed in the dry land as like "pouring out a little water
. . . a cup o f water onto the sand. In the dry land. I had to do that. But now I have
nothing to drink" (78). He wishes that the boy Arren, the prophesied king, had left him
behind in the land of death. Ged sees no point in living on into what even he sees as a
new age for Earthsea with only the "spoils of our victory over evil. [Tenar] with [her]
burned child, and [he] with nothing at all" (79). Tenar, however, insists that Ged the man
pre-existed Ged the wizard and that for him, as for her, there is life after magic.
For despite Ged's great loss, and despite the wrong present in a world, which
allows such crimes as those against Therru, Tenar feels that something wonderful is
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beginning. The dying Ogion had seemed to exult and had said with his last breath, "All
changed!" (26) Later, after Kalessin's departure, she has a sense that "something is
coming to be bom —has been set free" (68). She speculates that it may be Ged’s work,
which has brought a king to the throne in Havnor for the first time in centuries, which has
brought this sense o f joy (70), and the book indicates that Lebannen will be a good king.
The "new thing" which has been bom, however, has more cosmic importance than the
affairs of one nation.
Tenar does not yet know that Therm is in fact more than human, is somehow the
child of the dragon spirit who created the world in Earthsea’s creation song, but
throughout the book there are hints of her true nature. Early in the book, Tenar tells
Therru the story of the woman of Kemay, who was both human and dragon (9-14). The
woman sang o f the time when humans and dragons were one people, and Therm remains
fascinated by the story, often singing the woman's song to herself. The name Therm
itself means burning, indicating that even in her first naming of the child Tenar perceived
the fire in her nature. When Therm is missing and Moss attempts to cast a finding spell,
dragons are all she can see (122). The novel also contains images which associate Tenar
herself with dragons; she is "a woman dragons would talk to" (68), and when she is
angered by an invasion of her home, Therm describes her as "a red dragon" (121). The
repetition o f these images serves to foreshadow the revelation of Therm ’s true nature and
reinforces a sense of her similarity to Tenar.
Ogion had noted that in Tenar’s life, there was "never one thing" for her to attend
to; like most ordinary women, Tenar is immersed in a web o f relationships and
responsibilities. She goes to Ogion because he is dying and was her father and friend;
she adopts Therm because someone must, and her friend Lark still has several children at
home. While Tenar waits in Ogion’s house, as he had asked her to do before he died, she
becomes part of an extended household that includes not only Ged and Therm but Moss
and Heather, the "halfwit" goat girl. She accepts the presence of these people and her
responsibility to them as Ged cannot. Even after Ged begins to heal, he seems unaware
o f "the exigencies that ruled a woman: that someone must be not far from a sleeping
child, that one's freedom meant another’s unfreedom, unless some ever-changing, moving
balance were reached" (75). He must learn to leave the isolation he had learned as a
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wizard, when he was set apart from others by his power; he must learn the balance of un
power.
Ged cannot at first accept that his existence can have any meaning apart from the
role he had played for so many years; Tenar recognizes that he is nearly paralyzed with
shame and fear. Knowing her own truth, that the "glory" of life is "having your work to
do, and being able to do it" (106), she sends him to her valley to find work. He spends
months herding goats alone and comes to accept that Hawk the goatherd has no reason to
grieve for Ged the archmage (223). This new awareness allows him to behave in a
traditionally heroic way: overhearing a gang's plan to kidnap Therru and rape and murder
Tenar, he trails them to the farmhouse, where he helps to save the women’s lives.
Even here, though, Ged is not exactly a traditional hero, rescuing a helpless
damsel in distress, as Tenar is hardly that helpless damsel. Instead, he had lamented his
lack of magic as he trailed the men, no longer able to cast a binding spell to hold them.
At the house, he wielded a farm implement, a pitchfork, rather than the more heroic
sword. More significantly, Ged apprehends the gang member only after an enraged
Tenar bursts from the house, wielding a knife. Unwilling to wait to be rescued, she had
chosen to fight the gang herself; routing them is an act she and Ged perform together.
After this event, Ged seems to begin to accept that he can go on as part of a human
family. He and Tenar are rewarded with the love that was impossible for them twentyfive years before.
The book demonstrates, however, that individual clear-sightedness and ability to
name one’s own experience may not be enough to combat evil. Tenar herself notes the
limitations o f language when she realizes the only partial truth of her insisting to Therru
that she is not her scars, that she herself is beautiful. Though Tenar knows that she has
done right and spoken the truth, ”[i]t was not enough, the right and the truth. There was a
gap, a void, a gulf, on beyond the right and the truth" (172). Therru feels the gap and
turns from Tenar, but Tenar’s naming o f Therru as child and not as monster binds them
together in a way that enables them to resist the evil which attacks Tenar. Prompted by
her love for Tenar, Therru comes into her power and saves Tenar, who had earlier saved
her, when she is bound by a curse which takes away her ability to name.
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Aspen, the wizard of Re Albi, is a follower of the sorcerer whose work Ged had
undone in The Farthest Shore. He is attempting to render himself and his employer
immortal, and he is an unrepentant misogynist who despises not only women but any idea
of balance or equality. When Ogion died, he had sought the honor of burying him and
was angered at Tenar’s and Moss's successful resistance to the idea. His hatred of women
is such that he had failed to hear Tenar's speaking of Ogion’s true name, unable to accept
that an "old village woman" could have anything of importance to say. Later, he clouds
her mind and closes her mouth by casting a spell which prevents her from thinking
clearly or speaking truly; Le Guin here reminds us of the power of violent misogyny to
mystify and to silence.
Tenar is unable to resist Aspen's curse alone, and Le Guin here seems to move
toward the possibility of a communal ideal o f heroism. Aspen uses Tenar’s honoring of
the web of relationship against her; he casts a wasting spell on Moss, and Tenar, Ged, and
Therru attempt to go to her. Caught by Aspen's curse, Tenar turns away from the correct
path and goes to him, bound by "a thong through her tongue;" equally bound
by "a thong through his heart," Ged follows, leaving Therru to go to Moss (244). Aspen
casts "a darkness" into Tenar’s mind, a darkness she can combat only by "clinging to"
Ged's name. One o f the greatest horrors of Aspen’s curse is that she eventually loses even
that: language returns to her only with the intervention of Kalessin, whom Therru has
summoned and whose true name—Tehanu, or evening star—he reveals. Given the
opportunity to join the dragons, to go "where the others are, on the other wind," Therru
chooses instead to stay with the humans she considers her parents. Even the "giver of
names" agrees that "It is well. Thou hast work to do here" (249). The book ends with the
family’s decision to live in Ogion's house, where the former priestess and the former
archmage will rear and educate the child who will help to reunite humans with their
dragon kin.
Tenar's refusal to accept predetermined meanings is central to her heroism. Had
she accepted that Therru was too ill to live or that Ged was no longer a complete person,
both she and Earthsea itself would have been deprived o f powers essential to their
futures. Because she determines to save both the child and the former archmage, and
because she insists to both of them that their lives are worth living despite their
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handicaps, both survive, and both are boons carried forward into the new age beginning
on Earthsea. Ged realizes a positive physical masculinity unavailable to him while he
exercised the powers of a wizard and for the first time since childhood lives in a family.
Together, he and Tenar redefine power itself, not as "all these arrangements-one above
the other—kings and masters and mages and ow ners.. . . Real power, real freedom, would
lie in trust, not force" (221). Therru, having learned to trust Tenar, comes into her own
power and reveals her true nature as the prophesied "woman on Gont" who will usher in
the new era. As a female hero, Tenar must leave the place of her childhood to face
enclosure in adult life. In this, her story resembles the archetypal pattern described by
Annis Pratt, who found that being an autonomous adult and being a woman were often in
conflict. Yet unlike so many of the female protagonists in the fiction Pratt studied, Tenar
refuses to allow herself to be trapped in the reality her culture mandates. Instead, she
launches herself into the world as it is, naming it for herself and asserting her own values
even as she discovers them. Acting out of simple decency, she performs a hero-act
similar to that performed by Ged in the dry land. His act enabled the restoration of the
world’s magical balance and restored a king to the throne of Havnor, but her act-nam ing
her own values and caring for a wronged child that no one else seems to want—ushers in
the new age and heals the breach between human and dragon. Tenar's work, made
possible through learning to trust her own naming—has made possible the reformation of
the original community; it also makes possible her own new life in a new community and
family of choice.
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Endnotes for Chapter Six
1 See Le Guin's essays "A Citizen of Mondath" and "American SF and the
Other" in The Language of the Night.
2 These arguments are summarized in Malkki, "The Marriage Metaphor in the
Work of Ursula Le Guin."
3 Le Guin has traced some of the steps in her own process in the 1976 and 1987
versions o f "Is Gender Necessary?" and in "The Fisherwoman’s Daughter," both reprinted
in Dancing at the Edge of the World (1989).
4 It seems likely that the ideas of Lao Tzu were attractive to Le Guin for other
reasons as well. In Taoism, the female and male principles are equal; their periodic ritual
unity reflects the condition out of which life arose, and its human ideal is androgyny
(Eliade 29-30). The idea of the "wu-wei," of non-action, as an ideal, has also had an
impact on Le Guin's life and fiction. She has been a lifelong pacifist, and her characters
are less prone to violent action than those in much other science fiction and fantasy. In
keeping as well with the Taoist vision of life as "the way," as process, Le Guin has
continually revised her thinking.
5 Mircea Eliade, among others, has written of the Taoist holy man's desire to be
"hidden and anonymous" (26).
6 Among the essays in Language which deal with this issue are “Dreams Must
Explain Themselves," "The Child and the Shadow," and "Myth and Archetype in Science
Fiction."
7 Le Guin makes it clear in her "Left-Handed Commencement Address" that her
feminism is not an attempt to be against men. Instead, she tells her Mills College listeners
not to be "for men and the male power hierarchy—that's their game. Not against men,
either—that's still playing by their rules. But with any men who are with us: that’s our
game. Why should a free woman with a college education either fight Machoman or
serve him? Why should she live her life on his terms?" (Dancing 116)
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Chapter Seven
The Hero in Community:
Barbara Kingsolver's Heroic Taylor and Alice Greer
In Diving Deep and Surfacing. Carol Christ makes a distinction between the
social and spiritual quests in women's lives and in women's fiction. As she defines it, the
social quest "concerns women’s struggle to gain respect, equality, and freedom in
society," the search for "new modes of relationship and action in society" [emphasis
mine] (8). The spiritual quest concerns "a woman's awakening to the depths of her soul
and her position in the universe"; a woman on this quest "opens herself to the radically
new," abandoning conventional answers and seeking new understanding (8-9). The
female monomyth, like the women's quest fiction Christ discusses, attempts to combine
the social and spiritual quests, a trait nowhere more apparent than in its treatment of the
hero and her community.
Given the political impetus of feminism, which gave rise to the adage that
"sisterhood is powerful," it should not be surprising that many feminist writers privilege
the collective in their work at the same time that they insist on the right of each individual
to her (or his) own quest. This potential dichotomy (which is perhaps the tension in
democracy itself) is traditional in American literature—one need only think of Walt
Whitman's choice of "leaves o f grass" as the defining image for his life’s work—and
perhaps in the monomyth itself. According to Campbell, the hero's primary deeds are
accomplished within his own psyche, but he must return to the larger community with the
insight he has gained. Few would deny that personal growth and transformation have
been and are feminist goals—indeed, a common right-wing criticism of feminism has
been that it promotes selfishness in women—but most feminism also has social
transformation as a goal. Some relevant questions regarding the female hero arise: What
is the relationship between the hero and the community? Which comes first—the
evolution of the individual, who then transforms her community, or the evolution of a
community that empowers its individuals for heroism? Are heroic deeds necessarily
performed by an individual alone, or can a community function as a kind of collective
hero?
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Barbara Kingsolver is a writer who explores the fruitful tension between the
individual and the community, and explores as well the nature of heroism itself. A self
professed Marxist whose interest lies in the heroism of ordinary people, in a 1996
interview with Robin Epstein, Kingsolver stated that her goal is "to build a new
iconography of heroism."
Forget about Power Rangers, Power Mongers, Power Bombs,
Power Suits, for just one m inute.. . . Survival itself, in certain
circumstances, is heroic. To live through mean times without
becoming mean-spirited is heroic. (34)
The quest that interests Kingsolver is the quest for a decent life for all, on the
surface, a purely social quest. Yet like Walker and Le Guin, she reaches beyond the local
and even beyond the human in her definition of what is important. Her heroes are people
who learn to see themselves as grounded in the community and the universe; her isolated
characters show the negative outcome of the traditional American myth of individualism.
Kingsolver's novels seem to suggest that people whose relationship to nature is distant are
also unable to be part of a human community. Trained as a scientist, Kingsolver has
described biology, specifically as it describes "how all living things are related," as her
"religion" (Perry 147). The ecological idea of interdependence and interrelationship is
central to her work and seems almost to provide an evolutionary basis for community; if
all things are interrelated, right living involves a lived awareness of that interrelationship.
In The Bean Trees and Pigs in Heaven, those characters who become part of the heroic
community demonstrate a sense of belonging to the natural world; the isolated characters
do not. Kingsolver’s use of the monomyth, enclosure, isolation, and community in The
Bean Trees and Pigs in Heavens shows her artful revision of the male monomyth.
The Monomyth in Kingsolver
Kingsolver has written of her voracious reading of the work of Joseph Campbell
(High Tide 29), reading which seems to have informed her novels about Taylor Greer, a
character who is shaped by and reshapes Campbell's ideas about the hero. The Bean
Trees, in which Taylor first appears, is in many ways a classic hero tale in the
Campbellian sense. Its protagonist is of mysterious, or at least unusual, parentage,
having never known her father. Her only patrimony is the name she originally bears,
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Marietta, after the town in which she was conceived. She leaves home on an intentional
quest, changes her name to Taylor, and then is thrust into an adventure she did not seek
and which forces her to confront her two greatest dreads, motherhood and tires. In the
early part o f her story, she is reminiscent of earlier American archetypes, archetypes that
are examined and modified or discarded as models as Taylor’s story progresses.
At the beginning o f The Bean Trees. Taylor is almost a type of American Adam. Like R.
W. B. Lewis’s archetypal hero, she is "an individual emancipated from history,. . .
untouched and undefiled by the usual inheritances of family and race; an individual
standing alone, self-reliant and self-propelling;. . . fundamentally innocent" (5). Unlike
Lewis's Adam, however, Taylor is not "happily bereft of ancestry," having been
well reared by a remarkable mother. The sense Kingsolver creates that Taylor has been
fundamentally untouched is important to her development as a character. Life in the
isolated enclave of Pittman, Kentucky, has rendered her unaware of some o f the uglier
realities of life in the larger world, though other forms of ugliness surround her even in
Pittman. As she heads West she is as innocent of history as Huckleberry Finn. This
historical innocence allows Taylor to function as a narrator who can direct the reader's
sympathies precisely because of her limited knowledge of history and politics and her
sharply defined sense o f right and wrong.
Free o f the worst aspects o f patriarchal inheritance, Taylor has been encouraged by
her mother to develop a heroic self. Alice Greer initially functions almost as a magical
guide for her daughter; their relationship evokes wonder in the man who eventually
becomes Taylor’s lover. Alice in her youth had been “swept away” by the romance plot
and her quest forestalled. Like many women in limiting circumstances, she poured her
considerable energies into nurturing her offspring. Abandoned by her husband Foster
when she became pregnant, Alice claims that trading Foster for Marietta was "the best
deal this side o f the Jackson Purchase" (5). Taylor herself says that Alice acted as if "it
was the moon I had just hung up in the sky and plugged in all the stars. Like I was that
good" (BT 10). Despite poverty and isolation (or perhaps because of it, as isolation may
have kept Taylor and Alice from caring particularly what other people think), Taylor
from almost the beginning o f her life is empowered to choose for herself; her quest
begins early.
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Aware from her teens that being "hogtied to a future as a tobacco fanner's wife" is
not the future she wishes to have, Taylor saves enough money from her job at a hospital
to buy a twenty-year-old Volkswagen, which both she and her mother recognize as her
way out of Pittman. When she finally leaves Pittman, she makes two promises to herself:
to rename herself for the place where her car first runs out of gas, and to drive west until
the car stops running and remain there. The first promise she is able to keep by becoming
Taylor Greer after coasting into Taylorville, Illinois. Her insistence on letting "destiny"
decide her new name shows that Taylor is on a genuine quest, though in search of what
she does not know. Like many women, and perhaps like most heroes, she knows what
she does not want before she knows what she wants. The second, more problematic,
promise—to avoid motherhood—is broken. The place in which her car finally breaks down
seems to her so bleak that she knows she cannot remain there, but her brief stop brings
her the most important person in her life, though she does not at the time realize the
importance o f the encounter.
Despite her determination to be free, Taylor is not allowed to remain isolated.
Her car breaks down in Oklahoma, on Cherokee Nation land, and after it is repaired, a
nameless Cherokee woman gives a child to Taylor, saying only, "Here. Take this baby."
When Taylor insists that babies cannot simply be given away like puppies, the woman
tells her that this baby was "bom in a Plymouth" and that no one will look for her. After
learning that the little girl has been sexually abused, Taylor determines to keep her;
accepting responsibility for the child is part of Taylor's call to adventure. Because of the
child's propensity for "holding on to things," Taylor names her Turtle. The name comes
from Appalachian lore about mud turtles, that "if one bites you, it won't let go till it
thunders" (22). Turtles are sacred to some Native American tribes; several myths tell of
the earth being constructed on the back of a turtle, and Joseph Campbell has mentioned
the turtle as an archetype (Hero 42). Certainly, when Taylor accepts the challenge of this
child, answering the call to a kind of adventure she has been avoiding all her life, she
begins to build her life around and on this particular turtle.
Like Campbell's hero, Taylor almost immediately finds guides and helpers. At
the Broken Arrow Lodge, she is allowed to exchange work for a room. When she finally
leaves Oklahoma and arrives in Tucson with two flat tires, she is taken under the wing of
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Mattie, proprietor o f Jesus is Lord Used Tires. Meeting Mattie is a transforming
experience; this "strong, good, smart woman" nurtures Taylor, eventually providing her
with the means to earn a living and convincing her to overcome her greatest fe a rexploding tires. Mattie is both a businesswoman, conversing knowledgeably with male
customers about their vehicles' problems, and a bit of a witch, in the positive feminist
sense of that term. The lushness of her desert garden seems magical to Taylor, and it is
Mattie who can predict the approach of the year's miraculous first rain. The first of
Kingsolver's characters to demonstrate a sense of community with both the human and
natural worlds, Mattie is in fact a character who bridges all the worlds. A competent
technician at home in the automotive age, she is linked to nature and, given the name of
the store, perhaps to the divine as well. Mattie initiates Taylor into the mysteries of life
in the desert, warning her of the dangers of child dehydration and thus possibly saving
Turtle’s life. In purely mythic terms, Mattie is almost a goddess figure, linked with the
forces of life against the forces of spiritual and physical death. As a wise woman,
however, she is aware of evil and eventually initiates Taylor into that awareness.
Mattie is involved in the practical monster-slaying work of political activism.
Jesus is Lord's is a sanctuary for Central American refugees, and Taylor now encounters
a monster beyond her comprehension. Two of Mattie’s current refugees, Estevan and
Esperanza, are Mayan schoolteachers who have fled Guatemala because o f that
government's crackdown on union activity. When she learns of the Guatemalan
government’s policy of torture—often with equipment purchased from U. S. companies—
she is horrified at her own ignorance. Although Taylor has fallen in love with Estevan,
she knows that she will never attempt to win him away from Esmeralda, and this
renunciation o f her heart's desire can be seen as heroic. Love inspires Taylor to drive
Estevan and Esperanza to a safe house in Oklahoma and leave them there. Taylor in her
innocence seems not quite to recognize the legal dangers inherent in what she is doing,
and she refuses to see herself as heroic, though Mattie names her as a hero (188). The
boon she receives for her heroism is Esmeralda and Estevan’s help in adopting Turtle.
For she is threatened with the loss of the child who has become the center of her world
when Children's Services learns that Turtle has never been legally adopted and that
Taylor has no legal claim to her. In Oklahoma, Estevan and Esperanza pose as Turtle’s
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Cherokee parents and grant Taylor custody of Turtle. By the end of The Bean Trees.
Taylor has "legally" adopted Turtle and is driving back to Arizona to join her extended
family.1
Enclosure in Kingsolver
Both o f Kingsolver's novels about Taylor Greer confront their hero with
different types o f enclosure. Though enclosure is part of the traditional hero tale and both
The Bean Trees and Pies in Heaven feature the psychological barriers which are
conventional, Kingsolver politicizes the idea of enclosure by demonstrating the structures
which enclose many o f her contemporaries. The Bean Trees shows Taylor escaping the
usual gender-role enclosures at the same time that she sees and avoids the worst effects of
the enclosure o f poverty in a capitalist society. Other characters, however, are trapped by
the expectations o f gender, by marriage itself, and by larger political structures. Pies in
Heaven continues Taylor's story by enclosing her in an isolating poverty she had never
expected as she attempts to live without the support of a community of friends and
family.
Pittman, Kentucky, as the name itself indicates, is a place of obvious widespread
poverty and social class distinctions. Taylor Greer, like Barbara Kingsolver herself, is a
"Nutter," a member of the social group that earns money for school clothes by collecting
and selling walnuts (Perry 149). Moreover, she is "the cleaning lady's girl" and the target
of other children's snobbery. Aware of the early and frequent pregnancies and lifelong
poverty that are the usual fate of girls of her social class, she resolves at an early age to
escape Pittman. In an allusion to the usual trap for Pittman’s high school girls, Taylor
says
I knew the scenery of Greenup Road, which we called SteamIt-Up Road, and I knew what a pecker looked like, but neither
of these sights had so far inspired me to get hog-tied to a
future as a tobacco farmer's wife. (3)
Instead of marrying young, Taylor works in a hospital as a lab assistant and on
her first day of work is reminded of her own good luck when she is faced with the corpse
of an old schoolmate, a fellow "Nutter," Newt Hardbine, whose father was "blown over
the Standard Oil sign" by an exploding tire in the scene which opens the book. Newt has
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the sort o f life which is cautionary for Taylor. "One of the big boys who had failed every
grade at least once and so was practically going on twenty in the sixth grade," Newt
impregnates Jolene Shanks and drops out of school to work with his father as a tobacco
farmer. In response to his father's repeated abuse, Newt commits suicide after shooting
Jolene, who survives. In Pittman, Kentucky, as in the rest of the world, poverty is not a
trap exclusively for women. Jolene, however, was trapped in the Hardbines' life because
of social and family pressures unique to young women. When Taylor asks Jolene, "Why
Newt?" she gets an answer reflective o f the sort of family dynamic she has been able to
avoid. "Why not, my daddy'd been calling me a slut practically since I was thirteen, so
why the hell not? Newt was just who it happened to be. You know the way it is" (9).
Taylor's answer is that her own luck in not having a father had protected her from that
sort of knowledge. Still, she recognizes-herself as "no better than Hardbines" and says of
Newt that "If you were to look at the two of u s , . . . side by side in the sixth grade . . .
[y]ou couldn’t have said, anyway, which one would stay right where he was, and which
would be the one to get away" (2).
Pigs in Heaven takes up the idea of poverty again, this time contrasting poverty in
isolation with poverty in community. Taylor still lives in what a lawyer defines as
substandard housing (80), but her life at that point is happy. Similarly, the Cherokee
Nation, where Taylor must eventually go to argue for the right to keep Turtle with her, is
presented as a place of widespread poverty, but close community and family ties keep the
burden from being too onerous for most people (184). When Taylor is alone, however,
she becomes desperately poor, unable to afford childcare, rent, and food. Kingsolver
uses her here to show the state into which our culture often allows single women and
their children to descend. Internalizing the meanness of the current U. S. attitude toward
poor women and their children, Taylor blames herself for her inability to "make it"
without help (247), falling victim to an American sense of the value of Emersonian "selfreliance," a value that Kingsolver has claimed to find pathological (Perry 146).
Other characters in the Kingsolver books face enclosures brought about by gender
role expectations, especially those regarding marriage. Annis Pratt has commented on
the "patterns of pursuit and submission" and "images of suffocation, dwarfing, and
mental illness" common to what she calls the "novel of marriage" (41). Such fiction
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demonstrates "an acute tension between what any normal human being might desire and
what a woman must become" (6). Yet the female protagonists of such novels are often
complicit in their own subjugation; they choose the very marriages that entrap them, to
the degree that any woman in patriarchal culture is in fact free to choose.
Lou Ann, the woman who becomes Taylor’s housemate, had married Angel Ruiz,
a rodeo cowboy, but as her story begins he has left her, seven months pregnant, passive,
and fearful of a future with no husband in it. Like Taylor, Lou Ann had wanted a life
separate from her home town, but she has merely traded one enclosure for another,
exchanging her role of submissive daughter for the role of submissive wife. Three years
earlier, Angel had been in an accident which had left him with an artificial leg; Lou Ann's
decision to quit her job to care for him had left her with no friends or outside support,
resulting in her entrapment within a deteriorating marriage. As Angel transferred his
anger over the loss of his leg to anger at Lou Ann, life with him ceased to be a romantic
dream and deteriorated into a series of arguments with a "hopeless quality" that "made
her feel as if her bones were made of something like the rubber in a Gumby doll, that her
body could be bent into any shape and would stay that way" (25). Such pliability may
have traditionally been expected of young women, but Kingsolver shows it to be
pathological.
Lou Ann is a victim of the romance plot and of the idea that women require men
for completion. Romantic to her core, she has sought a man who represents freedom,
what Pratt calls the green world lover, rather than seeking freedom herself. Reminiscing
about her first meeting with Angel, Lou Ann describes to Taylor ”[h]ow handsome he
was . . . draped on this fence like the Marlboro man" (112). Lou Ann's reference to
Angel as the Marlboro Man shows her desire for a kind of Wild West freedom, but it is a
packaged, commodified "freedom" controlled by the world of advertising. Like many of
Pratt's protagonists, Lou Ann finds that her green world lover is not who she had thought
he was. His aloofness is eventually revealed as total selfishness, but the young Lou Ann
had taken it as a challenge; when her friend Rachel describes the "tough guy" by the
fence as "an asshole," Lou Ann thinks, "I bet I could get him to pay attention to me"
(113). After "winning" Angel, Lou Ann becomes dependent on him and his attention.
On her first post-Angel Valentine's Day, Lou Ann wallows in self-pity by imagining that
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"everybody else in the whole wide world is home with their husband smooching on the
couch and watching TV, but not Lou Ann, no sir. I ran off both my husband and the TV"
(87). When a neighbor tells her that Angel has been looking for her, Lou Ann confesses
to Taylor that if Angel wanted to resume their marriage, she would agree. "Well, what
else could I do? He's my husband, isn’t he?" (117) Thrust unwillingly into freedom, Lou
Ann is willing at this point to return to her enclosure.
It is not only the Ruiz marriage that receives negative attention in the Kingsolver
books. Marriage had trapped Lou Ann's mother in her mother-in-law's house, and even
though Lou Ann's father has been dead for years, her mother still lives with and cares for
Granny Logan. These two women, who seem not even to like one another, are bound
together by loyalty to a dead man and, in the mother's case, by an inability to imagine
alternatives. It "didn't occur to” her, she says, not to live with her mother-in-law (55).
Alice Greer also experiences the failure o f marriage. Though she marries for love
in The Bean Trees, by the opening of Pigs in Heaven two years later, she is preparing to
leave her husband. Harland Elleston is "a good enough man but a devotee o f household
silence" whose "idea o f marriage is to spray WD-40 on anything that squeaks" (3). At
sixty-one, Alice wonders if she can bear solitude again. Being married has brought her at
least partially into the life lived, she thinks, by other women, and she fears that if she
leaves Harland, her poker buddies, "cheerful, husky-voiced women who smoke a lot and
are so thankful to still be married" will "treat her like she has a virus" (6). Imagining
freedom, she still realizes her entrapment, aware that a woman her age has no place to go.
When she chooses to begin her quest again, Alice demonstrates the pattern discussed by
Annis Pratt, who found that women in old age may move outside the enclosure of
conventional social expectations. Though Pratt does not use the term, older women like
Alice become heroes as they restart their long-delayed quests.
Lou Ann is not trapped only by her adoption of patriarchal views o f marriage and
the worth of women; she is enclosed as well by fear, self-hatred, and the stereotype of
female domesticity. These factors have combined to keep her from seeking a meaningful
post-Angel life. When he leaves her, she is unable at first to imagine herself with a job
and takes out a newspaper ad to seek a housemate. After Taylor and Turtle move in with
her and her baby, Lou Ann takes on the role of “wife” to Taylor's “husband,” reading
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women's magazines as she watches the children. These magazines begin to shape her
world view as she adopts the child-rearing tips and recipes she finds in them. Eventually,
this lifestyle prompts an outburst from Taylor, who finds that she and Lou Ann have
begun to resemble "some family on a TV commercial, with names-like Myrtle and
Fred" (BT 85).
Taylor and Lou Ann will eventually form a family of sorts (one quite unlike any
found on TV commercials), a family which will help Lou Ann overcome her self-hatred.
When they meet, Lou Ann is uncertain that anyone "as skinny and cute and smart” as
Taylor would want to share a house with her and her new baby (75). Throughout the
book, Lou Ann makes self-deprecating remarks about her appearance and her intellect,
describing herself as "just totally screwed up" (156) and claiming that "I ought to be shot
for looking like this," that "I look like I've been drug through hell backwards . . . Like
death warmed over. Like something the cat puked up" (99). As the book progresses, the
reader learns that Lou Ann has been damaged in part by her grandmother, whose cutting
remarks over the years had helped to destroy any self-confidence the young Lou Ann
might have had. It is not only her appearance that Lou Ann dislikes. Fear that her "real
s e lf will not be acceptable to other people has caused her to stifle spontaneity. Plagued
by a lifelong fear that she might "say something awful in church" and demonstrate her
supposed insanity, Lou Ann also feels "like the only reason I have any friends at all is
because I’m always careful not to say something totally dumb, and if I blow it just one
time, then that's it" (86). Watching Lou Ann covering her mouth whenever she laughs,
Taylor finds herself wondering "who had ever told her laughing was a federal offense"
(88).

Despite the exaggerated nature of her self-deprecation and her constant worrying
over the hazards of life, Lou Ann is not so different from many young American women.
In her essay "In Case You Ever Want to Go Home Again," Kingsolver remarks that
several women she went to high school with assumed themselves to be the model for Lou
Ann, seeing in Lou Ann's insecurities a mirror of their own. This paralysis brought on
from internalizing standards o f beauty and acceptability has been one of the most
prevalent enclosures for women in our culture. Through her involvement with Taylor,
who "doesn't give a damn how she looks" (PH 37), Lou Ann becomes more self-
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accepting. In The Bean Trees, development of a community o f support enables heroic
behavior.
Community and Isolation
A primary difference between the female monomyth and the hero with a thousand
faces is the shift of emphasis from the individual to the communal. Like all heroes, the
female hero must separate from the structures which enclose her enough to learn to trust
her own perceptions, but she inevitably moves into a community. Like the women and
girls studied by Carol Gilligan, she structures her life in relationship to others and
develops "an ethic o f care." Her life takes on meaning from its context in a group.
The traditional monomyth does not ignore the idea of community. Joseph
Campbell has written of the hero’s role in the community and o f the community's role in
the hero’s life. Though he states that the purpose of myth is to bring the individual into
alignment with his or her place in the universe, Campbell still seems to privilege the
individual in his discussion of the quest. Exile from the community, he says, can be "the
first step in the quest. Each carries within himself [sic] the all; therefore it may be sought
and discovered within" (Hero 385). Campbell does not suggest that the collective is
unimportant; indeed, he stresses the need for the hero to return to the community of
origin with the boon of a transformed consciousness, but he does seem to see the
individual's quest for meaning as a necessary corrective to the collectivity and conformity
of the post-World War II era. Writing of the difference between traditional cultures and
his own, he writes: "Then all meaning was in the group, none in the self-expressive
individual; today no meaning is in the group—none in the w orld-all in the individual"
(388). He thus seems at the end of Hero to deny the possibility of any communal support
for heroism.
This privileging of the isolated individual is one basis for a feminist critique of the
idea o f the hero. Nadya Aisenberg, among others, sees the heroic ethos as "ultimately
incompatible" with a democratic world view (22). Without abandoning the idea of
individual identity, she rejects the idea of the hero as warrior or savior. The warrior hero,
she writes, has fallen victim to an "essential narrowness which neglects concerns with
community, negotiation, nature, human reladons, and the enablement o f individual
destinies to flourish in their differentness" (12). In her call for "a new iconography of
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heroism" (Epstein 34), Barbara Kingsolver has repeatedly critiqued the idea o f individual
independence from the collective in her fiction, essays, and interviews. She and other
feminist critics and writers have called for a new sense o f community.
Historian Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, however, has noted the contradictions
inevitable in any discussion of feminism and community and warned against
oversimplification. In Feminism Without Illusions, she suggests that those feminists who
urge community affiliation based on "maternal thinking" (to use Sara Ruddick's term) or
the metaphor of sisterhood seem to have forgotten certain historical realities, chief among
them the fact that the basis of traditional communities has been the patriarchal family;
feminists, in urging escape from oppressive structures, have also by implication
weakened those communities based on the rights of men to control women and children.
Fox-Genovese also recognizes that unrestrained individualist capitalism has often left
women without the support traditional communities might have provided. She does not
see bonding among women on the margins of patriarchal structures (whether "the female
world of love and ritual" described by Carroll Smith-Rosenberg or Mary Daly’s groups of
Wild women) as the basis for a functional definition of community; in her view, such
structures "have always been in some measure hostage to the legal and political relations
o f our society as a whole" (53). She calls for a politicized understanding o f community
that will "contribute to a new vision of legally sanctioned communities . . . that foster
internal equality" (54). Such communities, she believes, do not yet exist but may be
possible in the future.
Rita Felski and others have argued, however, that perceived commonalities can be
a basis for political action (43), and Barbara Kingsolver has attempted to link the idea of
interrelatedness with a politicized understanding of community. Rejecting the American
myth of independence (and by implication the idea of the isolated hero as well, she says:
I feel like I'm always running up against this wall of what an
American is supposed to be like. To be American is to be
independent. We celebrate Independence Day and heroes like
Charles Lindbergh who flew across the ocean all alone. We
even celebrate the single mother who can manage to do
everything with no help. And I feel no kinship with that
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cultural value. I feel that independence is really stupidity. If
you're that independent either you’re really kidding yourself or
there's something wrong with you. (Perry 146)
In essays like "High Tide in Tucson," she writes of her recognition o f the
interrelatedness not only of all humans but all species and systems. The paradox of the
"refugee" who immediately begins creating a new community to replace the one she has
abandoned is a theme both of Kingsolver’s life and work (6). The tension between the
individual's need for both autonomy and community is central to the story of Taylor and
Alice Greer.
Kingsolver recognizes that groups of humans have not always formed
communities which foster individual empowerment, or even the basic well-being of the
community's members. Pittman is a primary example. Rigidly stratified, it traps young
women like Jolene Shanks Hardbine by defining her options in a limiting way; its class
structure confines families like the Hardbines in both poverty and negative expectations
to which they "live down." (Ironically, Pittman empowers Taylor by goading her to
leave.) Not only traditional communities fail. The Bean Trees and Pies in Heaven also
present groups of choice which fail to function as communities.
The first example is the "Bean Curd Kids," encountered in The Bean Trees. A
soymilk collective, the "kids" define themselves against mainstream society, deliberately
marginalizing themselves. Though their liminoid status is potentially creative, they have
become as rigid as the society they reject. Like Azure Bosom in Sassafrass. Cypress and
Indigo, they have taken on some o f the worst characteristics of that which they oppose.
They also cut themselves off from other people; their first response to Taylor is to lecture
her on Turtle's eating habits (70). Pigs in Heaven also features a group which does not
quite function as a community, the artists’ colony in which Taylor and her lover Jax live.
Rancho Copo is the brainchild o f Gundi, a German artist who carefully selects those
allowed to live in the houses and cottages she owns.
Gundi embodies the contradictions of the New Age search for meaning and is one
of several characters who illustrate the price o f isolation. Though she has founded a
popular "community," she herself has very little sense of the collective; her primary
motivation seems to be promotion of the idea o f herself as an exceptional person.
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Fascinated by the Hopi, she rejects contact with actual Native people, seeing nothing in
their lives but poverty. Her motivation for painting is "to bring the world something more
than its ordinary light," but also to let it be known that "Gundi made that lig h t. . . . apart
from all the other paintbrush-friendly members of the breed" (153).
Like Gundi, Angel Ruiz of The Bean Trees is completely self-involved. After his
accident, he turns inward so completely that he rejects even his wife and child. As the
book progresses, he leaves his home for a rodeo in Montana; even his mother concludes
that his ex-wife Lou Ann is "worth five or six of him" (229). Pies in Heaven also
introduces characters who have been completely isolated from others by their acceptance
o f certain aspects of American culture. Kevin is a coworker of Taylor's who blames the
poor for their own condition. He seems incapable of human feeling, or even of awareness
that other people have feelings or needs. He judges people on the basis of their material
success. Taylor's temporary housemate Barbie is an even greater indictment of U.S.
popular culture. Without a meaningful life narrative, she has renamed herself after the
fashion doll created the year she was born and has attempted to become a living version
of the doll; in Taylor’s words, she has "accepted Barbie as her personal savior." It
becomes obvious that the influence of popular culture on this "living doll" has been
pernicious. Attempting to keep the fashion doll's unrealistic physical proportions, the
human Barbie is bulimic, throwing up after stuffing herself on junk food. She is also
larcenous, having internalized the message of materialism, and she sees nature and other
humans only as objects to be used. To maintain her Barbie lifestyle, she has
counterfeited money and stolen from a former employer; she seems unable to distinguish
between her "play money" and legal tender and finds it unreasonable that other people
make such a distinction (205). Taylor, worn down by exhaustion, ceases to wonder
"what it must have taken to turn someone’s daughter into such a desperate, picture-perfect
loner" and speculates that "[mjaybe Barbie [had] the right idea. Use the free sunshine
yourself. Use whatever comes your way" (204-5).
Barbie’s attitude toward nature is found in other characters in the novels. Angel
Ruiz is contrasted with Estevan, the first man to become part of Taylor's new community.
Driving back from a picnic, Estevan stops the car suddenly to avoid hitting a family of
quail. Angel, says Lou Ann, "would've given himself two points for every one he could
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hit" (96). Early in The Bean Trees. Taylor is confronted with a character who attempts to
quash her developing autonomous self at the same time that he squashes insects. The
nameless man who makes her aware o f her flat tires attempts to frighten her with tales of
the dangers of tarantulas and demonstrates his own "toughness" by stepping on "a large,
shiny black bug with horns" (38). Sexism is linked to violence against nature in a way
reminiscent of ecofeminist philosophy; after attempting to dominate Taylor with fear, this
character asserts his dominance over other life by killing needlessly. He is contrasted
with Mattie in the book’s next scene. Like him, she is confronted with insects fleeing
saturated ground, but unlike him, she refuses to harm them. "I can't see my way clear to
squashing them," she says. "A bug's just got one life to live, after all. Like us" (40). In
her garden, Mattie blends the technological world with wild nature by allowing plants to
grow in, around, and over junked cars and parts, returning them to the natural world from
which they came. This garden refuses to recognize man-made boundaries; the purple
beans brought from China in 1907 and given to Mattie by her next-door neighbor climb
the fence and link both gardens. She creates a sanctuary not only for plants but for
people in her refusal to recognize the U.S denial of asylum to Central American refugees.
In contrast, Gundi's separation from other people is echoed in her separation from
the natural world. Though she claims to have come to the desert to be close to "the
primeval spirits o f the land," she never adapts to the reality of desert life. She has a
Japanese soaking tub installed in her remodeled house, causing Jax to question her use of
water as he looks out the window at "dry mesquites and one lone saguaro."
"Don't you feel guilty, with all those thirsty plants
staring in at you?"
Gundi shrugs. "They are plants.. . . We don’t really
belong in this desert, you and I . . . . When we have used up all
the water and have to leave, the plants and snakes will be
happy to get rid of us." (PH 154)
This attitude toward the needs of non-human life is contrasted with Kingsolver's own
adaptation to the desert, described in her essay "Making Peace"; it is contrasted as well
with the attitude of the Cherokee, who make use o f the natural world while seeing
themselves as part o f it.
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Kingsolver presents the Cherokee as living almost unselfconsciously in the
natural world. Alice's cousin Sugar gathers greens from the roadside and questions why
the power company would spray to kill pokeweed (191). Sugar’s grandchildren entertain
themselves by swimming in a natural quarry, stealing mulberries, and hunting or fishing.
Cash Stillwater, Turtle's biological grandfather, lives in a tiny cabin in deep woods.
Boma Mellowbug lives with bees in her rafters, bees which sting those who do not love
them; when the white man who has fenced off a plot of land to farm the exotic ostrich
invades Boma’s home, the bees attack him. Throughout both The Bean Trees and Pigs in
Heaven, the appropriate human life is one lived in harmony with the environment.
How does the community itself become part of the hero's quest, or of the hero
deed? The initial answer in the Kingsolver books seems to be reciprocity and mutual
empowerment. The relationship between Taylor and Lou Ann is an example of this aspect
of the hero's life in community. Taylor and Lou Ann initially bond because of their
common culture; from neighboring counties, they share a speech pattern rare in Tucson.
Lou Ann’s identification of Taylor’s accent as similar to her own makes her feel more "at
home" than she has at any time since coming to Tucson; finding someone with whom she
shares a language restarts her own stalled quest. Though she does not realize it at the
time, accepting Taylor into her life calls Lou Ann into an adventure. Through her life
with Taylor and Turtle, she will gain both personal autonomy and a new community.
Taylor gains as well. When she goes to work for Mattie at the tire store, Lou Ann cares
for Turtle and performs domestic chores. Eventually, when Taylor loses confidence and
plunges into depression, it is Lou Ann who will remind her of the truth of community,
that no one is "the Lone Ranger" (171).
We see as well mutuality between and among other characters. Only the
magical Mattie seems not to need the assistance of others, and even she allows Taylor to
perform the hero-deed of driving Estevan and Esperanza to a safe house because she
herself is too well-known. Estevan and Esperanza are sheltered by Mattie but in turn
expand Taylor's consciousness and awareness o f the world. She reciprocates by driving
them to Oklahoma, though again nameless others have provided the financial
wherewithal to make their trip marginally safer. At the end of The Bean Trees. Estevan
and Esperanza help to cement Taylor's community by helping her to adopt Turtle.
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The Kingsolver books metaphorically and literally suggest that the primary herodeed is to safeguard the world's future by caring for its children. The turtle as symbol
continually resurfaces as the basis of life. In both novels, Turtle's well-being is a boon
sought by all the major characters, and in both books the child's well-being is secured by
a community, not by a single individual or couple. In Tucson, Turtle is surrounded by
loving women while Taylor does her work in the world; even initially negative characters
like the racist Virgie Parsons participate in the child's care. Turtle responds to this care
by referring to each o f these women as "Ma Something." Although Taylor at first is
jealous of what she sees as this confusion of family roles, Turtle's childhood trust signals
an important issue: the definition of family as more than merely nuclear. In her essay
"Stone Soup," Kingsolver critiques the current U.S. definition of family as a two-parent
nuclear unit and calls for a broader understanding o f the ways that people live and raise
their children. By the end o f The Bean Trees. Taylor sees herself and Turtle as living in
an extended family made up o f people who care for one another.
Pigs in Heaven expands the discussion of community and family to the
level of the tribe. In it, the community of choice inhabited by Taylor and her loved ones
comes up against an older community, the Cherokee Nation, and its values. The premise
o f the novel is that Taylor's adoption of Turtle, recounted in The Bean Trees, was
illegally carried out, as of course it was. The law brought into this book, however, is the
Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, which asserts that Native American children cannot be
adopted by non-native Americans without the permission of the child's tribe. Congress
reviewed the law in 1996 because of concerns about the way in which it seemed to pit
"the best interests of the child," defined purely as an individual who has bonded with
loving adoptive parents, against the needs of tribes, which have lost many of their
children to extra-tribal adoptions. A revised version of the act was passed on August 10,
1996.
Like their real-life counterparts, Kingsolver’s characters must find a way to secure
both a home and a tribal community for Turtle. Initially, the tribe and Taylor are at odds.
When Annawake Fourkiller, a Cherokee lawyer whose twin brother was adopted outside
the tribe, becomes aware of Turtle's existence, she visits Taylor and invokes the Indian
Child Welfare Act. The fear o f losing Turtle to the tribe precipitates a panicked flight
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away from Taylor’s Arizona community. Although Taylor had seemingly adopted the
ideal o f community, this threat awakens the American individualism in her. She cannot
see Turtle’s birth tribe as part o f her community and attempts to live out the myth of the
Lone Ranger. She must face what seems to her defeat. In a chapter whose title—
"Surrender Dorothy"~alludes to the refugee hero of The Wizard of Oz. Taylor, like
Campbell’s hero, "submits to the absolutely intolerable" (108). Her final act of heroism is
to drive to Oklahoma to face the Cherokee.
Alice Greer is waiting for Taylor in Oklahoma. In this second book about
the Greer family, Alice is presented as on her own quest, instead of merely supporting
Taylor’s. Because her marriage to Harland Elleston "had failed to warm her" (1), she
leaves him and joins Taylor and Turtle in their flight from Annawake Fourkiller. When
she begins to understand the issues at stake in Annawake's interest in Turtle, Alice goes
to speak with her in Heaven, Oklahoma, claiming a desire to visit her cousin, Sugar
Hombuckle. Sugar and Alice had lived together as children on a hog farm in Mississippi
and had taken their first jobs together. Both had married young, but Sugar, unlike Alice,
married into a community that made room for her and is now a matriarch in the extended
Hombuckle family. Observing Sugar’s life, so different from hers despite their similar
beginnings, draws Alice toward the Cherokee community.
The Cherokee of Heaven are not idealized. They suffer from alcoholism and
violence, as witnessed by Turtle's personal history: the child's mother committed suicide
while her aunt chose to live with a hard-drinking man who was not only violent towards
her, causing two hospitalizations, but who also sexually abused Turtle. Turtle's
grandfather, Cash Stillwater, was so traumatized by the collapse of his family that he fled
Oklahoma without attempting to locate his grandchild. Annawake explains the trauma of
her generation as a result of the federal disruption of Cherokee families during her
parents' time. The "chain of caretaking got interrupted," she explains to Alice, when
young Native people were placed in faraway boarding schools where their native
languages were forbidden. "The past got broken o ff’ (227). Through people like
Annawake’s Uncle Ledger, a medicine man, relationships and traditions are re
established and continued, providing a base for human and humane life.
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The meaning o f being part of the Cherokee community becomes apparent to Alice
when she and Cash, whose relationship to Turtle is still unknown to her, attend the
"stomp dance." These dances are religious rituals that bring the community together in
celebration o f their history and their current ties. Centered around a pit containing a fire
which has been kept burning since the Trail of Tears, with members o f the community
safeguarding the embers and bringing the fire back to life at each month's dance, the
dances are begun by young women who wear thirteen "shackles" on each leg, made from
turtle shells filled with gravel. These shells provide the instrumental music for the
dancers and singers, what Cash describes as "music that sounds like the woods" (269).
The entire group joins in the dance, forming a long line that Alice repeatedly compares to
the coils of a snake. As she follows Sugar into the coils,
Alice begins to feel herself part of a group for the first time in her
life. At first aware of herself as doing something unusual, as the
dancing continues she loses awareness of individual separateness
because she can't quite locate herself in this group either. She
only knows she is inside of i t . . . . Alice's life and aloneness and
the things that have brought her here all drop away, as she feels
herself overtaken by uncountable things. She feels a deep, tired
love for the red embers curled in the center of this world. The
beloved old fire that has lived through everything since the
beginning, that someone carried here tonight, and someone will
carry home and bring back again to the church of ever was and
ever shall be, if only we take care of it. (271-72)
Alice comes to feel that the experience of the dance was magical; the story of
continued community is not one that she had heard before. Instead, in the fairy tales she
knows, "spells get broken and magic doesn't endure" (272). In this story of the hero as
imagined by Kingsolver, however, the magic of community endures as the basis for
human life.
Alice had separated herself from mass culture, symbolized by her rejection of
television and its images. One of her reasons for leaving Harland is his addiction to
television; he believes, she says, that seeing a televised event is the same as experiencing
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it. Suspecting that such is not the case and seeking genuine contact, Alice is rewarded
with the experience of the stomp dance. At sixty-one, she Anally has time to reflect on
her experience and to name it, and she names it as good, as a sacred thing. She
understands the tribal point o f view before Taylor does. Perhaps because of her
Depression childhood, Alice understands and experiences continuity where Taylor can at
first see only engulfment into a group or, worse, separation from Turtle. Alice, whose
quest has begun again and led her to a new community and a new love, is able once again
to guide her daughter.
Campbell describes the hero's boon as "an expansion of consciousness and
therewith o f being" (Hero 246), and the consciousness of all of Kingsolver’s major
characters leads them into a larger community. Near the beginning o f her quest, Taylor is
the existence of evil and is able to embrace a responsibility she had long sought to avoid,
that o f motherhood. As her awareness expands, she embraces as well a community and
family which extend beyond the local and nuclear. Alice's expansion of consciousness,
brought on by her willingness to seek the unfamiliar, leads her into a consciousness of the
possibility of community. Annawake, initially sure of her rightness in seeking to restore
Turtle to her tribe, comes to see Alice and Taylor as potentially part of her community.
Cash moves beyond his own grief and seeks to reunite what is left of his family. Pies in
Heaven ends with a community decision about the best path for Turtle’s future, a shared
custody arrangement.
Kingsolver uses two images that seem to summarize the relationship between the
hero and the community. The first is the title image of the bean trees, Turtle's name for
wisteria. Taylor learns that wisteria cannot blossom without the action of rhizobia,
unseen helpers at its roots. The implication seems to be that no one blossoms alone but
that together, miracles are possible. The second image is that o f heaven. Estevan tells
the assembled group a story o f heaven and hell. Hell, he says, is people seated around a
dinner table with spoons too long for them to be able to feed themselves; heaven is the
same people at the same table with the same spoons, feeding each other. The idea of
heaven recurs in Pigs in Heaven in the name o f Turtle’s home town. The name at first
seems cruelly ironic to Taylor and Alice; the town is at least as poor as Pittman, and even
the sign announcing its name has vanished. But the town's name comes from an early
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white scholar asking the Cherokee name for "the best place"; he had sought the name for
the afterlife, but his Cherokee informant had shown him to "the best place around here."
The two books seem to point to a truth about the hero and community; achieving a good
life in this world is only possible through a group effort. Though individuals must make
the decision to live communally, as Taylor, Lou Ann, and Alice do, it is the group which
enables the miracle of a fully human life. At the end of the book, the Anglo and
Cherokee worlds are about to be reconciled through marriage. In Alice's words, "the
family of women was about to open its doors to men. Men, children, cowboys, and
Indians."
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Endnotes for Chapter Seven
1 Pies in Heaven, o f course, reveals that the adoption was not legal at all.
2 For a thorough if controversial discussion of this issue, see Naomi W olfs The
Beauty Myth.
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Chapter Eight
The Hero's Marriage

In Writing a Woman's Life. Carolyn Heilbrun describes marriage as "the most
persistent of myths imprisoning women" (77). Marriage is of course not only a myth but
also historical/social reality, and as I have shown, the existing narratives of marriage have
imprisoned and continue to imprison women. Heilbrun calls for new narratives which
depict "the equality o f the man's and woman's quests" (95). Unlike the traditional
narrative o f marriage, which left women with no quest of their own but only the
possibility of supporting their husbands’ or children's quests, the women's quest fiction in
this dissertation presents such a possible new narrative of marriage. This new narrative
presents marriage as symbol, as political/social reality, and as possibility which will not
end women’s story o f discovery.
As a symbol, marriage represents a movement beyond duality, and transcendence of
either/or thinking is an important element of feminist archetypal fiction, whether or not a
particular narrative ends with the hero’s literal marriage. Although the hero must move
beyond conventional patriarchal mores, her quest will end if she remains fixed at the stage
of anger against the patriarchy. Such a fixation would have left Celie frozen holding a
razor, wanting to cut Mr.

's throat. To complete her quest, the hero must move

beyond anger to become grounded in a community. As was true with Celie, learning to
trust and, eventually, to love enables this movement out of the self and into a larger reality.
Her sacred marriage with Shug both permits and symbolizes her movement into
community. However, when marriage is defined as any kind o f harmonious or balanced
union, the hero reaches beyond the pairing of individual humans to create or recreate
various types o f community.
Fiction need not present literal marriage in order to demonstrate the hero’s
transcendence o f dualistic thinking. In some of the earlier archetypal fiction
discussed by Annis Pratt, for example, female protagonists often escape the worst
aspects of patriarchal enclosure by remaining single. Neither madonna nor whore,
these "odd women" find ways of being which are not male-oriented. Many either
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remain in or return to the green world, finding the world of nature more hospitable to
women than is the world of men. In her thealogical essays as well as in her literary
criticism, Carol Christ sees the union of women and the natural world as an important
part o f feminist becoming. Certainly, the entire ecofeminist movement is based on
the idea that human females and the non-human world have been similarly oppressed
by patriarchy and that the two are somehow in alliance. This idea figures prominently
in recent feminist fiction, especially in fantasy. Sally Miller Gearhart's The
Wandereround is set in a post-Holocaust world in which the "hill women," women
who have escaped patriarchal cities, have learned to live on the damaged land by
communicating telepathically with the Mother and her creatures. Suzy McKee
Chamas’s Walk to the End of the World and Motherlines are dystopic fantasies in
which women flee the cities and live as nomads with horses. Ursula Le Guin's short
story collection Buffalo Gals contains one tale in which a human child is fostered by a
coyote. Mermer Blakeslee's Same Blood, though not fantastic fiction in the same
sense as the previously mentioned tales, features a witchlike character who has a nearmystical bond with the natural world. For these writers, as for others, the "man"nature duality is a sign of false consciousness and must be transcended.
It is not only the humankind-nature duality which must be escaped in feminist
archetypal fiction. Among the unities achieved is that of female bonding despite patriarchal
restrictions on such bonding, as explored in Chapter Six. Blakeslee's novel ends with its
female characters creating a nearly matriarchal enclave; Gloria Naylor's Women of
Brewster Place ends with at least the fantasy of its female characters working together to
dismantle the wall which has blocked off their street. Either/or definitions of good and evil
are also questioned in women's fiction, as for example in Toni Morrison's Sula, with its
pariah character; although the title character dies young and ostracized, her childhood
friend Nel ultimately realizes the limitations of her own conventional life by remembering
the bond she and Sula shared as girls. Even the distinction between male and female, god
and goddess is blurred in some feminist fiction. Marion Zimmer Bradley's Arthurian
fantasy The Mists of Avalon ends with its hero Morgaine's vision of the Virgin Mary; in
this vision, the now-elderly pagan priestess who has battled Christianity all her life sees the
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Virgin as yet another manifestation o f the spirit she herself has tried to serve. Although the
god o f Christianity had seemed to Morgaine an exclusively negative, patriarchal figure, she
finds in convents dedicated to his service a female community similar in its joyousness to
her own memories of her priestess training on Avalon. In Bradley's pagan fantasy, the
troublesome character maligned by Thomas Malory and others ends her life in peace, all
pairs of opposites united.
Despite its importance as a symbol, marriage in the real world has been a
predominantly social/economic institution and has reflected/embodied the hierarchies and
biases of the cultures in which it takes place. For the early Hebrews, the myth of Eve to
explained human suffering and justified the subordination of women to men. Rejecting
the Israelite sense o f marriage as a good in itself, early Christians often rejected marriage
itself, or at best saw it primarily as a respectable alternative to the sin o f fornication, (cf.
Paul's "It is better to marry than to bum.") Later Christians came to see marriage as a
vehicle for producing virgins for the church but still as a lesser state than celibacy. Among
the more secularized Christians of the Middle Ages, marriage tended to be an economic or
dynastic arrangement between families (though in theory, if not always in practice, with
the consent of the couple being married). This made medieval marriage closer to the
Augustan ideal o f marriage as the foundation of the patriarchal family than was earlier
Christian marriage.
European (and later, North American) marriages continued to be based on male
dominance and female submission (not that this theoretical ideal was always put into
practice). Even when marriage was an arrangement between families rather than between
individuals, the wife was expected to obey her husband. The eventual Protestant demand
for freely chosen companionate marriage did not eliminate this hierarchy but rather re
emphasized its supposed divine origin.1 Nor did the later ideal of romantic love as a (if not
the) basis for marriage lead to increased emotional or erotic freedom for women. As
evidenced by numerous eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novels and diaries, the
romantic ideal was for a young and innocent woman to seek out a slightly older,
financially secure, perhaps more worldly mate. (The sales of Barbara Cartland's frothy
fictions bear witness to the continuing power of this ideal.) Waiting for her prince to come,
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the heroine excelled at passivity and beauty. After marriage, her identity was to be
subsumed into that of her husband, as The Law's Provision for Women (1632) makes
clear:
Man and wife are one person, but understand in what
manner. W hen a small brook or river incorporateth with
Rhodanus, Humber or the Thames, the poor rivulet looseth
its name, it is carried away and recarried with the new
associate, it beareth no sway, it possesseth nothing during
coverture. A woman as soon as she is married, is called
covert, in Latin, nupta, that is, veiled, as it were, clouded
and overshadowed, she hath lost her streame. . . . To a
married woman, her new self is her superior, her
companion, her master. (Flexner 7-8)
For obvious reasons, then, women's fiction about marriage, especially realistic
fiction, has often been ambivalent. Even eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novels which
presented marriage as one of only two possible endings for the fictional female (the other
being death) tended to present it as in some way a compromise of her integrity. In an
example which is perhaps paradigmatic, George Eliot presents Dorothea Brooke Casaubon
Ladislaw as completed within marriage because no other work was readily available to a
gifted woman in her society. Similarly, critic Dana Heller sees the marriage plot as "a
resignation [on the part of the female protagonist] to the demands of the social sphere and
as a service to patriarchal culture" (26). According to Rachel Brownstein's analysis of
fiction with female protagonists, the "heroine" must turn from other women and prioritize
her relationship with a man; Brownstein views the heroines of Jane Austen as emblematic
here (100). A heroine requires a man for completion; the man she marries tends to be one
who corrects her own perceivedly negative tendencies. Romances have seen union with a
male as necessary for female happiness, but even these escapist fictions have often
presented horrifying marriages to contrast with the happier unions eventually achieved by
their protagonists. In the novels studied by Annis Pratt, marriage may function as an
enclosure for women, stifling their creativity and draining their energies. Often, marriage
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leads a woman to madness or death. Even the husband o f the variety Pratt describes as
"perfectly nice" may become the jailer of his wife, and given the history of patriarchal
privilege and the position of women in marriage, fiction with any pretense of realism has
had to take these phenomena into account. For any woman who wished to live for herself
to any degree, marriage was best avoided.
For the female protagonist to become a hero and not merely one of Brownstein's
heroines, she must free herself from acceptance of patriarchal definitions and the need for
male approval. Like Tenar and the other heroes discussed in earlier chapters, she must
learn to trust her own perceptions and to name the world for herself. Historically and in
fiction, such freeing of the female has often necessitated at least a psychological separation
from men. Actual human males, enmeshed as women are in a system which has elevated
the male over the female, have often (perhaps unthinkingly) acted out male dominance even
in intimate relationships. A woman who has been on the heroic path for any length of time
cannot accept such domination; to do so would be a violation of her hard-won selfhood.
However, the heroic self moves out of separation and into community. Her new awareness
will not allow her to name men as permanently the enemy; recognizing men as fellow
humans, the female hero is unlikely to be a lifelong separatist. In some recent fiction, it has
even become possible for heterosexual marriage to be an outcome of the hero's journey, as
it has traditionally been, though the marriage of the female hero differs significantly from
that found in the monomyth.
M arriage in the M onomyth
Marriage has long been one of the rewards achieved by the traditional hero of
myth, legend, and fairy tale. In the monomyth as described by Campbell, marriage is
"the ultimate adventure," the union of "the triumphant hero-soul with the Queen Goddess
o f the world" (Hero 109). This marriage, however, involves a specifically male hero, as
is evidenced when Campbell goes on to describe woman as "the totality of what can be
known" and the hero as "the one who comes to know" (116). Generally, in Campbell's
version o f the hero's marriage, the female, a goddess figure, is the initiator and inspirer
o f the male hero. W hen Campbell does mention the female hero (or adventurer~he does
not use the term "hero" to refer to the female participant in the sacred marriage), she is
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more a passive object than an agent who initiates marriage with a divine figure (119).
According to Campbell, the female adventurer is one who "by her qualities, her beauty,
or her yearning, is fit to become the consort of an immortal." Because she has somehow
proven her fitness (not, necessarily, through any action on her part), "the heavenly
bridegroom descends to her and conducts her to his bed--whether she will or no" (119).
Campbell’s treatment o f the female hero here shows the culture-bound nature of
traditional archetypal criticism and perhaps of much of myth itself. The stories from
which Campbell draws his examples are stories from patriarchal cultures, cultures in
which women were not as free to choose and adventure as men were; the secondary role
o f the female in mythic/legendary marriages from such cultures is probably inevitable.
Unfortunately, many such myths have been used to justify the political and social
subordination of women.
What I find most significant, however, in Campbell’s treatment of the hero’s
marriage in the mythical tales he studied is the sacredness of the marriage itself. It is not
an economic arrangement or family alliance; neither is it an instance of an all-powerful
human male asserting absolute control over a passive and helpless female. Instead, the
sacred marriage as he describes it is a symbol of the harmonizing of the conflicting forces
within the psyche, as the masculine and feminine (in many traditional cultures seen as
binary opposites), conscious and unconscious, parts o f the self are united. This harmony
is the marriage of earthly and cosmic forces represented by the hieros gamos of ancient
times, the ceremony in which the king and chief priestess took on the roles of the goddess
and her human consort.2 Despite his own cultural limitations, Campbell presented
marriage as an emblem of wholeness, a powerful metaphor for "the way things ought to
be."
Negative Images of Marriage
The female hero eventually moves beyond duality to a state in which a sacred
marriage is possible, but to do so she must escape the trap of conventional definitions of
marriage, and sometimes, her marriage itself. All four of the writers featured in this study
o f the female hero have presented negative, even nightmare, marriages in their fiction.
These (in heroic terms) false marriages demonstrate the ways in which marriage can
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function as a trap for women who have not yet embarked on their own hero-joumey.
The Color Purple in particular presents marriage as a kind o f entrapment. Nettie
describes Celie's marriage as "like seeing you buried" (26), and Celie's marriage does
indeed resemble a sojourn in the underworld, perhaps even in the Christian hell. Celie is
regularly tortured, subjected to beatings and to sex that can fairly be described as rape.
Her husband seems not to view her as a person; his initial request for her hand ends with
the added question: "That cow still coming?" (20). When he looks at her, Celie says, "It
like he looking at the earth" (28).
Not only Celie's marriage is portrayed in negative terms in the book. Her mother's
second marriage, to the man whom Celie for many years believes is her father, is
nightmarish. This unnamed woman suffers from nearly continual pregnancy and may have
died from the knowledge that her husband has been engaging in sexual intercourse with
her teen-aged daughter. The marriage of Mr._____ 's son Harpo is destroyed by his
attempts to force his wife Sofia into the role of the submissive wife embodied by Celie. It
is a sign of Celie's entrapment in her deathly marriage that she urges Harpo to beat Sofia,
an attempt at dominance that eventually causes Sofia to leave the marriage. Harpo is one
o f the reasonably good men in The Color Purple, but even he retains the urge to dominate,
despite its destruction o f his marriage, in his second long-term relationship with Mary
Agnes. Eventually, she too leaves him because of his refusal to let her sing in public.
The only successful marriage presented in any depth in The Color Purple is the
lesbian union of Celie and Shug, the only pairing in the book with any characteristics of
the sacred marriage. Shug is throughout a magical character, becoming guide, mother, and
lover to Celie and awakening her to her own power; in this she resembles the figure
Campbell describes as the "mother, sister, mistress, bride" of the hero (110-111). The
sojourn with Shug in Memphis allows Celie to feel that "me and God make love just fine"
(197); her return from this Otherworld experience to the original community transforms
that community. The union is not, however, truly egalitarian until the end o f the book.
For most of the book, Celie is dependent on Shug’s power and strength; it is only after she
learns not to need Shug for her own contentment that Shug returns to her permanently. In
a sense, they "remarry" on new terms.3 As discussed in Chapter Four, this fulfilled love
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relationship between the two women results in the transformation of their world and helps
to establish a community. Heterosexual love, in this book, seems to have no such
transforming power. And it is not only in this book that heterosexual relationships are
called into question or presented negatively.
Marriage as such is not portrayed in any depth in Sassaffass. Cypress and Indigo,
but romantic relationships between men and women come in for negative scrutiny. The
first such relationship to be examined is that between Pretty Man of the Geechee Capitans
gang and his "woman," Mabel. Mabel has no status in the world of the Geechee
Capitans; a servant in the Caverns, the bar and gambling hall owned by Pretty Man, she is
totally subject to his whims. When he turns on Mabel and begins to beat her, only Indigo,
not yet trapped by the sex roles of her culture, will intervene. Indigo's sister Sassafrass
fares no better with men. Like Pratt's women who search for a green world lover,
Sassafrass searches for and finds an "authentically black" lover, a man who has had
almost no contact with whites except as their victim and prisoner. This formerly
imprisoned man acts as Sassafrass's jailer, attempting to define her art. He further
attempts to define her sexuality, forcing her to listen to the misogynistic rantings of his
"poet"-friend Otis. Even Cypress' pending marriage to Leroy at the end of the novel
raises questions for the reader, as it appears so similar to the conventional marriage of
romance. Leroy, the prince in disguise as a lowly jazz musician, can be seen as rescuing
Cypress after she fails to find satisfaction in her previously non-monogamous lifestyle.
Barbara Kingsolver's Greer novels also present marriage and other male-female
relationships negatively, at least initially. Men seem to represent restrictions on a woman's
freedom, and real communication or intimacy between the genders does not exist.
Taylor at the beginning of her story in The Bean Trees asserts her unwillingness to be
"hog-tied to a future as a tobacco farmer's wife" (3); her strong sense of herself and
(perhaps) her experience as a fatherless child have led her to reject male attempts to
enclose women, enclosures which do not even require a close relationship. When a total
stranger attempts to frighten her by exaggerating the dangers o f tarantulas, she wonders
why some men feel the need to keep women in fear (38). Later, she tells her roommate
Lou Ann that men "always want to gobble up your wings right off the bat” (88). Although
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this line occurs in a humorous scene, it has serious implications. At this point in the novel,
men have served only to enclose women, to keep them from "trying their wings": here,
Kingsolver suggests that men may devour women’s wings, their ability to seek freedom.
None o f the marriages in the early part of The Bean Trees has been a marriage that
included the possibility o f freedom. Taylor's father, Foster Greer, though he saw himself
as a free spirit, kept his wife enclosed in his drifting life before finally abandoning her
entirely. Lou Ann's mother has lived most o f her life with the negative and controlling
Granny Logan as a result of her marriage to Lou Ann's father. Lou Ann herself married an
angry, controlling man. Life with him helped keep her confined, as Angel's desire for
control exacerbated Lou Ann's initial passivity. None of these marriages have included
any real intimacy, as Lou Ann sees in a moment of awareness. Angel's presence in the
house she shares with him is peripheral to its real life; he "could be there, or not, and it
hardly made any difference. Like a bug or a mouse scratching in the cupboards at night"
(63). The estrangement in her own marriage causes Lou Ann to wonder if her parents had
ever really known each other or "if it was like now. . . A houseful of women for
everything, for company" (55). Even Alice, who had married for love near the end of The
Bean Trees, is contemplating divorce by the opening of Pigs in Heaven. Marriage had not
brought her the emotional warmth and intimacy for which she had hoped; her husband,
Harland, is "a good enough man but a devotee of household silence" whose "idea of
marriage was to spray WD-40 on anything that squeaked" (1). This peaceful but
emotionally dead marriage is not what she had sought. In her words, "this marriage had
failed to warm her" (1).
Tenar's marriage to Farmer Flint is not described in any detail in Tehanu, but the
details provided do give a sense of the limitedness of marriage in the patriarchal world of
Earthsea. Tenar had chosen marriage, rejecting the opportunity to become a female
student o f magic, and by the standards of his culture Flint seems to have been a good
man. Brave enough to fall in love with a foreign woman o f a different race (and capable
of winning the love of a woman like Tenar), he was a hard-working, successful, and
respected member of his community. Yet even he participates in the sexism endemic to
his culture, accepting the idea that the function of women is to "bed, breed, bake, cook,
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clean, spin, sew, serve" (34). Although women do outdoor farm work on Gont, most
Gontishmen refuse to do the work of household maintenance, seeing indoor tasks as
"women's work." Perhaps a more serious barrier to a genuinely shared marriage in the
culture of Earthsea is male distrust of women. Female power is perceived as "weak" and
"wicked," and Flint, perhaps like most men in his culture, had kept himself emotionally
separate from his wife. Tenar sees in her son Spark’s behavior a reflection of her late
husband's, recognizing in his evasiveness the way that "Hint had answered her questions
for twenty years, denying her right to ask them by refusing to answer yes or no,
maintaining a freedom based on her ignorance" (229). Although Tenar's marriage had not
been the kind of horrific trap experienced by such female characters as Walker's Celie or
by Therru's mother Senini, who is beaten to death by one of the men in her traveling
group, it had not brought her the kind of harmonious union which is the ideal of marriage.
The Hero's Marriage
What is marriage for the female hero? In the novels I have examined, it is only
possible after the hero has achieved some of the goals of her quest, and after marriage
itself has been redefined, recreated by the hero and her partner. Although the hero's
marriage may resemble the more traditional marriage of the romance plot, involving a
man and a woman pledging monogamy, it differs from it in significant ways.
It is these differences that have led me to emphasize heterosexual marriage in the
female hero’s story. The original feminist impetus to separate from patriarchal structures,
essential to any feminist becoming for women or men, often resulted in a rejection of
marriage itself. I believe that the ability to imagine a new relationship between women
and men represents a radical new possibility for human beings, though one that, in current
fiction, can only be realized on the margins of culture. The traditional marriage places
the couple firmly inside the system of patriarchal control, but the marriage of the hero
takes place in a different sort of community, a community found outside the boundaries,
or on the margins, of patriarchal culture. In Madonna Kolbenschlag's term, the members
o f these communities are "refugees." Displaced from the familiar and thrown into a world
o f change and loss, the female heroes of Walker, Shange, Kingsolver, and Le Guin work
through loss and find allies and strength apart from the centers of power. Celie and Shug
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build a largely women's community in Memphis and eventually return to a transformed
but nearly all-black community in Georgia; Sassafrass, Cypress, and Indigo live in
spiritually Black worlds; Tenar leaves Oak Farm to find a new small community with
Moss, Heather, Therru, and (eventually) Ged; Taylor finds a community of literal and
spiritual refugees in Tucson and later moves to a desert artist's colony with her lover Jax;
Alice moves to what she had always called her "ace in the hole," the Cherokee Nation.
A commonality among these stories is that even the men in these new
communities are separate from the power centers of their cultures; when their isolation is
viewed positively, it shows that they too have moved at least partially outside patriarchal
systems. The communal aspect of the new hero's marriage distinguishes it from
marriages like Jane Eyre’s, who lives with her Mr. Rochester outside the boundaries of
any community. Charlotte Bronte could match her hero with a male counterpart only by
taking them out of the social world as she knew it: this seems not to be true of the story of
the new hero. Instead, this hero, whether she marries or not, is part o f a new community
which enables heroism.
The new hero’s marriage differs not only from the marriage o f romance but from
that of the monomyth; it is not identical to the marriage described by Campbell, although
the idea of psychic balance is central to both. In the traditional story, the sacred marriage
often enables the [male] hero to attain atonement with the distant and powerful father,
frequently a divine figure who then recognizes the accomplishments of the heroic son. In
contrast, the female hero, at least in the six novels discussed here, does not bother to seek
any sort o f reconciliation with her absent father.
The closest any of this fiction comes to the idea of atonement with the fatherfigure is the visit Celie and Shug pay to the grave of the evil stepfather Alfonso, and the
culmination of this visit is the exorcism of the power of this figure. "The son of a bitch
still dead," says Shug, putting him in his insignificant place (216). Instead of bonding
with the father after the reward of the sacred marriage enables her to do so, the female
hero bonds with a man in a union of equals only after she achieves community with other
women. It seems as if atonement with the mother (in the broadest sense of that term),
learning to value other women despite patriarchal culture's devaluing of women and their
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relationships, is necessary before the female hero can engage in any sort of true
relationship with a man or men.
The fiction seems to suggest that heroic lives are possible only outside the
boundaries of mainstream culture, and indeed Campbell suggested the same thing with
his insistence on the separation of the individual from the group. A difference between
the monomyth and the new hero's story is that the hero never reintegrates with the
dominant culture. This permanent separation probably reflects the political intentions of
Walker, Shange, Kingsolver, and Le Guin.
The writers who have dealt most fully and optimistically with the heterosexual
hero’s marriage are Barbara Kingsolver and Ursula Le Guin. In their fiction of the
I990’s, they present heterosexual marriage (I use the term "marriage" here to describe any
committed heterosexual union regardless of legal status) as a possibility in the female
hero's life: not the ultimate goal of her quest, but a sign of he- movement beyond dualism.
Le Guin once described marriage as "the central, constant theme of my work" (Language
139), and Kingsolver has written affectionately of her second, midlife marriage in her
essay “Reprise,” reprinted in High Tide in Tucson (1995). Both authors have themselves
combined marriage and childrearing with work and political activism; their work presents
marriage as both a social institution and as the culmination of a psychological and
spiritual quest.
The men involved in the heroic marriages are men on their own quests. Although
the focus of this dissertation and of the novels themselves is on the female characters,
both Le Guin and Kingsolver make it clear that their male characters have themselves
been questing, though the quests of Kingsolver's male heroes are not as explicit as those
of the female characters. In addition, all three "husbands" have been through some
trauma which places them outside the ordinary world of dominant males (what therapist
Anne Wilson Schaeff has called the "white male system"), a trauma which has allowed
them to see the world without the blinders of patriarchal privilege and protection and
which ultimately allows them to be truly intimate with women. Like the Richardson hero
Sir Charles Grandison, these characters are "women's men," but unlike him, they are
marginal figures, as marginal to the dominant society as the female heroes they eventually
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marry.
Kingsolver's characters are obviously marginalized, and their quests are suggested
rather than presented directly. Jax Thibodeaux, Taylor’s lover, is half an orphan, never
having known his father, but unlike Taylor he has no empowering relationship with his
mother. Describing his own mother as "one of the best-known alcoholics in the French
Quarter," he admits to the Cherokee attorney Annawake that he was "named after a
venerated brand of beer" (81). Like the traditional hero, he has mysterious parentage, and
like the female hero, he is without any positive relationship to a father figure. His
isolation from his birth family—he does not know if his mother and sister are still living—
stuns the communally oriented Annawake, who is forced to admit that white skin alone is
no guarantee of "an easy life" (81). The book gives a (seemingly humorous) suggestion
of Jax's spiritual quest: he confesses to Annawake that he had once renamed himself
Soaring Elk m an attempt to be more like an Indian (81). The results of Jax's quest,
though, are positive. A man who genuinely likes women, Jax is "nicer to Lou Ann than
most guys would be" (45) and recognizes the special qualities of Taylor's relationship
with her mother. Although he has never met Alice, he admires her for having raised
Taylor and urges her to be true to herself, to "stand by [her] stories" (27). A lifelong
outsider himself, he is accepting of difference, admiring in Taylor her independence and
unconventionality. What he wants from her is to understand the source of her strength;
he "wishes he could have been there when she was bom, to watch the whole process of
Taylor" (37). His love for her, she realizes, is "all give and no take" (159). Unlike the
negative male figures in women's hero-stories, Jax participates willingly in childcare,
shares what he has, and refuses to keep secrets from the woman in his life.
Other characters highlight his qualities with their own contrasting behavior.
When Taylor flees to Seattle to escape Annawake Fourkiller, she agrees to a picnic outing
with Kevin, a male coworker. Kevin barely acknowledges Turtle's existence, instead
engaging in racist, classist monologues about various neighborhoods; Taylor is
"stupefied" by his rudeness in bringing a single apple to a picnic involving other people
(209). In contrast, Jax takes Turtle on outings to such places as the zoo, writes songs with
her, and even allows Lou Ann's son Dwayne Ray to play with some of his musical
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instruments. When Taylor is stranded without money, he attempts to send her his last
savings and offers to borrow whatever else she needs. Jax differs as well from Flint in
Tehanu. who had based his freedom on keeping his wife in ignorance of his thoughts and
activities. Jax, however, refuses to keep secrets from Taylor, confessing even his affair
with Gundi, the owner o f Rancho Copo; he does not want, he says, to choose "what
Taylor knows and what she doesn't," to "be the nervous yet powerful guy in the know"
while she is "the fool" (163). Jax's openly expressed love for Taylor causes even the
cynical Annawake to see him as a "brother," welcoming him into the family of women.
Cash Stillwater is Cherokee in a predominantly white country, old (in his own
eyes), and poor. At fifty-nine, he has fled the collapse of his life and is working as a
bagger in a health-food store in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Cash is presented as a man
who has always been close to women, learning cooking and beadwork from his mother at
an early age. Unlike the other characters in the Le Guin and Kingsolver books, he had
also had a successful marriage, but one that was disrupted by his wife’s early death.
When we meet Cash, he is a displaced person. Like many heroes, he has felt restless, but
his wife's rootedness had kept him on the Nation. Then, in a single year, he experienced
the deaths of his mother and wife, the suicide of his elder daughter, and the disappearance
o f his only granddaughter; giving in to his lifelong restlessness, he leaves the Cherokee
Nation. His quest takes him to Jackson Hole, but all he finds there is Rose Levesque, a
younger woman who becomes his lover but has "one eye always on the road out of town"
(123).

More alone than he has ever been, he identifies with the pigeons that have

arrived in the town, seeing in their group flights the community and the “animal joy” he
has lost (109). He also sees in them his own unsettledness, and when city officials begin
shooting the birds, he feels a certain relief at their "finding the ground at last" (124). This
event precipitates his decision to return to Oklahoma to attempt to reconstruct the family
he had lost. Returning home, having learned that the American Dream does not exist for
him, Cash is ready for the next stage o f his quest.
The quest of Le Guin's Ged was presented in the first three Earthsea books; he
appears in Tehanu after losing the power that had defined him as a wizard. Initially, this
loss of power is to him a loss of meaning, and he longs for death. "I should have stayed
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behind, but he [the young king] brought me back. The kindness of the young is cruelty"
(92). Once he knows that he will indeed live, he wants only to hide, refusing to crown or
even meet with the young king that he is responsible for placing on the throne of
Earthsea.
Ged's difficulty in adjusting to his new life is related to the degree of power he
once had. As Archmage, he was not only a man o f power within himself, able to do those
things he deemed important, but a man deeply honored by others. Devoid of magic, Ged
seems to feel feminized, to be without power as ordinary women are without power.
Tenar makes the comparison explicit when she muses,
trying to remember what it was like to have been powerful, to
be the Eaten One, the One Priestess of the Tombs of Atuan,
and then to lose that, throw it away, become only Tenar, only
herself. She thought about how it was to have been a woman
in the prime o f life, with children and a man, and then to lose
all that, becoming old and a widow, powerless. But even so
she did not feel she understood his shame, his agony of
humiliation. Perhaps only a man could feel so. A woman got
used to shame. (94)
Some of the shame Ged feels is related to a new physical reality, a limitation of his ability
to control his environment. Ged, whose use-name is Sparrowhawk, had always been able
to call birds to him; with his magic gone, birds no longer respond (83). Many wizards are
shapechangers, who can transform themselves into animals. All wizards can alter the
molecular structure o f objects so that broken things re-bond, or change the wind in order
for ships to sail. In exchange for such power, wizards have had to deny themselves not
only physical intimacy but sexual desire itself. Believing that "you don't get without you
give as much" (Tehanu 107), wizards bind themselves not only to celibacy but to
passionlessness, removing even the temptation to sexual union. When Ged loses his
magic, he loses his protection against desire. Moss describes him as "a boy of fifteen"
106).
Le Guin does not seem to see her wizards as essentially negative figures, but
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Tehanu suggests that she does see their lives as limited. Separate all his life from the
concerns o f ordinary people, Ged must learn how to live without magic. At first, this
seems to him like total defeat. In "Four Letters About Le Guin," critic Rollin Lasseter
writes that “Defeat is the loss of all consciously held expectations, definitions, and
personal congratulation. It is humiliation. The response a man makes to defeat is the key
to his eventual greatness or final degradation” (92). Ged, whose quest had seemed to be
finished, must go on quest again, this time to learn his identity as a man and not a
magician. As he helped bring Tenar to consciousness as a woman and not as a nameless
priestess, she now provides him with the circumstances in which he can journey inward
again. Under his new name o f Hawk, he travels to her home to work as a goatherd, alone
in the mountains as he had been as a boy. There, he learns "goat wisdom" and asks why
Hawk the goatherd should be “sick with grief and shame” for Ged the Archmage (223).
Finally, he realizes the truth of the most sacred song of Earthsea, which begins "Only in
dying, life." When he brings the goats down from the mountain, the mage has been reborn
as a man, and the man performs another hero deed: he saves Tenar’s life. Twenty-five
years after their first meeting, they become lovers.
The eventual union of Ged and Tenar had been hinted at even in The Tombs of
Atuan. Le Guin has written that the theme of the book is sex, and the sexual imagery is
obvious (Language 53). Tenar is mistress of an underground labyrinth with secret caves
and chambers; Ged carries a phallic wizard’s staff that magically gains him entry to the
forbidden labyrinth. Each is keeper of half of the lost Ring of Erreth-Akbe, and after the
broken halves are made whole, the young pair lead one another out of the dark. But they
do not marry or become lovers then, and not only because Ged is a celibate wizard. Had
Tenar been rescued from the labyrinth by a handsome prince whom she married, Tombs
would have been a romance, and she would have been a heroine, not a hero. At the end
o f that book she chooses freedom, and Tehanu shows the results of that freedom. She is
able to free Ged from psychological bondage as he had helped to free her, and their
mutual freedom brings them together.
The imagery o f Tehanu shows the link between Tenar and Ged. He is Hawk, or
Sparrowhawk, and a caller o f hawks; thinking of his gift, the young Tenar "saw herself
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the hawk, the wild bird." The hawks "come at his word, at his naming them,” but retain
their fierce hawkness; he had returned her name to her, but without restricting her
freedom (85). But Ged is himself a hawk, and by imaging herself as a hawk Tenar is
suggesting her identity with Ged. They are alike in their wildness. Later in the book,
after Ged has left for the valley, Tenar "realized that she was listening for the sound of his
voice, that her body denied his absence" (106). Although they are not yet lovers, Tenar
feels them as part of the same whole.
Wholeness has always been a central theme in Le Guin’s work, and critic Tarya
Malkki has written of marriage as perhaps its central metaphor. "When Le Guin writes of
marriage," Malkki says, "in this union of opposite genders she sees a paradigm for other
unions on both different and larger scales: unions between friends and brothers, unions
between members of a community, unions between entire races" (100). In Tehanu. the
union between Ged and Tenar helps to provide a home for a child who herself represents
a union of opposites. Therru is a dragon child, containing within herself the change that
the dying Ogion had foreseen. In the story of the woman of Kemay, Ogion had learned
that humans and dragons were once one people, living in a golden age before duality. But
some dragons had become "more in love with flight and wildness" while others learned to
build and hoard and became humans; these had fled the "wild ones" and, over time,
forgotten most of what wizards called the True Speech. Some few, according to the story,
retained both natures and remained "both wild and wise"; Therru is the first of these to be
bom in human form (12-13). She is the "woman on Gont” sought by the Masters of
Roke; her birth signals the beginning of the new age, the return of the golden time. Tenar
and Ged, whom the dragon child views as her parents, will nurture this new beginning.
The Bean Trees and Pies in Heaven are (more or less) realistic fictions, and the
consequences o f their heroes' marriages are less immediately cosmic than those in
Tehanu. Instead, the Kingsolver books focus on the social as well as psychological
contexts in which genuine marriage can occur. For Kingsolver, the community is
involved in facilitating marriage for its heroic females, demonstrating in fiction her belief
that the needs of families are also community needs. One possible reason for the failure
o f Alice's marriage to Harland is Pittman's definition of him as "good enough" despite his
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stagnation, his willingness to accept the false reality o f television as his reality. Alice
finds no support for her needs in Pittman; her "poker buddies," more trapped than Alice
in conventional expectations for women's lives, are thankful for marriage on any terms
(PH 6). In Tucson, however, despite Taylor’s early cynicism about male-female
relationships, she and Lou Ann have become able to bond with men. It is the strength
Lou Ann has gained from knowing Taylor that allows her to pair happily with Cameron
John. Later, Taylor agrees to move in with Jax only after Gundi approves Lou Ann as a
resident of Rancho Copo and after Lou Ann agrees to the move. Most importantly, it is
the women of the Cherokee Nation who engineer the romance between Cash and Alice,
who has, as Annawake says of herself, "communication problems with [her] heart" (PH
312). Initially angry when the plot is revealed, Alice eventually agrees that "It’s a public
service, what those women do," though she is not yet ready for marriage (312).
Both Taylor and Alice have internal barriers they must overcome before they can
enter into marriage. Both Greer women are perhaps excessively independent, a condition
Kingsolver has referred to as "stupidity" (Perry 46). They have lived so long without
either male or community support that both initially feel that they can and must be
independent, especially independent of men. Taylor admits to Jax that she does not
“need” him or any other man, while Alice has come to feel that "aloneness" is the
"inheritance" of her family’s women, that "we could go on for thirteen generations
without no men coming around to speak of. Just maybe to do some plumbing once in a
while" (27). She relates this need for independence to her mother Minerva Stamper, a
single mother who ran a hog farm during the worst years of the Depression. Minerva,
named after the virgin goddess o f wisdom in Roman myth, seems, like her namesake,
complete in herself. This Minerva worked at what many saw as a man’s job and refused
the "help" of any of the men who were attracted to her. In Alice's memory, "she used to
tromp around the farm with her eyes on the sky as if some sign up there said: FREEDOM
AND HAPPINESS THIS WAY, AT THE END OF THE LONELY ROAD" (23). She
managed to stamp her likeness not only on her daughter but also on the granddaughter she
never knew. Her stubborn strength has kept her descendants from being victimized but
has also kept them from Ending the human warmth that Alice at least has longed for. The
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task for Taylor and Alice in Pies in Heaven is to overcome the internal barriers that keep
them separate from other people, an act which will allow them to marry in a way which
enriches rather than restricts their lives. They become able to see men as more than
people who want to "gobble up your wings” or who "won't go out of [their] way for you."
Taylor faces the destruction of her illusion of independence in Seattle, that hightech American city to which she had fled as a means of keeping Turtle. Although Lou
Ann had earlier assured Taylor that neither she nor anyone else is "the Lone Ranger" (PH
171), Taylor has attempted to live out that quintessentially American myth; only poverty
and desperation force her to abandon it, and she does not abandon it easily. Insisting on
making it” herself, she refuses financial assistance from Jax; only the sudden revelation
that her well-intentioned insistence on Turtle's drinking milk has caused the child's illness
leads her to Oklahoma to talk with the Cherokee Nation about Turtle’s future.
Significantly, the chapter in which she makes that decision is entitled "Surrender
Dorothy," signaling Taylor's abandonment of the Lone Ranger myth for a myth of
returning home. She realizes, she tells Cash and Annawake, that even though she loves
Turtle, the love of one person alone is not enough to provide a good life for the child
(320).
Marriage for Taylor will take place in a context of family and community.
Hearing Turtle tell the Nation's child welfare worker that she has no family makes Taylor
rethink her relationship with Jax; even though marriage itself is not "really the point" for
her (327), her refusal to name her relationship with Jax has left Turtle feeling "that it’s
okay for people to leave when they feel like it" (328). Jax had imaged their union in
natural terms; he had "felt the small green tree that had been growing up in the center of
their bed suddenly chopped back to the root" when Taylor had denied that their
relationship was akin to marriage (146). Even Taylor admits to Alice that she had "been
missing him all summer long" and that she thinks of him as family (327). Making their
relationship "official" would, to Taylor, be a public statement o f their family affiliation,
making Jax "one of the people you won’t let go of for anything" (328).
On Alice’s part, she knows that the Stamper women have always been "cu t. . .
loose from people in the long run" (23). Before she can complete her long-delayed quest
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for freedom with intimacy, she must leave Kentucky and become part of a community, as
she had not been since her Depression childhood. Lacking a story for her old age and
unable to "picture the portion o f her life that lies ahead" (23), she heads West to help
Taylor and Turtle and then to the Cherokee Nation to seek information about Indian
adoption laws. There she finds her cousin Sugar and marvels at the unselfconscious
acceptance of interdependency to be found among the Cherokee. She seems to sense her
own separation from their life as she and Annawake doodle in spilled sugar at a diner:
while Annawake draws a heart, Alice draws a pig, which she then encloses with a fence.
This image is suggestive both o f Alice’s childhood on the hog farm and of the way that
she and Taylor have kept themselves separate from other people. Alice has come to be
particularly suspicious of men, defining a man as "Somebody that won't go out of his way
for you" (327). It is only after Cash convinces her of his willingness to "go out of his
way" that she is willing finally to become part of his community and to allow him to
become part of her life.
The proposed marriage of Cash and Alice has sacred, transformative potential; it
is a union of sometimes-opposed forces, possible only after the participants have
completed their quests. Cash and Alice are not only of different genders but (culturally,
at least) of different races and have been on opposite sides of the book’s central conflict,
the eventual custody of Turtle. Cash's drifting is in stark contrast to Alice's lifelong
stubbornness, but he finds the courage to return home and seek his grandchild as she
develops the ability to ask for help. When Cash proposes marriage to Alice as a means of
keeping the child continually with people she recognizes as family, she resists:
“Did anybody ask me if I wanted to marry Cash? . . .

Do I get

a say-so here? Because I already made up my mind a long time
ago, I don't want another husband that's glued to his everloving
TV set. I have my own principles to think about." (340)
In response to Alice’s challenge, and demonstrating his willingness to "go out of
his way" for someone he loves, Cash leads the entire extended family to his cabin, where
he ceremonially "executes" his television.
Alice's heart performs its duties strangely inside her chest, and
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she understands that her lifetime sentence of household silence
has been commuted. The family of women is about to open its
doors to men. Men, children, cowboys, and Indians. It’s all
over now but the shouting. (343)
The marriage of Cash and Alice will be one of reconciliation, one in which a
lifetime (or more) o f separations and wrongs will be healed. The journey of the female
hero has been paralleled by a male hero’s journey, and the oppositions evident in the world
are about to cease to be oppositions.
The marriage o f the new female hero grounds the hero in the community she has
found or helped to create. These marriages involve not only two individuals but those
around them. What critic James Bittner says of Le Guin’s characters in general is true not
only of her protagonists but of Kingsolver's and Walker’s as well: "What [her] characters
learn on their quests is that freedom and wholeness are not to be found in individualism
but in partnership" (123). The ultimate union of the female hero with an appropriate
partner has, like the sacred marriage of mythology, transformative power and does not
merely reinforce the existing social system. Celie and Shug recreate their original
community in a life-affirming way; the union of Ged and Tenar suggests the arrival of a
new age in Earthsea; Taylor’s decision to return to Jax creates a renamed family; Alice's
marriage to Cash will symbolize a reconciliation of opposites, a transcendence of duality.
The hero's marriage is a sign that, at least in fiction, it is possible to move beyond the
either/or.
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Endnotes for Chapter Eight
1 Milton’s presentation o f the marriage of Adam and Eve in Paradise Lost is perhaps
paradigmatic here.
2 Merlin Stone’s When God Was a Woman contains an extended discussion of this
practice.
3 See Carolyn Heilbrun’s discussion of this idea in Writing a Woman’s Life.
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Afterword
At the risk o f seeming frivolous, let me suggest that it is possible to see an
analogy between the writing of a dissertation and the undertaking of a heroic quest. In
both, one searches for hidden or lost treasure— the new theme, the information whose
importance was previously unrecognized, perhaps a revised theory—and in the search
one receives the assistance of seemingly magical guides— reference librarians,
dissertation directors, and computer wizards. If one is lucky, there are moments of
insight, even enlightenment, which may have transformative power. This dissertation
may have been more a quest than most, perhaps because its subject—the lives and
stories of contemporary women— is still evolving.
As one might expect, during the process of writing this dissertation, I made some
discoveries. First among them was the realization that, despite its departures from the
traditional monomyth and the political radicalism of many of its writers, the female
monomyth is not a total repudiation of the traditional story. Women are redeploying
tradition, not destroying it. As Rita Felski has stated, “a feminist cultural politics should
be engaged in . . . opening up the range and richness of existing cultural traditions as
potentially accessible and adaptable to the specific . . . interests of women” (43). In the
work of feminist novelists, the quest motif, perhaps because it is almost infinitely
adaptable, remains important and seems likely to continue to be so. But because these
authors are feminists responding to a changing world, their archetypal questers move
beyond the traditional monomyth into a story ripe with possibilities for women, men, and
the world they/we inhabit.
One possibility is that of escaping our isolation by recognizing the
interdependence between the individual and the group. This interdependence does not
devalue or preclude the heroism o f the individual, but it does suggest that heroism may be
something that we achieve together. In the novels discussed in this dissertation,
characters may alternate periods o f growth as heroes, each o f them facilitating the growth
of one or more others. Celie makes the heroic choice to defy community mores and help
Shug return to health: Shug in turn empowers her, and together they slay monsters, build
a new community, and achieve transcendence. Sassafrass, Cypress, and Indigo after their
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quests return to their birth family and community. Tenar follows the traditional path but
eventually leaves it. In the interdependence of ordinary life, she not only saves the life of
Therru and the health o f Ged but is herself rescued by those she has helped to save.
Taylor Greer seeks escape from responsibilities but eventually embraces them. Each of
her hero-acts is enabled or empowered by those whom she also empowers. This exciting
aspect of the hero story provides hope for healing both individuals and the world.
Another sign o f healing is the reconciliation between women and men found in
these novels. This aspect of the female hero’s story was not one I expected, but I was
delighted by this departure from earlier feminist or proto-feminist fiction. Although the
female hero rejects patriarchal norms, as she must in order to be heroic, she does not
define men as “the enemy.” Perhaps reflecting the changes in the world in the last few
decades, especially the changes in women’s lives, the female hero’s story as it moves
into the next century suggests the radical possibility of true union between men and
women on terms o f equality. I term this possibility “radical” because it goes to the root
of the binary oppositions that have plagued us. It suggests that, once hierarchy is rooted
out, a new flowering of human life is possible.
Regardless o f how dissatisfied some of us may feel with the state of our culture,
and regardless of how many stubborn weeds are still deeply rooted, no one over the age
of thirty can deny that the lives of women and men have changed drastically in the last
generation. Certainly I am old enough to remember things that alternately horrify or
amuse my students. In the sixth grade, I was dissuaded from my original career goal of
veterinary medicine because the only veterinary school in the state where I lived required
two years o f ROTC as physical training for treating large farm animals. As I had no
wish to be in the military, this discovery ended that particular life path. In high school, I
learned that, even in 1970, married women could not purchase property or obtain credit
in their own names. In my first year of college, the thirtyish woman who taught
humanities told us o f how, only a few years earlier, her undergraduate advisor had
counseled her against pursuing a master’s degree while unmarried for fear that she would
be “educated out o f the marriage market.” When she persisted in applying to graduate
schools, her well-meaning advisor suggested that she at least get rid of her cats, emblems
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of spinsterhood. In what must surely be a sign o f something, my young male students
find it unbelievable that any sensible man would ever have objected to a woman’s
educating herself for a better-paying career, and few students of either gender associate
cats with pitiful “old maids.” Though many o f us would feel that we have not come far
enough, there has been real progress in the quest for gender justice.
The June 29, 1998 issue o f Time, however, asks on its cover, “Is Feminism
Dead?” and the accompanying story by Gina Bellafante seems to answer that question in
the affirmative, critiquing what its author sees as the current feminist obsession with
private sex lives instead of political issues. “Political” here is defined as such practical
matters as child care and salary differences, feminist issues which have not yet been
resolved to everyone’s satisfaction: Bellafante sees such texts as Elizabeth Wurtzel’s
Bitch: In Praise o f Difficult W omen, which asserts its author’s right to “have tantrums in
Bloomingdale’s” (59), as less significant than Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique, a
judgment with which I would concur. While I have no wish to deny the importance of
claiming one’s sexuality, sexual freedom alone does not guarantee an egalitarian society,
or even a healthy environment for women.
Instead, as Mary Pipher has argued in Reviving Ophelia, our sexually charged,
appearance-oriented culture often has a strikingly negative effect on young girls.
Though her research subjects were mostly white and middle-class, their stories reflect a
dynamic o f self-hatred and perceived powerlessness poisonous to the lives of young
women. Cut off from what in many cases had been earlier supportive relationships with
parents, Pipher’s clients experiment with drugs, withdraw from activities they had once
enjoyed, and engage in risky sexual behavior at early ages. Like Le Guin’s Therru, they
see themselves as monstrous and are unable to imagine their own beauty. These female
children (who, as many of us no doubt remember, existed in earlier generations as well)
need models and stories which will allow them to imagine healthier alternatives for their
lives.
The needs of our culture’s children may help to provide an answer to the question
asked by Estella Lauter and Carol Schrier Rupprecht: “why do we need a feminist
archetypal theory?" In the same issue of Time that questioned the viability o f feminism,
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Nadya Labi’s article on “Girl Power” examines the lives of teenagers and the
phenomenon of Disney’s animated film Mulan with its young female warrior, who
dresses as a boy and questions her own worth. That article posits a young woman’s need
for feminism and for heroes. Analyzing the appeal of Mulan. Kathleen Karlyn of the
University of Oregon English department states:
We’re struggling to find alternative models for heroism .. . . In
order to even imagine female heroism, we’re placing it in the
realm of fantasy.. . . W e’re beginning to think about heroism in
a female way. But we don’t have narratives or genres in which
we can comfortably fit strong female protagonists. (Labi 62)
Karlyn shares the concern that inspired this dissertation, a concern for the life models our
stories provide for us. My own work with young women as a teacher of composition and
literature confirms daily their hunger for meaningful stories. In the first semester of
college composition, students write of their own experiences in ways that move other
students (and sometimes their instructor) to laughter, tears, or a deep empathy. Students
in literature classes ask, not necessarily for immediate relevance, but for opportunities to
see the relevance of literary works to their lives and concerns. And not only the young
have this need. A women’s reading group to which I belong has begun a study of Ann
Thomas’s Women We Become, a collection and interpretation of folk tales and legends
about women and aging. The women in the group range in age from seventeen to
seventy-six, with most of us in our forties and fifties, and we share a common hunger for
answers to the question: what next? What comes after the young girl’s, or the young
mother’s, story? With few stories that address the lives of older women, we ask, with
Madonna Kolbenschlag, “Is there a larger story, a universal myth that is unfolding and
that I am living?” (xii).
Given the magnitude of the world and the differences between its cultures, I am
hesitant to say that anything is truly universal, but the process of writing this dissertation
has reinforced my lifelong conviction that stories are important and the need for them
probably close to universal. Persons committed to social change cannot afford to ignore
this need. Frederic Jameson has stated that “lived reality alters . . . in function of the
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‘model’ through which we see and live the world,” and one can only hope for models that
alter lived reality in a positive way (Frye 6). Kolbenschlag has written that “People are
changed, not by intellectual convictions or ethical urgings, but by transformed
imaginations” (179), and I continue to believe that the production and transmission of
stories that spark imaginative transformation is part of the important work o f our time.
The species can no longer afford myths of conquest and domination; the old ones have
not served us well. Instead, we need new mythic models, reflecting a global reality.
Writers like Walker, Shange, Kingsolver, and Le Guin are providing models that may
well be the myths of the future, as Homer’s Diad and Odvssev have formed some of the
myths of our past.
The female hero’s story that emerged in the I980’s differed from the stories of
our past; the two novels of the 1990’s examined in this dissertation moved the hero’s
story forward again, presenting further possibilities for her life. All four of the writers
studied here are still producing, still moving the story forward, and they are not alone. In
the fields o f science fiction and fantasy, Le Guin has been joined by a host of younger
female writers who focus on the female hero: Suzette Haden Elgin and Sherri S. Tepper
are among the most exciting o f these. Even male writers of SF are creating female
heroes; the work o f such men as David Palmer and Charles DeLint transcends gendered
boundaries. In our own region of Appalachia, writers like Denise Giardino, Lee Smith,
Sharyn McCrumb, and Bobbie Ann Mason are creating female heroes, and the work of
such women of color as Gloria Naylor, Toni Morrison, Louise Erdrich, Paula Gunn Allen,
and Amy Tan continues to expand the horizons of American literature.
The emerging, evolving story of the female hero is deeply optimistic; it suggests
ways out of many of our current global crises. As the hero moves beyond dualistic ways
of thinking, she models the possibility a world without clear demarcations of “us” and
“them.” As she refuses to kill even when she has the power to do so, she models more
peaceful ways o f being in the world than those our species has often practiced. In the
possibility that I find most profound and exciting, the female hero recognizes herself as
part of a larger entity that includes all of life; she recognizes, as does Shug, that she and
the tree are the same blood. Though the novels discussed here do not use the term,
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Madonna Kolbenschlag and others have called this awareness Gaia, the name of an earth
goddess from Greek myth. The development of Gaia-awareness is the ultimate move
beyond duality; it grounds us in the community o f life on out planet and not only in the
human community. The fiction of the emerging female hero may in time become the
mythology that will lead us out of the ecological crisis of our time.
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